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Citizens
Radio
Citizens Radio
THE letter from Mr.
Mr. G.
G. E.
E. Storey^(October
Storey (October issue,
issue,
p. 496) calling for aa relaxation
relaxation of
of the
the restrictions
restrictions
governing the granting of
of licences
licences for
for mobile
mobtle radio
radio
installations has stimulated
stimulated aa lively
lively correspondence
correspondence
in subsequent issues
issues of
of this
this journal.
journal.
The idea of possessing
possessing one's
one's own
own private
private transtransmitting and receiving set
set has
has fired
fired the
the imagination
imagination
of every generation of
of schoolboys
schoolboys since
since wireless
wireless
telephony became practicable.
practicable. It
It has
has been
been powerpowerfully stimulated
stimulated in recent
recent years
years by
by the
the advent
advent of
of the
the
transistor and the
the ubiquitous
ubiquitous personal
personal portable
portable
broadcast receiver.
receiver. There
There are
are few
few weeks
weeks in
in which
which
we do not receive a request
request for
for aa reference
reference to
to circuit
circuit
diagrams from teenage
teenage hopefuls
hopefuls who
who are
are obviously
obviously
quite ignorant of the
the licensing
licensing regulations
regulations and
and who,
who,
if they built such transmitters,
transmitters, would
would have
have no
no means
means
of knowing whether they
they were
were in
in the
the right
right waveband,
waveband,
let alone whether their
their signals
signals were
were stable
stable or
or free
free
from harmonics.
But if novice "do-it-yourself"
" do-it-yourself " aspirants
aspirants must
must be
be
deterred until they can
can show
show some
some evidence
evidence of
of comcompetence, what are we
we to
to say
say to
to the
the many
many responsible
responsible
would be
be only
only too
too glad
glad to
to leave
leave technical
technical
citizens who would
details to others .ifif they
they could
could buy
buy aa properly
properly made
made
and tested instrument
instrument of
of lower
lower power
power and
and cost
cost than
than
the standard mobile radio
radio equipments
equipments at
at present
present
available. Because they
they are
are responsible
responsible citizens
citizens
they will not need reminding
reminding that
that the
the natural
natural aspiraaspirations and needs of individuals
individuals must
must sometimes
sometimes be
be
c'
u rbed in the interests
interests of
curbed
of the
the general
general well-being
well-being of
of
the community, which means
means ultimately
ultimately of
of themthem-:selves. But they also
also have
have the
the right
right to
to ask
ask questions
questions
about the manner in
in which
which restriction
restriction isis exercised
exercised
by authority and, in the
the present
present context,
context, ifif the
the PostPostmaster General is using his
his powers
powers to
to restrict
restrict private
private
communication systems in
in order
order to
to fulfil
fulfil his
his other
other
duty to make public telecommunication
telecommunication services
services pay.
pay.
These are matters on which
which the
the P.M.G.
P.M.G. isis answeranswerable to Parliament and on
on which
which he
he takes
takes the
the advice
advice
of the Mobile Radio
Radio Committee
Committee which
which in
in turn
turn has
has
heard evidence from organizations
organizations representing
representing aa
wide variety of interests.
interests. Reports
Reports of
of the
the Mobile
Mobile
Radio Committee are published
published regularly
regularly by
by H.M.
H.M.
Stationery Office and
and while
while giving
giving technical
technical arguarguments for the recommendations
ments
recommendations on
on frequency
frequency allocaallocation and equipment specifications,
specifications, they
they also
also reveal
reveal
the magnitude of the demand
demand for
for mobile
mobile radio
radio by
by
by business
public services and by
business and
and industry.
industry.
With so many powerful
powerful rivals
rivals for
for places
places in
in the
the
limited frequency bands
bands allocated
allocated by
by international
international
agreement to mobile services,
services, itit seems
seems to
to us
us that
that
individual citizens should
should form
form an
an association
association

through
through which
which their
theirvoice
voicecould
couldbe
beeffectively
effectivelyheard,
heard.
Pressure
Pressure on
on ether
ether space
space isis mounting
mounting and
and already
already
50kc/s
50kc/ s channel
channel spacing
spacing has
has given
givenway
waytoto 25kc/s
25kcj sfor
for
telephony
telephony in
in this
this and
and other
other countries.
countries. In
Inandcipaanjcipation
tion of
of future
future demands
demands the
the Netherlands
Netherlands PTT
PTT has
has
developed
developed the
the "Simofoon"
" Simofoon" system,
system, which
which by
by comcombinations
binations of
of audio-frequency
audio-frequency tones
tones can
can transmit
transmit
simple
simple coded
coded messages
messages toto thousands
thousands ofofmobile
mobilesubsubscribers,
scribers, using
using only
only one
oneradio-frequency
radio-frequencychannel,
channel.
Whatever
Whatever direction
direction the
thefuture
futureline
lineofofdevelopment
development
may
may take
take itit isis certain
certain that
that aa tight
tight control
control will
will be
be
kept
kept on
on the
the performance
performance and
and stability
stabilityofofthe
theequipequipment
citizens ") radio
ment used
used for
for mobile
mobile (including
(including ""citizens")
radio
communication.
communication. The
The widespread
widespread belief
beliefthat
thatwe
weare
are
hard
hard done
done by
by inin the
the U.K.
U.K. inin the
thematter
matterofoftechnical
technical
restrictions
restrictions and
and that
that much
much greater
greater freedom
freedom isis yer:-ermitted
mined to
to the
the citizens
citizens of,
of, for
for example,
example, the
the U.S.A.
U.S.A.
isis illusory.
illusory. New
New systems
systems put
put into
into operation
operationininthe
the
U.S.A.
U.S.A. after
after 1st
1stAugust,
August, 1958,
1958,and
andall
allsystems
systemsafter
after
31si
31st October,
October, 1963,
1963, are
are allowed
allowed toto have
have frequency
frequency
tolerance
tolerance of
of not
not more
more than
than 0.002%
0.002% inin the
the 27
27 Mc/s
Mcjs
bands
bands or
or 0.0005%
0.0005% in
in the
the 465
465 Mc/s
Me Is bands,
bands, and
andf.m.
f.m.
deviations of
of 5kc/s
5kc/ s and
and 15kc/s
deviations
15kc/ s respectively.
respectively. In
In
Germany
Germany where
where the
the Bundespost
Bundespost authorities
authorities have
have
recently
relaxed"" restrictions
recently ""relaxed
restrictions toto the
the extent
extent ofof
permitting
permitting radio
radio communications
communications inin the
the 27
27 Mc/s
Mcjs
bands
bands for
for the
the use
use of
of sports
sports organizations
organizations (but
(but not
not
individuals)
individuals) in
in addition
additiontotopublic
publicservices,
services,the
thechanchannel
nel spacing
spacing is
is toto be
be lOkc/s,
lOkc/ s, frequency
frequency stability
stability
o
C,
(—10
C toto 40
C and
( -lOoC
40°C
and with
with ±±10%
lO'Yo variation
variationofofpower
power
supply)
supply) must
must be
be less
less than
than +±1.5kc/s,
l.Skc/s, and
and the
themaximaximum
mum radiated
radiated power
power from
from aa A/2
A./2 dipole
dipole must
must not
not
exceed
exceed 0.1
0.1 watt.
watt. Commenting
Commenting on
on this
this our
ourcontemcontemporary
porary Funkschau
Funkschau says
says somewhat
somewhat wryly
wryly that
that the
the
hoped
Everyman Radio
hoped for
for ""Everyman
Radio"" isis scarcely
scarcelymore
morethan
than
aa cut-down
cut-down "Everymanikin
"Everymanikin Radio"!
Radio"!
IfIf there
there isis to
to be
be any
any extension
extensionofofmobile
mobileradio
radioby
by
aa reduction
reduction in
in the
the price
price ofof equipment
equipment this
this will
will ininevitably
evitably be
be atat the
the cost
cost ofoflower
lowerpower
powerand
andrestricted
restr~ cted
range,
range, because
because the
the out-of-band
out-of-band spurious
spurious radiation
radiation
must
must be
be kept
kept atat aa level
level atat least
least asas low
low asas that
that
allowed
allowed in
in higher-powered
higher-powered equipment.
equipment. Will
Will those
those
who
who now
now call
call for
for aalowering
loweringof
ofcosts
costsbe
besatisfied
satisfiedwith
with
the
the limited
limited ranges?
ranges? IfIf not
not they
they must
must pay
pay up
up and
and
join
join the
the ranks
ranks of
of the
the existing
existing mobile
mobile users,
users.
The
The motives
motives of
of those
those who
who wish
wish toto communicate
communicate
by
those which
byradio
radio are
areas
aslegitimate
legitimateasas.those
whichurge
urgepeople
people
toto travel,
travel, but
butifif travellers
travellerswish
wishtotouse
usemodern
modernmotormotorways
ways they
they are
arl! no
no longer
longer allowed
allowed toto walk,
wa:k, push
push
perambulators
perambulators or
or even
even ride
ride mopeds;
mopeds; they
theymust
must buy
buy
aa car
car and
and submit
sub:nit toto the
the inspection
inspection and
and control
control ofof
its
its roadworthiness.
roadworthiness.
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BAND IV BEACON
TRANSMITTER (GB3GEC)

BAND

IV

BEACON

illANSMITTER

-'I
s. i

(GB3GEC)

STUDIES
PROPAGATION STUDIES
MIXED-PATH PROPAGATION
DESIGNED FOR MIXED-PATH

IF: HI:

IN

interferenc e
of interference
probability of
the probability
In order to study the
the
on the
and on
Britain and
in Britain
stations in
between television
television stations
continuous
frequency, aa continuous
same frequency,
the same
Continent sharing the
the
of the
works of
the works
from the
radiated from
been radiated
signal has been
LonWest LonHammersm ith, West
M-0 Valve Company at Hammersmith,
M-O
beamed
and beamed
Mc/s, and
431.5 Mc/s,
of 431.5
don, on a frequency of
since
Hague, since
The Hague,
in The
PElPL in
station PE1PL
on the receiving station
by
organized by
was organized
project was
The project
1962. The
January, 1962.
Radio
the Radio
of the
representat ive of
the representative
G. M. C. Stone, the
Study
C.C.I.R. Study
the C.C.I.R.
on the
Britain on
Society of Great Britain
with
concerned with
is concerned
and is
(Propagatio n), and
Group V (Propagation),
over
strength over
field strength
of field
variation of
the variation
of the
nts of
measurements
measureme
path.
sea path.
this mixed land and sea
above
mounted above
is mounted
Hammersm ith is
at Hammersmith
The aerial at
ground
above ground
feet above
70 feet
about 70
the factory about
the roof of the
8-over-8
stack 8-over-8
square stack
four square
of four
consists of
level and consists
by J.J.
supplied by
aer:al, supplied
The aerial,
arrays. The
slot-fed. Yagi arrays.
slot-fed
polar
its polar
and its
Northampt on, and
of Northampton,
Beam Aerials Ltd., of
power
A power
cover. A
front cover.
the front
on the
diagram
dia aram are illustrated on
through
transmitter through
the transmitter
SOOW is fed from the
~bout 500W
of about
A/2
Hague aa A/2
The Hague
At The
cable. At
coaxial cable.
l-in diameter coaxial
a 1-in
of aa
focus of
the focus
at the
fitted at
is fitted
reflector is
dinole with a disc reflector
dipole

loop
simple loop
showing simple
Mcfs showing
431 Mc/s
for 431
amplifier for
Fig. I. Low-power amplifier
A2521.
and A252I.
for DET24 and
anode circuit for

By
GIBSON, *
H. L. GIBSON,*
A.M.I.E.E.
A.M.I.E.E.

lowfeeds aa lowand feeds
paraboloid and
25ft diameter steerable paraboloid
followed
Mcjs followed
150 Mc/s
at 150
output at
noise converter with an output
provides
recorder provides
chart recorder
A chart
by a tunable receiver. A
voltage.
a.g.c. voltage.
amplified a.g.c.
the amplified
of the
a continuous record of
long
for long
operate for
to operate
designed to
The transmitter is designed
and
service, and
the service,
of the
interruption of
periods without any interruption
excollect exto collect
Company to
Valve Company
M-0 Valve
is used by the M-O
used
valves used
various valves
the various
on the
evidence on
tended life-test evidence
the
transmissio ns, the
of transmissions,
beginning of
the beginning
in it. Since the
blocking
to blocking
due to
was due
failure was
of failure
only serious cause of
4X250B
the 4X250B
to the
air to
cooling air
supplying cooling
of the air filters supplying
stage.
the output stage.
valves in the
from aa
derived from
is derived
frequency is
transmitter frequency
The transmitter
temconstant temat constant
maintained at
kc/s maintained
7990.74 kc/s
crystal at 7990.74
sent
are sent
signals are
identificatio n signals
oven; identification
perature in an oven;
and
keying and
shift keying
by frequency shift
once in five minutes by
frequency
oscillator frequency
the oscillator
raising the
by raising
this is performed by
keying
the keying
of the
periods of
" space" periods
the "space"
slightly during the
by aa
formed by
are formed
characters are
keying characters
sequence. The keying
between
minute between
per minute
once per
rotates once
slotted disc which rotates
of
out of
Four out
photo-trans istor. Four
and a photo-transistor.
a light source and
cirrelay cirby relay
suppressed by
are suppressed
sequences are
five keying sequences
in
once in
only once
letters only
call letters
the call
radiate the
cuits so as to radiate
output
the output
at the
shift at
minute~ . The frequency shift
five minutes.
arrangemen t
circuit arrangement
The circuit
kc/s. The
1s about 22 kc/s.
frequency is
The
practice. The
conventiona l practice.
follows conventional
of the exciter follows
6AM6
by aa 6AM6
followed by
is followed
oscillator is
12AX7 crystal oscillator
trebler
EL84 trebler
an EL84
and an
trebler and
6AM6 trebler
buffer amplifier, a 6AM6
anodes
its anodes
with its
tetrode with
twin tetrode
TTlS twin
which drives a TT15
daubler
frequency doubler
as aa frequency
act as
to act
parallel to
connected in parallel
power
of aa power
capable of
is capable
stage is
This stage
to 143.8 Mc/s. This
O.SW
to 0.5W
reduced to
normally reduced
output of 3W but this isis normally
screen
reduced screen
greatly reduced
at greatly
TTIS at
the TT15
by operating the
voltage.
of
stages of
three stages
has three
driver has
low-power driver
The low-power
are
which are
of which
two of
first two
the first
grounded-grid
grounded-g rid triodes, the
lowas lowdesigned as
originally designed
A2521 pin-based valves originally
Company
Valv~Company
M-0 Valve
Dept., M-O
•Applications
*Applications Dept.,
1962
DECEMBER 1962
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noise amplifiers for u.h.f. receivers, but
but now
finding
now findmg
increasing use as small power valves. The first
first
A2521 acts as a frequency trebler to
final frefreto the
the final
unity power
quency of 431.5 Mc/s
Mcjs at approximately unity
power
giving
gain followed by an A2521 power amplifier
amplifier giving
an output of 2.5 W. Both of these stages use
use anode
anode
of single turn
of 10
10
tuned circuits consisting of
turn loops
loops of
and terminated
s.w.g. copper, |in
tin internal d'ameter
d:ameter and
terminated
of about lSOpF
150pF formed
formed
to earth by a capacitance of
by lin square copper plates insulated from
from the
the
chassis by a thin sheet of mica and
and retained
by
retained by
nylon screws. The amplifier stage
no tuned
tuned
stage has
has no
coupled to
to the
preinput circuit but is capacitively coupled
the previous anode circuit. The following amplifier raises
raises
and one might
the power level to 12W and
might normally
normally
consider a double u.h.f. tetrode such
such as
the TT:o
TT10//
as the
QQV03-20A for this service. However, it
it has
has been
been
shown that the effective power gain
gain of
of such
such an
an
is no better than that of
of aa grounded-grid
grounded-grid
amplifier 1s
triode of similar
the inherent
inherent stability
stability
~imilar rating while the
considerable advanadvanof the grounded-grid triode is
is aa considerable
tage. Consequently, the following amplifier
amplifier uses
uses
a DET24 disc seal triode. This
valve was
was originoriginThis valve
coaxial circuits
circuits at
frequenally designed for use in coaxial
at frequenbelow 500
500
cies up to 2,000 Mc/s
Mcjs but at frequencies below
Mcjs an extremely simple anode circuit can
Mc/s
can be
be
circak is
is necessary. In
this
used while no input circlai-t
In this
transmitter, the anode circuit consists of
of three sides
sides
Ijfn side
side bent up
up from
from 16
16 s.w.g.
s.w.g.
of a square loop of !kin
copper sheet !tin
Hin wide. One of the sides is
is clamped
clamped

to the chassis with suitable . insulation to
to form
form aa
of the
by-pass capacitor while the other end of
the loop
loop
is extended to
valve anode
anode
to form a clamp around the
the valve
contact ring. The entire loop forms a heat sink
sink
which keeps the valve seal temperature to
to aa safe
safe
and the
the A2521
A2521
value. Details of this arrangement and
anode tuned circuit are shown in Fig. 1,
1, and
are
and are
described in detail in the M-O
M-0 Valve Company's
Application Report No. 10.
The penultimate amplifier uses a 4X150A
tetrode
4Xl50A tetrode
of drive
drive
valve operating under reduced conditions of
and anode input to give an output of SOW and
and this
this
drives a pair of 4X250B
at full
full
4X2SOB valves operated at
ratings to give an output of 500W.
SOOW. These valves
are normally operated in coaxial circuits but it
it is
is
very difficult to connect two valves in
in parallel
parallel in
in
this arrangement and the GB3GEC transmitter uses
uses
radial cavities for both the single-valve and
and twotwovalve stages. Provided that only a small tuning
tuning
range is required, these circuits have the added
advantage that they can be made almost entirely
entirely
without the use of machine tools.
The cavities used take the form of a flat, square
box with the valves mounted centrally between the
upper and lower plates of the box. The spacing
between these plates is determined by the valve
socket and chimney so that the anode and screen
contact surfaces connect with the upper and
and lower
lower
plates of the box. The length of the sides of the
the
cavity determine the frequency which also depends
+ H.T.
OUTPUT

i,
4X2508
5

Tz

GRID CURRENT METERS

CATHODE CURRENT METERS
SCREEN CURRENT
SCREEN
CURRENT METERS
METERS

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of high-power
high-power amplifier
amplifier using
using two
two 4X250B
4X2506 valves
valves in
in aa radial
radial cavity.
cavity.
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INPUT
SOCKET

ADJUSTABLE CAPACITOR COUPLING
FOR DRIVE INPUT (I" DIA. DISC)

ANODE PLATE INSULATED FROM
BODY OF CAVITY WITH 0·007in MICA
GIVING 800pF CAPACITANCE

GRID LINE Tz
(?NE WAVELENGTH LONG)

ADJUSTABLE
OUTPUT COUPLING

~
m

4 X 250 B VALVES MOUNTED
IN AN AIR SYSTEM SOCKET
COMPLETE WITH CERAMIC CHIMNEY

/-

0~

THREE FLAPS BENT AT RIGHT-ANGLES
TO FORM A CAPAC IT OR
WITH ASSOCIATED PROBE

iaBSi

GRID TUNING CAPACITORS
(I" OIA. DISCS)

I

+H.T.

I
I
I
I
_________ j

II
R.F. DEADSPACE FOR D.C.
& HEAH.R CONNECTIONS
TO VALVE HOLDERS

■

R|

'

0

0

L2

(

Lj

0

Ly R4

0
O

"\, /O
AIR INLET TUBES

Fig. 3. . Layout of the radial
cavity of the high-power amplifier (shown /eft) using a pair
of 4X250B valves.

Fig. 4. The low-power stages of
the transmitter showing the
exciter unit in the foreground
and the housing containing the
keying disc on the right.
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on the capcitive loading applied
applied by
by the
the valve.
valve. The
The
lengths for a frequency of
of 440
440 Mc/s
Mc/s isis 13jin
l3tin for
for
a single 4X150A
4XlSOA valve
valve and
and lOjin
10-!in for
for aa pair
pair of
of
4X2SOB valves when the
4X250B
the plates
plates are
are spaced
spaced lin
lin apart.
apart.
Fine tuning is
i~ achieved
achieved by
by aa 2in
2in diameter
diameter brass
brass
disc which is adjustable
ad;ustable in
in spacing
spacing and
and therefore
therefore
in capacitance across the
the cavity.
cavity. This
This arrangement
arrangement
gives a tuning range of
of about
about 20
20 Mc/s
Mc/s and
and easily
eas ily
allows the cavities to be
be adjusted
ad ;usted to
to 431.5
431.5 Mc/s
Mc/s with
with
adequate allowance for
for valve-to-valve
valve-to-valve capacitance
capacitance
variations.
variadons. Power is coupled
coupled out
out of
of the
the cavities
cavities by
by
a rotatable loop.
The grid circuits use
use simple
simple trough
trough line
line arrangearrangements, a half-wave line for
for the
the single
single valve
valve circuit
circuit
and a full-wave
full - wave line in
in the
the shape
shape of
of aa letter
letter CC for
for
t he two-valve circuit.
the
circui t. The
The trough
trough lines
lines are
ar e concontained in a screening
screening box
box mounted
mounted beneath
beneath the
the
anode cavity with aa gap
gap which provides
provides an
an r.f.
r.f. deaddeadspace into which the heater
heater and
and d.c.
d.c. screen
screen connecconnections can be taken through
through suitable
suitable chokes
chokes and
and
by-pass capacitors.
capacitors. The
The circuit
circuit diagram
diagram for
for the
the twotwovalve arrangement is shown
shown in
in Fig.
F ig. 22 and
and the
the conconstructional details in
in Fig
Fig 3.
3. Both
Both the
the single-valve
single-valve
and two-valve
two- valve circuits are
are described
described in
in the
the M-O
M-0
Valve Company's Application Report
Report No.
No. 6.
6.

The power
pnwer supplies are
are entirely
entirely conventional;
conventional;
the low-power supplies
supplies are
are provided
provided by
by Furzehill
Furzehill
type PIOUR
P ~OOR stabilized
srabi1ized power
power units
units white
whi1e the
the highhighpower stages are supplied
supplied from
from zenon
zenon rectifiers
rectifiers type
type
GXU2 in bi-phase half-wave
half-wave circuits.
circuits. The
The transtransmitter is protected against
against failure
failure of
of cooling
cooling air
air by
by
suitable relays and the
the biasing
biasing arrangements
arrangements are
are
such thai
that failure of
of r.f.
r.f. drive
drive from
from earlier
earlier stages
stages
leaves the high-power valves
valves operating
operating within
within their
their
dissipation rating.
Assuming an e.r.p.
e.r.p. of
of 5kW.
SkW. the
the calculated
calculated free
free
space input signal level
level isis approximately
approximately 2mV
2m V but
but
the received signal has,
has, al
at all
all times,
times, been
been very
very much
much
less than this. During
Durir.g February,
February, March
March and
ar.d April,
April>
the signal never rose above
above 5/iV
S11 V and
and for
for aa large
large part
part
of the time was less than
than 0.5/'V.
O.S,1V. It
It was
was expected
expected
that signals nearer to
to the
the free
free space
space value
value would
would
have occurred during the
the summer
summer months
months when
when
real duct formations might
might be
be expected,
expected, but
but this
this in
in
fact did not happen.
happen. The
The signal
signal isis normally
normally subsubjected to rapid fading and
and aircraft
aircraft flutter
flutter effects.
effects.
In spite of the highly
highly directive
directive aerial,
aerial, the
the signal
signal is
is
easily received throughout
throughout the
the Home
Home Counties
Counties and
and
reports have been received
received from
from as
as far
far afield
afield as
as
Monmouthshir e.
Monmouthshire.

BOOKS
RECEIV ED
BOOKS RECEIVED
IIntroduction
ntroduction to Electronics,
E!ectronics, by
by Robert
Robert J.J. Hughes
Hugh es and
and
P:pe. An elementary treatment
Peter Pipe.
treatment of
of radio
radio and
and basic
basic
electron~cs . The " teaching
electronics.
teaching machine
machine "" approach
approach isis adadopted, the reader being
being required
required to
ro answer
answer correctly
correctly aa
question on the current
current section
secrion before
before he
he can
can find
find the
the
correct page on which
which to
to continue.
continue. The
T he book
book isis written
written
in a colloquial style,
style, and each
each step
step forward
forward isis small
small
enough to meet the needs
needs of
of the
the slow
slow learner.
learner. Pp.
Pp. 422.
422.
EngLsh
Universities
English Universities Press,
Press, Ltd.,
Ltd., 102
102 Newgate
Newgate Street,
Street,
L
ondon,
E.C.l. Price 25s.
London, E.C.I.
25s.
FM Stereo Multiplexing,
M ultiplexing, by
by Norman
Norman H.
H. Crowhurst.
Crowhurst.
Explains stereo broadcasting systems
systems in
in relation
relation to
to the
the
, F.C.C.
F.C.C. system finally adopted
adopted (in
(in the
the U.S.A.).
U .S.A.). AA general
general
discussion of adaptor circuits
circuits isis followed
followed by
by fourteen
fourteen
examples. Also dealt with
with are
are installation
installation and
and converconversion problems, alignment and
and performance
performance checking,
checking,
and general servicing
servicing procedures.
procedures. Pp.
Pp. 65.
65. John
John F.
F.
Rider, Publisher, Inc., 116
116 W.
W. 14th
14th Street,
Street, New
New York,
York,
N.Y. Price $1.25.
$1.25.
Buildings (2nd
Acoustics, Noise and Buildings
(2nd Edition),
Edition), by
by P.
P. H.
H.
Humphreys. For
Parkin and H. R. Humphreys.
For acoustics
acoustics engineers
engineers
and architects, this book
book provides
for
the
provides aa grounding
grounding for the
understanding of the concepts
concepts involved
involved in
in the
the design
design of
of
buildings with specified acoustic
acoustic properties.
properties. The
The first
first
few chapters deal with the
and
behaviour
of
the nature
natur~ and behaviour of
sound waves in different
different environments
environments and
and these
these are
are
followed by chapters on sound
sound insulation,
insulation, measurement
measurement
and the design of studios and
various
types
and rooms
rooms for
for various types
Pp. 331. Faber
of sound. Pp.
Faber &
& Faber,
Faber, 24
24 Russell
Russell Square,
Square,
London. Price 70s.
Photo and Thermoelectric
Thermoelectric Effects
Effects in
in Semiconductors,
Semiconductors,
by J. Tauc. Primarily
Primarily written
written for
for the
the solid-state
solid-state
physicist or device development
development engineer,
engineer, the
the book
book isis
an exhaustive treatment
treatment of
of the
the suhiect
subJect of
of carrier
carrier motion
motion
in semiconductor material. The
The effects
effects of
of light,
light, temtemperature and magnetic fields
fields are
are dealt
dealt with
with specifically,
specifically,
and special cases where two
two of
of these
these effects
effects occur
occur simulsimultaneously are discussed. An
An extensive
extensive list
list of
of references
references
is provided. Pp. 248.
248. Pergamon
Pergamon Press
Pre:ss Ltd.,
Ltd., HeadingHeadington Hill Hall, Oxford. Price
Price 60s.
60s.
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Applied Mathematics for Radio
Radio and
and Communication
Communication
Engineer, by Carl E. Smith.
Smith. Intended
Intended as
as aa complete
complete
course for
fo r technical
technical students,
students, the
the book
book begins
begins with
with
simple
arithmetic and progresses
simple arithmetic
progresses to
to calculus
calculus and
and series.
series.
Two chapters
ch3pters are given to
ro the
the use
use of
of simultaneous
simultaneous
equations in mesh circuits,
circui ts, and
and quadratic
quadratic equations
equations in
in
multiple-resonanc e complex
complex circuits.
multiple-resonance
circuits. An
An extensive
extensive
appendix provides a number
number of
of tables,
tables, standard
standard formuLe
formulre
and integrals. Problems,
Problems, to
to which
which answers
answers are
are proprov:ded,
vided, are set after each
each chapter.
chap,rer. Pp.
Pp. 336.
336. Dover
Dover
Publications Inc., 180
180 Varick
Varick Street,
Street, New
New York,
York, 14,
14,
N.Y. Price $1.75.
Single-sideband Cnnimunications
Cnmmunications Handbook,
Handbook, by
by Harry
Harry
D. Hooton, W6YTH. Mainly
Mainly for
for the
the amateur,
amateur, the
the
book covers the whole subject
of
s.s.b.
transmission
sub;ect of s.s.b. transmission and
and
reception in a non-mathematical
Several
pracnon-mathematical manner.
manner. Several practical constructional circuits
circuits are
are described,
described, mainly
mainly for
for
linear amplifiers, and descriptions
descriptions are
are included
includtd of
of comcommercial s.s.b.
chapter
is
devoted
to
test
s.s.b. equipment.
eqmpment. A
A chapter is devoted to test
and measurement. Pp. 286.
286. Howard
Howard W.
W. Sams
Sams && Co.,
Co.,
Inc., Indianapolis 6, Indiana,
Indiana, U.S.A.
U.S.A. Price
Price $6.95.
$6.95.
Statistics, by
Semiconductor Statistics,
by J.
J. B.
B. Blakemore.
Blakemore. AA comcomprehensive account of
of factors
factors governing
governing the
the density
density of
of
carriers in semiconductors.
semiconductors. An
An introductory
introductory chapter
chapter
is devoted to the electron
electron band
band theory
theory of
of solids,
solids, after
after
which carrier statistics
statistics for
for semiconductors
semiconductors in
in equiliequilibrium are discussed. (Equilibrium
(Equilibrium isis held
held to
to apply
apply
when small measurement currents
currents are
are passed.)
passed.) The
The
whole of the second part
part of
of the
the book
book isis aa treatment
treatment of
of
non-equilibrium condmons
conditions which
which obtain
obtain at
at large
large
currents. Junctions are
are not
not dealt
dealt with.
with. Pp.
Pp. 381.
381.
Pergamon Press Ltd.,
Lld., Headington
Headington Hill
Hill Hall,
Hall, Oxford.
Oxford.
Price 84s.
Normal Ecma'-Loudness
Eoual-Lou1ness Contours
Contours for
for Pure
P ure Tones
Tones
and Normal Threshold
Threshold of
of Hearing
Hearing are
are for
for free-field
free-field
conditions and binaural listeners
listeners in
in the
the age
age group
group 18
18
25. The corrections
corrections normally
to 23.
normally required
required for
for ages
ages up
up
to 60 are also included.
included. B.S.
B.S. 3383:
3383: 1961
1961 costs
costs 4s
4s 6d
6d
and is available from B.S.I.,
B.S.I., British
British Standards
Standards House,
House,
2, Park St., London, W.l.
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ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
RELIABILITY
ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT

RELIABILITY

SYMPOSIUM
DISCUSSION
DISCUSSION AT THE SECOND I.E.E. SYMPOSIUM

N

the
to the
blood to
of blood
rush of
the rush
ago, the
11 OT many years ago,
in
was in
worked was
first worked
head when a new equipment first
reliably
perform reliably
to perxorm
no way abated when it refused to
were
electronic were
to any marked extent. Things electronic
accorded the reverence and granted the indulgences
their
and their
mezzo-sopr ano, and
normally expected by a mezzo-soprano,
perfectly.
role perfectly.
temperame nt fitted the rcle
frequent fits of temperament
to
long to
too long
far too
atcitude has taken far
This kind of atdtude
elecof eleclive down, and it is only with the adoption of
for
measures, for
tronics for vitally important defence measures,
for
need for
the need
medical work and in business, that the
subthe subblack boxes to work reliably has become the
contributed
have contributed
Semicondu ctors have
ject of research. Semiconductors
jecc
hundreds
that hundreds
means that
to this: their very smallness means
even aa
in even
used in
are used
component s are
of · thousands of components
estiAn estifairly small computer or control system. An
these
for these
mated mean time between failures (m.c.b.f.) for
thousand
component s of as much as aa thousand
individual components
deprobably dewill probably
hours means that the computer will
and
costly and
The costly
velop a fault every few minutes. The
equippossibly fatal results of a breakdown in such equipon
money on
spend money
meni;
men( means that it is far cheaper to spend
failure,
of failure,
risk of
reliability research than to run the risk
was
o.f the symposium was
though the general feeling of
ignorblissfully ignorstill blissfully
managemen ts are still
that industrial managements
sounded
was sounded
note was
encouragin g note
face. An encouraging
ant of this fact.
address
opening address
his opening
by Mr. Basil de Ferranti in his
be
Governmen t would ""not
when he said that the Government
not be
situation.
unreceptive"
unreceptive " to ideas for improving the situation.
rather
be rather
co be
felt to
The symposium held in 1960 was felt
were
problems were
the problems
too destructive, in that although the
symThe symforthcoming . The
stated, no solutions were forthcoming.
acknowledg ing
posium held in October last, while acknowledging
more
much more
demonstrat e much
the difficulties, was able to demonstrate
agreement
of agreement
achievement.
achievemen t. Several main points of
being
discussed being
established , the one most often discussed
were established,
clearingcentral clearinga proposal for the setting-up of aa central
component s,
electronic components,
house for test information on electronic
Association
to operate on the lines of the Consumers Association
idea,
good idea,
Limited. This was generally felt to be aa good
though the need for care in its operation was voiced
cothe cogetting the
by several speakers. Difficulties in getting
be
doubt, be
manufactur ers would, no doubt,
operation of manufacturers
'-operation
bad
d: the good ones would send data, bad
encountered:
encountere
picture
ones would not, and an incorrect over-all picture
comwould emerge. On the other hand, once aa comwould
ponent was given a bad name, the stigma would
improveme nt would tend to be ignored.
stick and improvement
that
fact that
the fact
on the
Most speakers were in agreement on
reof recomplexity was one of the bitterest enemies of
those
liability. Established circuits, for example those
and
manufactur er's application notes and
taken from manufacturer's
of
used without alteration, stood a better chance of
reare reproducing reliable equipment than if they are
garded merely as something to base the designer's
own thoughts on, and whenever possible to ""imimprove." There is no harm in this, provided ample

reliability.
of reliability.
reassessme nt of
time is available for a reassessment
of
definition of
standardiza tion in the definition
The lack of standardization
and
speakers, and
reliability was commented on by many speakers,
diffiThe diffiattendon. The
this would seem to be due for attention.
runs;
production runs;
culty of obtaining figures for short production
none
where none
failure where
the necessity for assuming one failure
for
reason for
the reason
sufiered, in order to get a figure; the
was suffered,
1000
per 1000
percemages per
specifying failure rates in percentages
requiremen ts
component-hours;
component -hours; differences in requirements
undersea
2S-year undersea
between 10-second missiles and 25~year
will
and will
repeaters; all these topics were discussed and
feels.
one feels.
continue to be discussed for some time, one

Reliabilit y
Maintenance
Maintena nce and Reliability
papers
the papers
from the
points from
Before reporting specific points
in
emerged m
that emerged
(he generalities that
presented, some of the
immore imdiscussion will be mentioned, one of the more
the "sleepcalled the
be called
portant ones being what could be
sleepcommonly
be commonly
to be
ing-dog" philosophy. It appears to
satisworking satisis working
agreed that if a large equipment is
preventive
factorily, the least possible amount of preventive
this
with this
maintenance
maintenanc e should be applied. Success with
in
Prague in
approach was reported by Dr. Steiner of Prague
Ural II
Soviet Ural
maintenanc e of aa Soviet
wiill the maintenance
connection with
equipment
computer. Initially, all valves in the equipment
of
January of
in January
were changed, as a matter of course, in
at
performed at
was performed
maintenanc e was
each year and other maintenance
until
not until
was not
ic was
Unfortunat ely, it
the same time. Unfortunately,
effects
the effects
March that the computer recovered from
from the
in
decided, in
was decided,
it was
result, it
of this onslaught. As a result,
and
possible, and
as possible,
much as
fu.:ure, to leave well alone as much
future,
experienced .
been experienced.
has been
since then very little trouble has
Governmen t
many Government
This approach is endorsed by many
if
that if
establishments
establishme nts although it was pointed out that
be
could be
it could
equipment suffers from these troubles, it
design.
the design.
that something is wrong with the
the
forward the
P. A. Darnell, of the Bell System, put forward
of
lot of
point of view that the designer can save aa lot
rather
This rather
money if he knows what he is doing. This
that
fundamentall remark was provoked by the fact that
fundamenta
compositio n
Bell-design ed Telstar uses carbon composition
the Bell-designed
to
resistors in the main. Although these are liable to
can
" failure " by drift out of tolerance, the designer can
"failure"
design.
minimize the effect of this by intelligent design.
and
The device can therefore be made cheaper and
encountere d
failure-a fault sometimes encountered
catastrophic
catastrophi c failure—a
componen tscracked-car bon componentshigh-stabili ty cracked-carbon
with high-stability
avoided.
the
A round of heartfelt applause was accorded the
to
speaker who complained that it is all very well to
for
computer for
comprehens ively testing, say, aa computer
talk of comprehensively
reliability figures, but that as soon as the equipment
is
This is
is built, it is usually pressed into service. This
large
other large
not only the case with computers and other
selling
manufactur ers begin selling
equipments;
equipments ; too many manufacturers
sufficient
things like electronic instruments before sufficient
DECEMBER 1962
Wireless
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the
to the
£200M to
years, £200M
eight years,
past eight
the past
cases has paid, over the
some cases
in some
and in
gained, and
been gained,
information has been
for
been for
has been
which has
of which
half of
electronics industry, half
completed.
fully completed.
been fully
has been
before the prototype has
Maintenance
equipment.
and
maintenance
equipment.
Maintenance
spares
t_o
design to
mechanical design
delegating mechanical
The practice of delegating
three
or three
two or
are two
equipment are
ope::ational equipment
costs on operational
c~mtn
_and contriseems, and
continues, itit seems,
junior draughtsmen continues,
even
and even
itself, and
equipment itself,
the equipment
engmeers times the cost of the
Ele~tromc engineers
unreliability. Electronic
butes its quota to unreliability.
of
because of
was~ed because
are
with
this,
many
flights
are
wasted
ext~n
an
as
design
mechanical
regard
.
to
also tend
mechanical design as an extendue
alon~ due
accidents
of
cost
The
electronic
failures.
The
cost
of
accidents
alone
fai_rly
very fairly
was very
and itit was
province, and
sion of their own province,
Paradoxically,
year. Paradoxically,
£SM aa year.
about £5M
to electronics is about
design
not design
do not
designers do
pointed out that mechanical designers
only
but only
few, but
very .few,
are very
electronics are
to electronics
accidents due to
time.
flip-flops in their spare time.
seldom
are seldom
they are
that they
unreliable that
so unreliable
because
sets
are
so
of
concept of
the concept
described the
A paper by J. C. Cluley described
Stre.ss
replicated.. Stress
unless replicated.
functions unless
used in critical functions
in
breakdown in
against breakdown
insurance against
redundancy as an insurance
diagnosis;
fault diagnosis;
sim~ler fault
for simpler
be was placed on the need for
may.be
Redundancy may
computers. Redundancy
control systems or computers.
out
themselves out
findmg themselves
are finding
even skilled tradesmen are
e~ror-correct~ng
of error-correcting
coding-transmission of
applied to coding—transmission
equipment.
complex equipment.
modern, complex
with modern,
their depth with
of
which
eqmpment, which
of equipment,
replication of
information—and to replication
information-and
of
one of
subject, one
any subject,
in any
as in
The human factor is, as
the
the?ry, the
In theory,
paper. In
chis paper.
in this
is the type described in
ma!ly
!or
respo!lsible for
is responsible
it
the
imponderables,
and
it
is
many
the
applied, the
replication isis applied,
lower the level at which replication
reliamcreasmg reliaand increasing
assessing and
both assessing
difficulties in both
were
component were
every component
if every
words, if
better. In other words,
b~d
by bad
caused by
trou.ble isis caused
most trouble
the most
bility.
Perhaps
the
woul_d
reliabili.:y would
maximum reliability
duplicated or triplicated, maximum
m
Improvement in
remedies. Improvement
and remedies.
reporting
of
faults
and
multias multiso, as
not so,
this isis not
practice, this
In practice,
be achieved. In
feedon feedextent, on
large extent,
to aa large
reliability
is
dependent,
to
performof performloss of
causes aa loss
plication of components
components causes
loop
the loop
and ifif the
designer, and
the designer,
to the
back from the user to
the
circuits-is the
level-complete circuits—is
ance, and the next level—complete
wrong
the wrong
into the
directed into
be directed
well be
effort may well
broken
is
broken,
each
computer, each
digital computer,
In aa digital
most reasonable choice. In
mos(
valves
wired.:..in valves
of wired-in
introduction of
channels.'
channels.
The introduction
~~ch
units, each
_simila~ units,
logical unit is replaced by
several similar
by several
human
which human
at which
point at
another point
demonstrated
another
deciSlO!l
group being followed by
ma;orny-votmg decision
by aa majority-voting
were
they were
a.s they
soon as
As soon
trouble. As
causing trouble.
was causing
repll- fallibility
be replialso be
mus£ also
circuit must
circuit. Each decision
decision circuit
of ,spare
consumpu~n of
the consumption
used
in
Service
equipment,
the
spare
of
number of
becomes aa number
equipment becomes
cated, so that the .equipment
cated
of
difficu1ty of
th~ difficulty
Evide~:nly the
valves dropped rapidly. Evidently
circuits.
decision circuits.
and decision
logic and
columns
alternate logic
colu~ns of alternate
look
to look
engmeers to
service engineers
encourages service
replacing them encourages
odd
an odd
equanimity, an
computer's equanimity,
To preserve the computer's
them. .
find them.
they find
often they
and often
elsewhere for faults, and
elsewhe::e
be
may be
Tesdng may
required. Testing
number of columns is required.
big
made aa big
has made
symposium has
It is felt that the symposium
multiprogramme, multitest programme,
carried out by running aa test
particular
in particular
reliability, in
of reliability,
standards of
contribution to standards
tin:e, in drawing attention to
at aa. time,
plexed with the main
colul_l1? at
one column
on one
_oi_Ie, on
m~in one,
con~erted
for aa concerted
need for
the need
to the
cl!cmts
decision circuits
The decision
mhibned. The
the others being
beina inhibited.
of
reduction of
on reduction
definitions, on
standardizing definitions,
on standardizing
~he attack
during the
input during
one input
cnly one
tooaccept only
are modified to
central
some central
of some
establishment of
complexity, and on the establishment
complexity
for
reliability for
adequate reliability
that adequate
found that
test run. It is found
of
~ay of
The day
inforJ?ation: The
collat~ information.
body to collect and collate
three
by three
provided by
is provided
process is
on-line process
almost any on-line
not
but isIs not
passmg, but
mght" isIS passing,
the night"
"
It'll
be
all
right
on
the
"It'll
one
in one
fail in
to fail
expected to
be expected
columns, and if units could be
helped
certa1nly helped
most certainly
has most
symposium has
dead yet. The symposium
~n
This, unway only, two columns
suffice. This,
would suffice.
columns would
it along.
wnh
case
the
be the case with
to be
appear to
not appear
fortunately, does not
components.
contemporary active components.
m .t.b.f.
the m.t.b.f.
as the
defined as
is defined
availability is
Equipment availability
increa~e
tha~ increase
so that
divided by m.t.b.f. plus
time,_ so
repair time,
plus repair
Exhibitions
and Exhibitions
Conferences and
1963 Conferences
availmcreasmg availof increasing
way of
only way
of m.t.b.f. is not the only
directed
frequently directed
so frequently
quite so
not quite
ability. Attention is not
last
publi3hed last
events published
year's events
next year's
Additions
Additions to the list of next
was
paper was
one paper
only one
and only
time, and
at reduction of repair time,
addresses
the addresses
from the
obtainable from
are obtainable
month. Further details are
month.
Mortley in parentheses.
S. Mortley
W. S.
problem. W.
devoted solely to this problem.
display
television display
using aa television
of using
method of
described a method
LONDON
of LONDON
importance of
the importance
stressed the
as a fault indicator, and stressed
College
Imperial College
_
Imperial_
Mar. 27-30
In Mar.
mind. In
in mind.
monitoring in
designing with performance
performance monitoring
.Exh~bition
& Exhibition
Symposium &
Engineering Symposium
Environmental Engineering
Environmental
5,000
Street,
perhaps, 5,000
of perhaps,
V1ctona Street,
167 Victoria
consisting of
system _consisting
Engineers, 167
a large electronic system
(Soc.
(Soc. of Environmental Engineers,
1)
S.W.I)
each
for each
provided for
are provided
pomts are
logic units, two test points
. I C 11
I
S.W.
o ege
mpena
.
.
.
.
April
23-25
Imperial
College
.
23-25
April
one
and one
condition and
input condition
the input
indicate the
unit, one to indicate
unit
L•qu1ds
Dielectric Liquids
m Dielectric
Electronic Processes in
Electronic
inputs
several inputs
has several
unit has
If aa unit
unit. If
the 'state
state of the unit.
S.W.1)
Squ~re, S.W.I)
Belgrave Square,
47 Belgrave
Phys. Soc., 47
(Inst. of Physics & Phys.
College
Impenal College
n~twork~.
Sept. 9-13
Imperial
Sept.
logic networks.
by logic
con;tbined .by
and outputs, they are combined
The
Liquid
State
umt
samplmg unit
with aa sampling
Each rack of units is provided
provided with
S.W.1)
Square, S.W.I)
Belgrave Square,
47 Belgrave
Soc., 47
(Inst. of Physics & Phys. Soc.,
monitor,
the monitor,
by the
signals by
test signals
d.c. test
which is fed with d.c.
Place
Savoy Place
Sept.
Sept. 23-27
_
Savoy
The
results. The
the results.
with the
sampler with
each unit feeding its sampler
Conference
International Telemetering Conference
International
(I.E.E.,
Savoy
Place,
W.C.2)
(I.E.E.,
~on_i
t~e moni~y the
sequential~y by
scanned sequentially
samplers are then scanned
m
md1cat1on isIS in
The indication
tor and the results displayed.
displayed. The
OXFORD
outand outinput and
dots, input
of dots,
pairs of
of pairs
the form of a matrix of
University
The University
July 10-12
_
The
July
An
dim. An
~ut dim.
visibl~, but
being visible,
all being
put for each unit, all
•
High
Fields
Magnetic Fields
H:gh Magnetic
S.~/.1.)
Square,
fault
a
Belgrave
47
mdicates
Soc.,
dot
Phys.
any
of any dot indicates a fault
brifThtness of
(Inst. of Physics & Phys. Soc., 47 Belgrave Square, S.W.I.)
increase in brightness
. (Inst.
s~me
gives some
brightness gives
dot brightness
equipment, dot
(in analogue equipment,
OVERSEAS
OVERSEAS
audi~le
an audible
and an
fault), and
the fault),
of the
indication of the severity of
Paris
Mar.
Paris
7~12
Mar. 7-12
white.
peak white.
reaches peak
dot reaches
the dot
when the
warning is given when
Sound .
International Festival
Festival of Sound
International
1Se)
Pans 15c)
Stae:, Paris
(S.I.E.R.E., 14 rue de Stael,
the
on the
paper on
(S.I.E.R.E.,
presented aa paper
R. E. W. Harland presented
~~ussels
Mar.
_
. •Brussels
26-31
Mar. 26-31
Force.
Air Force.
Royal Air
the Royal
in the
unreliability in
economics of unreliability
Exhibition .
Components Exhibition
Interelectronique:
Internationa!
International Components
Interelectronique:
co~placent,
all complacent,
~t all
feeling at
was feeling
If any one present was
Pans
Nov. 14-21
Paris
them
bnng them
t? bring
sufficient to
been sufficient
Congress
& Congress
this paper should have been
Mesucora
Exhibition &
Mesucora Exhibition
8e)
s
PariColisee,
(Secretariat,
40
rue
du
Colisee,
Paris
8e)
(Secretariat,
R.A.F.
the R.A.F.
said the
He said
thud. He
back to earth with a dull thud.
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Audio Engineering Society Convention

Audio

Engineering

Society

Convention

SOME POINTERS FROM PAPERS READ AND DISCUSSED IN NEW
NEW YORK
YORK

T
THE
J. HE Fourteenth Annual Convention & Exhibition
of the Audio Engineering Society was held in
in New
New
York during the week beginning October
Octol:>er 15th. ConConcurrently with this Convention, an Exhibition was
held of Professional Audio Equipment including tape
tape
recorders, disk recorders, microphones
microp~ones and control
equi_?ment.
equipment.
There was a change of location of the Convention
this year, which was held at the Barbizon Plaza
Plaza
Hotel for the first time. This hotel has ample
accommodation in the form of a large lecture hall
with comfortable tip-up
rip-up seats, excellent air conditioning and a very good
goo::i sound reinforcement system.
At question time, the dexterous handling of the long
distance directional microphone operated
opera:ed from the
stage gave ample reinforcement to the individual
speakers in the audience without the usual fussation
of ushers handing microphones around with trailing
leads.
The responsibility for the organization of the Conven:ion
an::i the collection of papers had rested on
vention and
the Executive Vice-President, Mr. H. E. Roys,
assisted by a team of nine governors, a committee of
nineteen session chairmen and others.
Special Sessions
A joint
JOint session with IRE-PGA (Professional
Group Audio of the Institute of Radio Engineers)
was organized and broadcast engineers and others
provided numerous papers on the topical
to:;Jical subject of
f.m. stereo broadcasting. An innovation was created
by the introduction of a session covering the European scene of recording techniques and this was
was
considered successful enough to suggest its repetition next year on an enlarged scale.
·
The subject matter for the Convention papers
covered a · wide range—microphones,
range-micropho nes, earphones,
audio electronics, loudspeakers, disk
disk. recording and
reproduction, music and electronics, magnetic recording, stereophonies
stereophonics (sponsored by IRE-PGA),
sound reinforcement,
reinforcement,_ f.m. stereo broadcast and
psychoacoustics. Over 100 papers were read at this
Convention and thus .space will not allow adequate
detailed renortage
reportage of this wide subject matter, so
so that
that
the general trend only will be indicated with high
high
spots from a few of the papers. Pre-prints were
were
available of 48 of the paoers and were on sale on the
first day of the Convention.
The banquet was held half way through the week
and is an important feature
feature of the Convention, since
since
it is at this gathering that the various awards, Hon.
Membershi'JS and presentations of Fellowships are
Membershios
made, and the newly elected officers for the coming
year are announced. Mr. H. H. Scott presided and
and
the Honoured Guest was Mr. G. R. Marek, VicePresident and General · Manager of the RCA Victor
Record Division. He gave a racy and interesting
talk, illustrated by films, slides and tape recordings.
recordings.

His main theme appeared to be encouragement for
for
the continued improvement of recording and
and reproreproduction techniques. To illustrate this he
he recalled,
recalled,
by a varied selection of films and
and stills,
stills, the
the progress
progress
from the days of Caruso to
to RCA's
RCA's recently
recently opened
opened
recording studios near Rome. He referred to
to the
the
well-known episode in which Fred Gaisberg took
took an
an
independent decision with regard to the first
first concontract for recordings with Caruso.
Caruso. He
He reminded
reminded his
his
audience with some emphasis, that they were
were in
in the
the
music business and their duty was
was to
to re-create
re-create sound
sound
which for the most part, must be in such aa manner
manner as
as
to be pleasing and restful. Their
Their main
main objective
objective
should be to design the acoustic conditions so
so that
that
a good sound could be made
made in
in the
the studio
studio and
and that
that
on reproduction of the recorded sound
sound an
an equally
equally
good sound may be re-created. Mr. Marek referred
to the great progress in recorded sound
sound made
made in
in
England and in the U.S.A.
U.S.A and he reminded the
the
audience that even in the past five years a very great
great
improvement had been achieved and he illustrated
this by playing comparative recordings.
recordings. He
He prepredicted that in 10 years' time a further dramatic
dramatic imimprovement will be made. He gave no hint regarding
any preferred recording medium and
and one
one gathered
gathered
the impression that the disk as we know itit to-day
to-day
has a long and useful life ahead.
Pickup Design
The sessions on disk recording and reproduction
were very interesting and were well attended.
attended. There
There
is a clear indication that more and more attention
attention is
is
being paid to the scientific
scieruific engineering design
design of
of
pickups. This is most welcome, since these small
small
transducers have been a stumbling block for the
the rereproduction and better evaluation of disk records.
records.
Professor F.
F . V.
V. Hunt, Harvard University, gave
gave aa
very well considered paper entitled—The
entitled-The Rational
Design of Phonograph Pickups. The major part
part of
of
this paper has been published in the October, 1962,
1962,
issue of the Journal of the Audio Engineering
Society. The basic rationale of pickup design isis
re-examined with particular concern for the factors
factors
which control proper groove tracking. A review
review of
of
fundamentals was ·undertaken
undertaken to provide guide lines
lines
for bearing-weight reduction and its conclusions also
furnished criteria for assessing the performance of
of
any pickup design. There were two other papers
papers
concerned with the design of pickups with a bearing
weight of 2 grammes or less. An interesting paper
paper
was read by Mr. P. Kantrowitz, regarding the translation loss and the reduction of this loss with
with the
the
reduction of bearing-weight. Two well-studied
papers were oresented
oresen ~ed by J.
J. G. Woodward and
and E.
E. C.
C.
Fox regarding programme level and equalization in
phonograph
phonograph recording.
There were two oanc-s
oaue~s from
froTil England in the EuroEuropean section, one from Dr. W. S.
S. Percival of
of E.M.I.
E.M.I.
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describing a correlation meter for checking
checking the
the
poling of stereo signals, and the
the other
other from
from Mr.
Mr. John
John
Walton of Decca which described the effect
effect of
of tip
tip
mass on elastic and plastic deformation. In this
this paper
paper
some excellent electron-micrographs of stylus
stylus tracks
tracks
on the grooves were illustrated. Dr. Percival's
Percival's paper
paper
is considered topical owing to the importance
importance of
of the
the
correct stereo channel phasing
phasing in
in operating
operating aa comcompatible stereo radio system.
There were two sessions on f.m. stereo
stereo broadbroadcasting but these dealt with operational
operational experience
experience
and the radio equipment with little if
if any
any direct
direct
to the audio engineer. The large number
interest to
number of
of
papers contributed, however, indicates the
the interest
interest
stereo broadcasting has aroused, stimulated no
no doubt
doubt
by the success of the stereo disk record
record business.
business.

Magnetic Recording
Magnetic recording occupied a full
full morning
morning
session of seven papers. There was
was no
no startling
startling news
news
in this quarter. One might have expected some
some new
new
ideas on slow-speed cartridges for tape records,
records, but
but
surprisingly enough there is nothing to
to report
report on
on
this subject. There were two useful papers
papers on
on tape
tape
but no
no indicaindicanoise and reproducer amplifier noise bui
McKnight of
of
tion of improved tape media. John McKnight
Ampex showed experimental results which suggest
suggest
that the improved erasure with double gap
gap erase
erase
of the incoming
incoming
heads is due to the re-recording of
head on to
to the
the
signal from the lead-in edge of the head
tape at the trailing edge of
of the
the head.
head. This
This clears
clears
up a little mystery that has bothered
bothered many
many of
of us
us for
for
some time.
and microphones,
microphones,
The session on loudspeakers and
though containing useful papers, did not excite
excite any
any
special interest.
The session on sound reinforcement and acoustics
acoustics
pauers on
was particularly interesting and included paoers
on
time. The
The new
new
the measurement of reverberation time.
I taliana Recording Studios, Rome, were
were desdesRCA Italiana
cribed by Mr. E. R. Hanson.
During a panel discussion on the
the subiect
subiect of
of
"What
sound
" What Hath Stereo Wrought" a great deal of sound
exuressed with regard to
to the
the purpurcommon sense was exoressed
said that
that with
with
pose of stereo recording. One speaker said
of denth
deoth could
could be
be
mono recording the illusion of
the ratio of direct
direct to
to reverreverproduced by controlling the

INFORMATION SERVICE FOR
INFORMATION
PROFESSIONAL READERS
PROFESSIONAL
The reply-paid forms introduced last
fast month
month to
to
replace the postcards hitherto included have proved
proved
to be very helpful to professional readers,
readers, judging
judging
by the number of forms returned to us. This
This imimproved Wireless World
World service is therefore being
continued.
continued.
terms are on the last two pages o(
The lorms
of the
the
t he back cover, and are
issue, inside 'the
are designed
designed so
so
products can
that information about advertised products
can be
be
readily obtained merely by ringing the appropriate
advertisement page numbers. Space is also provided
provided
for requesting more particulars about
for
about products
products
editoriaily.
mentioned editoriady.
By the use of these forms professional
professional readers
readers
can
can obtain the additional information they require
require
quickly and easily.
quickly
Wireless World,
WIRELESS
WORLD, December
DECEMBER

berant sound .. but with two channel stereo
stereo the
the imimpression of breadth and spatial
spatial layout
layout could
could be
be
achieved with the addition of what he
he called
called a desirdesirable acoustic frame within which
which to
to contain
contain the
the
sound picture. In some circles this acoustic
acoustic frame
frame
is referred to
to as ambience. The early
early trend
trend of
of the
the
"ping-pong"
" ping-pong " effect of emphasized left
left and right
right has
has
given way to the more sober concerted sound to
to fill
vjrtual sound stage. Much comment was
the virtual
was made
made
regarding the poor salesmanship for stereo
stereo records.
records.
The dealers demonstrate equipment
equipment which
which they
they
know nothing about, in most inadequate
inadequate rooms
rooms and
and
without adequate explanation to the
the customer
customer of
of the
the
advantages of stereo. Further, there was
was aa general
general
plea for a better technical liaison with
with the
the public
public
with regard to the choice
choke of equipment
equipment and
and its
its
operation.
G.
G. F.
F. D.
D.

National
Lending Library
Library
National Lending
For
Science and
and Technology
Technology
For Science
.SIX
formed by
by the
SIX years ago a lending library unit was formed
the
Scientiii-: & Industrial
Industrial Research.
Research. This
This
Department of Scientific
grown into
into the
was the nucleus of what has now grown
the
~ational Lending Library for Science
Science and
and Technology
Technology
Xational
officially opened
at Boston Spa, Yorkshire, which was officially
opened
Science, on
on November
November
by Lord Hailsham, Minister for Science,
22,000 periodicals
periodicals from
frvm 109
109
5th. No fewer than 22,000
toget'-ler with 25,000 books, totalling
totalling in
in all
all
countries, together
some 350,000 volumes, are in the library
library which
which isis housed
housed
in converted
convened munition
mumtion stores on a 60-acre
60-a:.re site.
site. This
This
library has been built up from three main
main sources:
sources :—
1. The Science Museum Library (which
(which because
because of
of lack
lack
College
of space and the expans.on of the Imperial College
of Science and Technology was unable to
to develop
develop its
its
loon
by the N.L.L.
N.L.L. since
since its
its
loan service); 2. Collections by
inception; and 3. Presentations from universities,
univers:ties,
such as this
this journal's.
journal's.
organizations and private libraries such
years
A survey was undertaken by the D.S.I.R. aa few years
scientific literaliteraago to assess the potential demand for scientific
ture and it was found that although traditionally
traditionally books
books
science, "" the
the more
more
are " the main vehicle " in advanced science,
communi~ation " is
immediate method of communication"
is through
through
the N.L.L.'s
N.L.L.'s
journals and these account for about 90% of the
collection. The survey also revealed .that
Russian
that ·Russian
was ""particularly
scientific literature in this country was
particularly
incomplete." This has now been rectified and
and the
the
journals is the
the largest
largest in
in
N.L.L.'s collection of Russian journals
outnumber those
Western Europe and its Russian books outnumber
those
collects translations from
from the
the
in English. It alsor collects
co-ope"ates
the National
National Science
Science
Russian and co-ope
ates with the
joint cover-to-cover
cover-to-cover transtransFoundation in the U.S.A. in a joint
journals.
lating programme of Russian journals.
The main purpose of the library is to
to supplement
supplement the
the
resour:es of industrial and
and research
research ·
internal library resources
loan
organizations by providing a rapid ""same-day"
same-day" loan
service. The library lends only
only to
to organizations
organizations (to
(to
avoid the necessity of chasing individuals for
far the
the return
return
of publications) and 1,500
1~500 are registered as
approved
as ""approved
to the director,
borrowers." Application must be made to
director,
Dr. D. J. Urquhart, to be placed on
on the ""approved"
approved "
list. Applications for loans are made on special
special request
request
forms sold in pads of 50 for £3 to cover
cover cost
cost of
of postage
postage
on borrowed volumes. At the present time
time some
some 3,000
3,000
loan requests are received each week. In
In addition
addition to
to
some 50
50 libraries
libraries
approved organizations there are also some
of local authorities and technical
techni:al colleges
colleges who
who are
are in
in aa
positiCin to borrow journals,
position
journals,. etc., from the
the N.L.L.
N.L.L.
Since there is at present no lack of
of space
space at
at the
the
N,.L.L.,
N.L.L., micro-film holdings are restricted to
to literature
literature
difficult or impossible to acquire in
in its
its original
original form.
form.
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Interna
tional Radio
Radio
International
Commu
nications Exhibition
Exh ibition
Communications
NEW AMATEUR EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT

OuR
IFur comment last year, that amateurs had gained a
lead over professionals in transistor applications,

comment last year, that amateurs had gained a
lead over professionals in transistor applications,
was even more to the point at this year's exhibition.
Transistors are, of course, ideally suited to mobile
equipment where valve-type gear would need interference-producing power supplies, but they are now
used in receivers and transmitters for their
their own
own sakes,
sakes,
not merely as devices which can replace valves
valves when
when
power supplies are difficult. The former limitation
limitation of
of
transistors, low cut-off frequency,
seems
to
be
frequen:::y,
to be no
no
problem at all and many v.h.f. and
even
u.h.f.
receivers
and
receivers
were shown.

Receivers
Perhaps the most advanced receiver was A.
A. L.
Mynett's Silver Plaque-winning design for 23 and 70cm.
Commercial diodes and transistors are used throughout
and the receiver covers the bands 432-436Mc/s
432-436Mc/ s and
1,296-1,300Mc/s. Triple frequency changing is used,
the 1st i.f. being 28Mc/s;
28Mc/ s; the 2nd is tunable
tunab!e over the
range 2-4Mc/s, and the final i.f. is 456kc/s. By making
the second local oscillator the variable one, a very
very
stable and reliable low-frequency circuit can
·c an be
be
designed. On the 79cm band, T2028 transistors are
used in a two-stage common-base r.f. amplifier feeding
a GEX66 mixer, while at 23cm no r.f. amplification is
is
used, a 1N21 silicon tungsten diode mixer tapped into
into
capacity-tuned quarter-wave line being employed.
a capacity-mned
Several transistor mobile receivers were seen—two
seen-two
very neat
neat ones on the stand of T.
T . Withers.
Withers. Models
Models are
are

made to cover the "top band" (1.8-2Mc/s) and
and the
the
2m band. Eight transistors are used in the latter model,
model,
while in the "Twomobile," a further four transistors
comprise a 2-metre converter. In this way, a tunable
i.f. is provided,
provided , with its inherent reliability.
Another example was shown by Minimitter—the
Minimitter-the
T.R.7 160m receiver. Seven transistors are employed,
employed,
and a Q-multiplier circuit offers variable selectivity.
The 9V battery and loudspeaker are built-in, the speaker
speaker
pointing downwards for dash-board mounting.
The Q-multiplier circuit just mentioned need not
not
necessarily be built into a receiver, and the Heathkit
QPM-1 is a convenient add-on unit. An
QPM-1
An effective
effective Q
Q
of 4,000 is obtained by positive feedback,
feedback, the
the selectivity
selectivity
then being comparable with that of a crystal filter,
with the advantage that the peak is tunable.
tunable. It is
is also
also
possible to remove unwanted signals over a narrow
band by means of a tunable notch, obtained by conconnecting the Q-multiplier to a negative-feedback ampliamplifier. If the gain control of the multiplier is increased,
the circuit oscillates and a b.f.o.
b.f.o. is obtained.
Eddystone's new h.f. receiver, the 940, uses a cascode
r.f. amplifier, with a consequent reduction in noise and
and
intermodulation troubles.
troubles. Three switched selectivity
positions are provided, with a crystal filter in the
narrowest. The crystal . phasing control for positioning
the notch at either side of the peak is brought out
out to
to
the front panel. Separate detectors are used
used for
for a.m.
a.m.
and c.w./s.s.b., a mixer detector being used for the
the
latter reception mode, which incorporates aa ± 3kc/s
3kc/s

(Right) Eddystone 940
communications receiver seen on Webb's
Radio stand. Two r.f.
stages are used, and
push-pull output gives
< 5% distortion at
/W.
IW.

A. L. Mynett's first-prize winner.
A,

M-0 Valve Company l,300Mc/s
I,300Mcjs narrow-band converter.
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7Goodyear's 7D. W. Coodyear's
(Left) D.
camera.
valve television camera.

Bach-Simpson absorp(Right) Bach-Simpson
by
shown by
tion wavemeter shown
Electric.
Aveley Electric.

Withers
(Below, right) T.r: Withers
mobile
I W output, mobile
2-metre.
2-metre. IW
available
receiver.
receiver. AAmodel is available
working.
for 160-metre working.

five
in five
450kc/s-3 0Mc/s in
covers 450kc/s—30Mc/s
b.f.o. The receiver covers
bands.
Transmitters
T ransmitter s
numof aa numkeynote of
the keynote
was the
constructio n was
Simplicity of construction
in aa
Thus in
exhib.i:s. Thus
Company exhibits.
Valve Company
M-0 Valve
ber of M-O
rather
line rather
trough line
converter trough
narrow-ba nd converter
1,300Mc/s
l,300Mc/s narrow-band
in the
used ntJne
are used
lines are
strip lines
used, strip
are used,
circuits are
than coaxial circuits
amplifier,
10-watt amplifier,
430.\1.cfs 10-watt
of aa 430Mc/s
stages of
driver and output stages
cavity
radial cavity
box radial
cylindr~cal box
than cylindrical
rather than
and a square rather
430Mc/s
150-watt 430Mc/s
of aa 150-watt
stage of
output stage
the output
tune the
is used to tune
this
~f this
56~ of
p. 568
on p.
article on
the article
also the
sta5e. (See also
output stage.
was
exh1b1ts was
these exhibits
of these
some of
of some
issue.)
issue.") Another feature of
as
frequencies as
at frequencies
(A2521) at
valve (A2521)
pin-based valve
the use of a pin-based
.
1,300Mc/ s.
converter) l,300Mc/s.
high as (in the converter)
,
Dav1s
and Davis
Green and
the Green
of the
detail of
An interesting detail
ordinary
an ordinary
of an
use of
the use
transmitte r isis the
2-metre transmitter
""Falcon"
Falcon " 2-metre
outer
two outer
The two
type. The
"coaxial " type.
inexpensive "coaxial"
relay as an inexpensive
centre
two centre
the two
shield, the
the shield,
provide the
to provide
contacts are earthed to
the
and tne
inner, and
coaxial inner,
aerial coaxial
the aerial
to the
connected to
are connected
contacts are
transthe transto the
connec'"ed to
are connected
contacts are
intermedia :e contacts
two intermediate
arrangeme nt
This arrangement
respectively. This
receiver respectively.
mitter and receiver
receiver,
and receiver,
transmitte r and
the transmitter
of the
provides earthing of
insertion
an insertion
has an
and has
use, and
in use,
not in
depending on which isis not
Other
relay. Other
coaxial relay.
than aa coaxial
greater than
1dB greater
about IdB
on:y about
loss on'y
perthe perthat the
are that
transmitte r are
this transmitter
ununal features of this
unusual
anode
and anode
drive and
grid drive
as grid
well as
as well
centage modulation as
that
and that
monitored, and
be monitored,
can be
stage can
current in the final stage
alternative
two alternative
in two
plugging in
provision is made for plugging
crystal. . . , ,
external crystal
an external
internal as well as an
includedexhibit mcluded—Service exhibit
U.S . Informatio
The US.
Informationn Service
satellite
amateur's satellite
the amateur's
of the
aonropriately—a
appropria tely-a mockup of
spurious
for spurious
check for
to check
used to
been used
OSCAR 11 which had been
uses
satellite uses
This satellite
coupling. This
cross coupling.
r.f. cross
emission and r.f.
oscil92.5}-.;c/s oscilcryf't11-controlled 92.5A'c/s
tramistor crystal-controlled
2N1 493 transistor
a 2N1493
SemiPac.ific Semiand Pacific
amplifier and
2N1506 amplifier
lator followed by a 2N1506
frequency
variable-ca p1city-diod e frequency
115- 10 variable-capacity-diode
conductors 115-10
keyed
oscillator isis keyed
The oscillator
doubler giving lOOmW output. The
counters.
and counters.
multivibra tor and
by a transistor multivibrator
Measurem ent
Test and Measurement
by
imported by
oscillator, imported
test oscillator,
probe-type test
little probe-type
A neat little
transistor
battery-po wered transistor
contains aa battery-powered
Relda Radio, contains
freaudio freharmonica lly-rich audio
produces aa harmonically-nch
oscillator which produces
produced
are produced
harmonics are
Sufficient harmonics
quency waveform. Sufficient
simply
probe isis simply
the probe
and the
r.f., and
at r.f.,
used at
be used
to be
for the device to
from
back from
working back
stage working
each stage
of each
input of
applied to the input
Four
signal-gen erator. Four
of aa signal-generator.
manner of
the manner
the output, in the
the
when the
indicates when
light indicates
pilot light
and aa pilot
pen-cells are used, and
replaceme nt.
due for replacement.
batteries are due
for
seen for
wavemeter s seen
smallest absorption wavemeters
One of the smallest
BachElectric-t he BachAveley Electric—the
by Aveley
t.ime was shown by
some time
coils
plug-in coils
uses plug-in
instrumen t uses
This instrument
Simpson 77-380. This
used
be used
can be
and can
1Mc/s-56 Mc/s and
to cover the range lMc/s-56Mc/s
depth.
modulation depth.
and modulation
v.s.w.r. and
to measure field strength, v.s.w.r.

#ec

,

Services
SocieL'es
Societ:es and Services
selecshowed aa selecClub showed
Television Club
Amateur Television
The British Amateur
being
example bemg
outstandin g example
ue outstanding
g:!ar, t.ie
home-buil t gear,
tion of home-built
This isis aa
camera. This
vidicon camera.
seven-valv e vidicon
self-contained seven-valve
a self-contained
freeuses aa freeand uses
Goodyear, and
D. Goodyear,
by D.
design by
very simple design
and aa
interlace) and
(random interlace)
multivlbra tor (random
r unning line multivibrator
running
405for 405designed for
unit isis designed
The unit
scan. The
field scan.
en field
mains-driven
mains-driv
output isis ·
the output
and the
operation, and
positive-m odulation operation,
line, positive-modulation
commerfeeding aa commershown feeding
was shown
camera was
I. The camera
in Band I.
remarkabl y
was remarkably
quali:y was
picture quality
the picture
and the
cial receiver and
excellent,
camera isis excellent,
the camera
of the
constructio n of
The construction
good. The
that
stand that
the stand
on the
profession al on
so professional
looked so
and in fact itit looked
product.
commercia l product.
for aa commercial
mistaken for
first mistaken
it was at first
amateurof amateurrange of
wide range
held aa wide
stand held
The R.S.G.B. stand
Prizeequipment . Prizetest equipment.
and lest
communic ations and
produced communications
tramm~tter-receiver
160m transm.tter-receiver
in::luded aa 160m
winning exhibits included
Freethe Freeawarded the
was awarded
wh.ich was
(G3PPI), which
Huntlt:y (G3PPI),
C. Huntley
by J. C.
rece~ver,
KW77 receiver,
Electronic s KW77
K.W. Electronics
Trophy. The K.W.
man Trophy.
gained
issue, gained
1962 issue,
January 1962
our January
in our
which was described in
Out-oftwo Out-oithe two
while the
Trophy, while
Silver Trophy,
Manufactu rers Silver
the Manufacturers
an
for an
(G31RM) for
Lumb (G31RM)
P . Lumb
by P.
won by
Town awards were won
Stanifor::h
R. Staniforth
and R.
key, and
paddle key,
electronic key and aa paddle
transmitter -receiver.
70-cm transmitter-receiver.
(G3EGV) for aa 70-cm
the
at the
represente d at
was represented
Services was
Each of the three Services
communic ations
standard communications
exhibited standard
show where they exhibited
their
of their
objective of
main objective
the main
course, the
of course,
equipment but, of
of
and of
personnel and
of personnel
recruiting of
the recruiting
participation
participati on was the
societies.
radio societies.
amateur radio
respect~ve amateur
members for their respective
Tape
formed Tape
recently formed
its recently
featured its
The R.A.F.
R.A.F. also featured
Society.
Recording Society.
London
of London
Guilds of
& Guilds
City &
th e City
For the first time the
availsyllabuses availthe syllabuses
among the
and among
participate d and
Institute participated
Electronic s
introduced Electronics
recently introduced
the recently
able was that for the
the
bv the
uo bv
dr~ wn up
w as drawn
This was
Examinati on. This
Servicing Examination.
Radio
ihe Radio
and the
G . and
& G.
C. &
the C.
of the
Committee of
Joint Advisory Committee
Board.
Examinati on Board.
Trades Examination
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WORLD OF WIRELESS
London's Radio Tower,
which will be some 6JO-ft
reacheJ the ;f", '
tall, has already reached
height of the existing 200-ft
steel tower carrying communication paraboloids,
which it will replace. As
may be seen from the model
on
on'·· the right the horn and
paraboloid aerials for the
Otfice communication's
Post Office
network, which includes television links, will be housed on
platforms in the upper half
of the tower and above these
be observation floors and
will be
restaurants. The site is off
Tottenham - Court Road,
W.C.I.

m•jv-.

Space Communication
th~ last Administrative Radio
recomm~nC.ed at the
IT was recommended
Conference of the I.T.U. (Geneva 1959) that an extraAdministrat~ve Radio Conference should be
ordinary Administrative
held towards the end of 1963 to allocate frequency
Tn~ conpurpos es. Tne
communica tion purposes.
bands for space communication
whi:h will be of about one month's duration,
ference, which
has now been fixed to open on October 7th next year
at Geneva.
C:mference frequencies were allocated
At the 1959 Conference
for communication between ""space
space vehicles" and for
" research
service& but these were for "research
earth-to-space services
1~>.003-10.005,
The-:;e frequencies (Mc/s) are 10.003-10.005,
purposes." Thette
39.986-40.00'2, 136-137, 183.1-184.1, 40019.990-20.010, 39.986-40.002,
1427-1429, 1700-1710, 2290-2300, 5250-5255,
4~1,
4C1,
31500-31800.
8430-8500,
8400-8500, 15150-15250 and 315C0-318C0.
Recommendations for space communication frequencies have already been made by the Federal Communications Commission of America. These include the use
of the following frequencies in the amateur bands for
purposes:-143, 420 and 450 Mc/s.
satellite command purposes:—143,
± 20 kc/s for the first and
The suggested tolerances are ±20
±25
others ..
± 25 kc/s for the others.,

Conversion
Set Conversion
TV Set
on TV
Tax on
H.M. Cutoms and Excise have announced that tuners,
sp~cial adaptors designed to convert
i.f.
Lf. strips and other special
u.h.f. 625-rne
625-1" ne transmissions are liable
sets to receive ·u.h.f.
Comm:ssioners will not
for Purchase Tax (45%). The Commissioners
regard "the alteration or adaptation of a set to enable
it to receive
rec~ive u.h.f. transmissions as amounting to the
al:erations or replacemanufac:ure
manufacture of a new set if the alterations
ments are limited to the tuner and the i.f. stage; and
the conversion units used are tax paid."
Anglo-Japan ess Commercial Treaty, likely to come
into force in April or May of next year, provides for
the following U.K. import quotas for the years 1963,
1964 and 1965: semiconductors (£200,000, £450,000
and £700,000 respectively); transistor radio receivers
£1,200,000);· parts of transistor
(£500,000, £750,000 and £1,200,000);
radio apparatus (£200,000, £450,000 and £700,000); and
transitor television sets (£225,00, £450,000 and
£600,000). The amount for 1963 in each case is slightly
up on the current year's quotas.
Ang!o-Japan~se

I.T.A.'s Arfon station, situated 9 miles south of
Caernarvon near the Lleyn peninsula in north Wales,
began programme transmissions on November 9th.
Tais station,
ro cover
lht: three planned to
of the
:.econo o)
the second
staucn, me
T.1.is
joms the Presely station in
north and west Wales, joins
broadcasting the programmes of Wales (West and
North) Television Ltd. The incoming programme
otl-the-air from the Presely
signals are received directly ofi-the-air
W11icn operates on cnannel 8, and are retransstation wuicn
mitted from Arfon on channel 10 using horizontal
polarization.
Enniskillen
Enniski!len television and v.h.f. sound transmitting
station, which the B.B.C. are having built on Brougher
Mountain, nine miles north-east of the town, is due
to be completed about the middle of next year, when
it will
addidonal people and provide
!>Orne 48,000 additional
wiU serve some
improved reception for aa further 40,000 people living
Co. Fermanagh and the south-western part of Co.
in Co.
Tdevhion programmes will be transmitted
Tyrone. Television
ch'lnnel 5 with horizontal polarization.
on channel
Opens.-Programme transB.B.C.'s Swindon Station Opens.—Programme
B.B.C. 's low-power relay television
missions from the B.B.C.'s
station at Swindon, Wilts., began on November 5th.
The transmitter operates on channel 3 and uses horipolar:zation.
zontal polarization.
50,000.-Membership of
I.E.E. Membership Reaches 50,000.—Membership
bngineers reached the 50,000
t.J~\.:trH,;a) Engineers
cf tiUctnca)
lmtitu :,on of
the Instituiion
mark on November 8th when W. R. Matthews, admitted
congratul3ted by the presiform~lly congratulated
W% formally
Studen~, was
as a Studen:,
dent, C. T. Melling. Starting in 1871 with about 70
founder members of the then Society of Telegraph
Engineers, the I.E.E. grew in numbers rapidly to total
3,660 by 1900 and 20,000 by 1940.
Alouette, Canada's first satellite, is now orbiting about
600 miles above the earth. It is hoped that by means
sound:ng from above the satellite will measure
of radio sounding
the concentration of cosmic rays and other energetic
particles and radiation in space over most of the earth,
including the polar and auroral zones. In addition to
its radio sounding transmitter and receiver it carries
two telemetry transmitters to radio its findings to earth
50m W tracking transmitter to
on command, and a 50mW
permit precise location of the Canadian satellite at all
times.
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IAESTE.—Thee International Association for
for the
the ExExIAESTE.-Th
.)
change of Students for
for Technical
Technical Experience
Experience (U.K
(U.K.)
report that in the year ending September
September last,
last, 839
839
and 848
848 students
students wert'
were
students were sent abroad and
received by 359 British industrial
industrial and
and other
other organizaorganizations. Since 1947 IAESTE has been
been responsible
responsible in
in
ng for nearly 70,0CO
arrang·
arrang'ng
70,CCO students
students from
from 31
31 member
member
countries to receive technical exp~rience
experience abroad
abroad during
during
vacations. Information on U.K. participation
participation isis availavailable from the ex~cutive
executive secretary
secretary ].J. Newby,
Newby, 178
178
Loncion, S.W.7.
Queen's Gate, Uonaon,
sabs of electronic equipment
U.S. sales
equipment in
in 1962
1962 are
are estiestiIndustries Associa~ion
Association
mated by the American Electronic Industries
than
more
to
expected to
to rise
rise to more than
to reach $2,400M and are expected
$4,DOOM
figures compare
compare with
with actual
actual
$4,000M by 1966. These figures
sales to the value of $2,200M in
in 1961.
1951. The
The industrial
industrial
sales
which
to
and commercial electromc
electronic equipment
equipment to which these
these
data processing,
processing, broadcasting,
broadcasting,
figures relate includes data
measuring
and
communications,
testing and measuring
communication s, navigational, testing
and industrial control apparatus.

Guide to Courses.-The
Courses.—The London and
and Home
Home Counties
Counties
Guide
for Tedmological
Technological EducaEducaRegional Advisory Council for
"Engineer~ng
booklet
40-page
a
tion has produced
40-page booklet " Engineering
recognized
lists
which
"
Education in the Region
Region"
lists recognized
courses
and electronics engineering
engineering field,
field,
cours:::s in the radio and
level,
elementary
most
above those at the
level, which
which colleges
colleges ·
1962-63.
year
academic
the
during
in its area are offering
the academic year 1962-63.
Copies of the booklet, price 4s, are
are available
available from
from the
the
Co_pies
South,
House
Tavisto::k
South, Tavistock
Tavistock Square,
Square,
Council at Tavistock
W.C.l.
London, W.C.I.
The report
Amat~urs' Exantination.Radio
Examination.—The
report of
of the
the
Ra:lio Amateurs'
City & Guilds of London Institute
Institute on
on the
the May
May 1962
1962
Radio Amateurs' Exam:nation
Examination records
records aa total
total of
of 1,189
1,189
candidates
the previous
previous year.
year.
c3.ndidates compared with 1,251 the
%) for
'1o) as
Passes totalled 808 (67
(67%)
as against
against 866
866 (69
(69%)
for
Pass;:;s
1961.

Research
atmosphere will
will be
be facilifaciliResearcn into the upper atmosphere
tated by a 4tton
4)ton the:-mioni::
thermionic valve,
valve, which
which isis being
being
Electronics
constructed at the Admiralty's Microwave
Microwave Electronics
LaboraResearch
Division of the Services Electronic
Electronic Research Laboratory at Harlow, Ess:x.
Essex. The valve,
valve, which
which isis 18ft
ISft long,
long,
over 7ft high and 6ft
6fl wide, is aa travelling-wave
travelling-wave tube
tube
pulses.
. . W, 420-Mc/s
that will provide lOO.v
100.v^W,
420-Mc/s pulses.
Pulse and digital techniques in
in many
many branches
branches of
of
need fqr
for specialists.
specialists.
science and engineering has created aa need
has
Birmingham,
Technology,
The College of Advanced Technology, Birmingham, has
in pulse
pulse and
and digital
digital circuits
circuits
therefore arranged a course in
which will provide the basic principles
principles of
of design
design of
of such
such
ir
of
measurement
the
for
circuits and opportunities for the measurement of th<:
their
next,
8th
January
on
Commencing
January 8th next, the
the
performance.
and Thursday
Thursday evenevencourse will be held on Tuesday and
from the
the College
College
ings. Further details may be obtained from
4.
Birmingham,
Green,
Gosta
4.
Secretary at
cluding
Sound and vision distributinn
distribution equipment-in
equipment—including
a new 7-vision plus
plus 4-sound
4-sound programme
programme system-will
system—will
be demonstrated by Belling && Lee
Lee at
at their
their headquarters
headquarters
lddx., from
at Enfield, M
M'.ddx.,
from December
December lOth
10th to
to 19th
19th ininengineers,
interested
Professionally
clusive.
interested engineers, consultconsultcomthe
telephone
to
invited
are
etc.,
architects,
ants,
invited to telephone the company's Technical Services Department
Department (Enfield
(Enfield 5393)
5393) to
to
make an appointment.

International Instruments Show.-The
Show.—The seventh
seventh in
in the
the
series of Int~rnational
International Instruments
Instruments Shows
Shows to
to be
be organorganized
ized' by B. & K. Laboratories will
will he
be held
held from
from May
May
27th-31st next year at 44 Tilney
Tilney Street,
Street, Park
Park Lane,
Lane,
is also
also sponsoring
sponsoring the
the
London, W.l. The company is
Environmenta l Engineering
first Environmental
Engineering Symposium
Symposium which
which will
will
be held coincident with
with the
the exhibition.
exhibition.
" The Radio & , Ebctronic
Ehctronic Engineer"
Engineer" isis the
the new
new
title of what was previously known
known as
as the
the Journal
Journal of
of the
the
Engineers.
British Institution of Radio Engineers.
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Balth. van der Pol
Pot Gold Medal.-Mrs.
Medal.—Mrs. van
van der
der Pol,
Pol,
the widow of Professor Balth. van
van d:!r
der Pol,
Pol, has
has mad:::
made itit
Union
possible for the Internatbnal
International Sc:entific
Scientific Radio
Radio Union
(U.R.S.I.) to found an award
award to
to be
be known
known as
as the
the
will
Balth.
which will b:!
be presen:ed
presented
Balrh. van der Pol Gold Medal wh:ch
outstanding
an
"to
at each triennial General Assembly " to an outstanding
radio scientist who, during the three
three year
year period
period prepreceding the year of the General
General Assembly,
Assembly, will
will have
have
fields
the
of
one
in
made a valuable contribution in one of the fields of
of
by his
his research
research work,
work,
activity of the Union, either by
activity."
other
an
by
or
discoveries, achievements,
by an other activity."
discoveries,
The first award will
Will be made
made at
at the
the Tokyo
Tokyo general
general
ector
van
Professor
assembly next year.
van der
der Pol
Pol was
was di:
ditector
Committee
Consultative
Radio
of the International
Consultative Committee
(C.C.I.R.)
(C.~.I.R.) from 1948 to 1956.
-University graduates
Scholarships.—University
graduates
B.B.C. Research Scholarships.
in electrical en;sineering
engineering or p~1ysics
physics wishin~
wishing to
to work
work for
for
a higher degree at any U.K. un:versity
university can
can apply
apply for
for aa
for two
two years
years and
and
B.B.C. research scholarship (normally for
valued at £SOO
C500 p~r
per annu~n).
annum). A
A condition
condition applying
applying to
to
applicathe subject for research isis that
that itit must
must have
have an
an applicaLatest
tion to sound or televisicm
television broadcasting.
broadcasting. Latest
M. Kitching,
Kitching, who
who isis
recipient of a scholarship is D. M.
undertaking
Southampton University
University under
under
undenak~ n1 research at South.1mpton
gwdance of Dr. W. A. Gambling.
the guidance
Gambling.
television service
service from
from August
August
· Jamaica is to have a television
1st next year. A franchise
franchise to
to provide
provide television
television proprogrammes has been awarded to
to the
the governmentgovernmentporation. The
Corporation.
The
sponsored Jamaica Broadcasting Cor
new service will operate on the 625-line
625-line system.
system.
ers in
TV Society Southern Centre?-Read
Centre?—Readers
in the
the
Bournemouth area may be interested
interested to
to know
know that
that aa
the
at
lOth
December
on
7.15
at
held
be
will
meeting
on December 10th at the
Kings Arms Hotel, Christchurch, to
to explore
explore the
the posposCentre
Southern
a
forming
of
s:bility
sibility
Centre of
of the
the Television
Television
Society.
.-The Institute
Meeting
Spectrometry.—The
Institute of
of
M~eting on Mass Spectrometry
Physics
announces that
that itit isis
Physi::s and the Physical Society announces
the
at
eeting on Mass
to hold a o::1e-day
one-day m
meeting
Mass Spectrometry
Spectrometry at the
Imperial College of Science and Technology,
Technology, London,
London,
on December 19th. Registration
Registration isis necessary
necessary and
and appliappliAdministration
the
cation forms are now available from
from the Administration
Physical
The
and
Assistant, The Institute of Physics
Physics and The Physical
London, S.W.l.
S.W.l.
Society, 47 Belgrave Square, London;
Generalized telegraphist's eC{uations
equations and
and their
their applicaapplications is the subject of a University
University of
of London
London course
course of
of
three lectures to be given by Professor
Professor S.
S. A.
A. Schelkunoff,
Sc'ielkunoff,
Ph.D., at University College, Torrington
Torringlon Place,
Place, W.C.l,
W.C.I,
p.m. on December 3rd,
at 5 p.m.
3rd, 5th
5th and
and 7th.
7th. Admission
Admission isis
free, without ticket.

CLUB NEWS
Bamsley.-At the December 14th
Eamsley.—At
14th meeting
meeting of
of the
the Barnsley
Barnsley
&
6 District Amateur Radio Club,
Club, which
which celebrates
celebrates its
its golden
golden
jubilee next year,
year, W. W. Williams will
will speak
speak on
on receiver
receiver
7.30
at
month
construction.
club meets twice
twice aa month at 7.30 atat the
the
construction. The club
King
King George Hotel, Peel Street.
Street.
art IV of his series of
Birmingham.—Part
of lectures
lectures on
on radio
radio
Birmingham.-P
fundamentals will
will be given by
by J.}. Smi:h
Smith (G3JZF)
(G3JZF) atat the
the
28th meeting
December 2Sth
meeting of the Slade
Slade Radio
Radio Society
Society atat 7.45
7.45
December
at the Church House, High
High Street,
Street, Erdington.
Erdington.
Croydon.-Dr.
Croydon.—Dr. J.}. Walling, of
of the
the Mullard
Mullard Research
Research Labs.,
Labs.,
will speak about lasers
lasers and
and masers
masers atat the
the December
Decemberat 11th
11th
7.45
at
Club
Contact
Radio
mee:ing of
meeting
of the Surrey
Contact Club at 7.45 at the
the
Blacksmiths
Arms, 1 South End.
Blacksmiths Arms,
Edinburgh.—Thee Lothians Radio
Radio Society
Society meets
meets on
on the
the
Edinburgh.-Th
second and fourth Thl,lrsdays
Thursdays of
of each
each month
month inin 2, the
the
at
Y.M.C.A., 14 South
South Saint
Saint Andrew
Andrew Street,
Street, Edinburgh
Edmburgh 2,tape
at
R.S.G.B.
an
be
77.30.
30' On December 13th
13th there
there ~ill
will be an R.S.G.B. tapeTelecommunica
Wide
World
"
entitled
lecture
recorded
entitled "World Wide Telecommunications"
tions
" by L. Parnell (G8PP).
(G8PP).
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News
News from
from Industry
Industry
Plessey Co. Ltd.-Group
Ltd.—Group trading profit amounted to
£6,456,::>31 for the year to June 30th~
£6,456,531
30th, 1962, including
including
ei:_rht months' trading in respe:::t
eiyht
respect of Automatic Telephone
&
& Electric Company and Ericsson Telephones. The
preceding year's trading profit was £3,422,659. Profit
after tax totalled £2,588,552 as compared with
with
£1,712,886 previously.
Decca Ltd.-Group
Ltd.—Group turnover for the year to March
31st, 1962, expanded by £3.1M to £27.6M and
and the
trading balance increased from £4M to £4.7M. After
After
tax of £1,448,000, against £1,061,000 previously,
previously, the
the
net profit is £1,482,000 as compared with
with £1,249,000
£1,249,000
for the preceding year.
Aerialite.-Group
Aerialite.—Group profits for the year to May 31st
last increased from £147,386 to £183,214. Taxation
absorbed £96,256 (£66,257) and net profit was
was £86,958
as compared with £81,129 for the previous year.
Raytheon at Shannon.-An
Shannon.—An electronic components
plant is being opened in the duty-free industrial
industrial zone
zone
at Shannon Airport by the American Raytheon
Raytheon Company, who already have interests in the U
.K. market
U.K.
market
m::linly
mainly through their Cossor Electronics sutsidiary.
subsidiary. The
new plant, which is expected to
to eventually occupy
occupy
50,000 sq ft and employ up to ::oo
500 people, will be
opera:ed Dy
by a new .:.<.-y':heon
operated
R-ytheon wholly-o.vr;ed
wholly-o^ed subsidiary
named Industrial Components, Ireland, Ltd.
Na~ard
Nagard Ltd., the Belmont, Surrey, mandacturers.
manufacturers of
os:illoscopes
oscilloscopes and pulse generators for
for lacora~ory
laboratory and
and mindustrial use, have been acquired by Advance ComCompo:Ients Ltd., of Hainault, Essex. Home and export
ponents
export
sales of N
agard equipment will be conducted from
Nagard
from the
Advance headquarters at Roebuck Road, Hainault,
Essex. As a result of the takeover E. G. Wakeling,
Advance joint managing director, becomes managing
director of Nagard, and M. J. G. Hinton continues as
as
Nagard's research di;:-ector.
director.

Transistor Television Camera.-E.M.I.'s
Camera.—E.M.I.'s Type
Type 8 closedcircuit camera, uses transistors throughout
throughout (except
(except for
for the
the
vidicon pick-up tube) and operates on mains or 12V batteries.
Olb, are a I in
Packed into a case 11
II xx77 x Sin, weighing only I101b,
vidicon, scan generators, signal amplifiers and a modulator that
that
1.9, I in focus
focus lens is
produces a Band I signal. An f!f/1.9,
is a standard
standard
fitting and the whole camera, ready to work, costs £160. 405-,
40S-,
625- (various systems) and 525-line operation is catered for,
for, and
the built-in transistor convertor operates at 50 or 60cfs.
60c/s.
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The Vidor battery business has been acquired by
Royston Industries Ltd., of Byfieet,
Byfleet, Surrey, in a deal
reported to be worth about £925,000. Royston
Royston chairchairbusiness now
man, E R. Summer, says that the Vidor business
conacquired was part of the business conducted in conjunctiOn witn
w1tn ue
junction
t.ie operalions
operations of Burndept, which was
was
acquired by Royston in August, 1961. He says that
that
although difficult to assess Vidor's profit for
for the year to
to
March 31st, 1963, the Royston directors are
arc of the
the
opinion that the Vidor profit, before tax, will be not
not
less than £140,000. In 1961-62 there was
was a loss
loss of
£25,470. Following the acquisition T. N. Cole has
resigned from the Vidor board, whilst E. R.
R. Summer
and}.
and
J. G. Lee:::h
Leech have been appointed Vidor directors.
directors.
G.E.C. Obtain G.P.O. Link Order.-The
Order.—The General
General
Post Office has ordered G.E.C. (Telecommunications)
(Telecommunications)
equipment for a new microwave link that will provide
1,800 telephone c:1annels
channels or equivalent facilities
facilities over
eacn r.f. channel, be
~ ,, een London, Hirm.ngaam
between
Birmmgnam .and
and
Mancllester.
Manchester. The link will operate in the 6,000 Mc/s
frequency band and initially there will be four
four broadband radio frequency c:1annels
channels in each direction. The
equ"pm.:;nt
eqmpmcnt is Ol:.!.~.ng
oemg manuractured
manutactured at the Coventry plant
of G.E.C. (Te.i.ecummunications)
(Telecommunications) Ltd. The London
terminal will be m
in the new Tower, which the G.P.O.
are building on the Museum Exchange site.
A.E.I.'s Computer Department, part of Associated
Electrical Industries' Electronic Apparatus Divis::on,
Division, isis
extending its computer bureau facilities by opening data
data
processing centres in a number of regions throughout
throughout
the U.K. A new computer centre, which will be addiadditional to those at Manchester and Rugby, is to
to be established at 33 Grosvenor Place, London, and is scheduled
to be operational by mid-1963. It is the intention of
of
A.E.I. to sell time on the computer and
A.E.I,
and the
the final
final installation in London will be capable of handling data
in varied forms, by using a range of typewriter,
typewriter, card
card
and papei
pape1 tape input devices.
NordMende.-It has been decided to rationalize the
NordMende.—It
research and development activities of the
the television,
radio, tape recording and dectronic
electronic divis~ons
divisions of the
the
NordMende (Norddeutsche Mende Rundfunk KG) in
Bremen, and a new five-storey building is being erected
adjacent to the televis~on
television factory. The new Nordmende
Nordmende
Development Centre is expected to be in full
full operation
by the middle of 1963.
B. &
& R. Relays Distribution in Germany.-Sole
Germany.—Sole disdistribution rights of B. && 1{
R.• .Kelays'
Relays' produc~s
products in Germany
Germany
have been granted to I.N.H.A. Mercantile & Trading
Establishment, whose head offices are at Mauren,
Mauren,
Liechtenstem,
Liechtenstein, with branches in Benin and Dusseldorf.
Diisseidorf.
BTR Industries Ltd. has merged two of its subsidiary
companies, Microcell Ltd. and Palmer Aero Products
Ltd., to form a new Engmeermg
Engineering Products Division of
the Group. Microc:ell's
Microcell's Kingsway, London, offices have
been closed and the combined administrative and
and design
functions moved to Park Street, Camberley, Surrey.
Telequipment's
Telequipmeut's new office and ad~inistrative
administrative block
t'J.elr Cnase
at their
C.aasc Road, Southgate, plant was co:npleted
completed
to schedule, in time for the company's tenth anniversary
on November 22nd.
David Brown-E.M.I. Electronics Ltd. has
has been
formed by Electric &
& Musical Industries and David
David
Brown Industries to take over and expand their
their
existing joint programme of research and development
into the problems
prob:ems of applying electronic techniques
techniques to
to
ma·chine
machine tools. The new company is located at
at
Huddersfield.
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Reorgauization.-A. C. Cossor Ltd., a member
Cossor Reorganization.—A.
of the American Raytheon group of companies,
announces that the registered name of its subsidiary,
Cossor Radar & Electronics Ltd. has been changed
to Cossor Electronics Ltd. The latter company,
located at Harlow, Essex, will eventually incorporate
activities: the Radar Division; the
the following Cossor activities;
Communications and Marine Products Operations; the
Instrument Operations (including Ramp test equipment
operation~); and the Manufacturing Division.
operations);
V.H.F. mobile radio telephones for the fire and ambulance services of the Lancashire County Council
have been supplied by Hudson Electronic Devices
Ltd., of 4 Sydenham Hill, London, S.E.26. The 50
FMllS models, which
new equipments are Hudson FM115
have an r.f. power output of 20W and six-channel
facilities.

The electronic summation business of Astaron Electronics Ltd. has been transferred to Aron Meters Ltd.,
Ferranti Ltd. This
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Eerranti
arrangement is an extension of a previous agreement
Ferranti acquired the
made in 1961, under which Eerranti
will in the meter business of the former Aron
good
goodwill
company.
Audience research statistics relating to B.B.C. television and sound radio programmes are now produced
daily on a National-Elliott 803 computer. The
jn.formation supplied by interviewers
machine analyses information
all over the U.K., and produces tables of results for
study by the B.B.C. each day.
Liverpool Royal Infirmary's new £220,000 fourstorey operating theatre suite has built-in electronic
a1ds, including a private multi-camera television netaids,
work provided by Pye T.V.T. Ltd. Installation of a
runcomplete sound system enables surgeons to give ""runcomme.ntaries " on their work.
ning commentaries

Electron gun mounts with electrostatic focus and
intended for use in 110°-114° tubes with short to stanSuoer Elecdard neck lengths, have been added to the Suner
tronics Corporation range. U.K. agents for these
straight " guns are Electrode
American produced " straight"
Welding Co. Ltd., Jubilee Works, Cobbold Road,
N.W.lO.
Willesden, London, N.W.10.
Compounds.-The Pure Elements
Laser and Maser Compounds.—The
purity
Division of L. Light & Co. Ltd. has added 27 high pur'ty
fluorides, molybdates and tungstates to its range of ultra
pure materials. Many of these, notably calcium tungstate and strontium molybdate are already being used for
growing laser and maser crystals; others are offered for
research in this field.
£425.-Highest-ever
Capacitor Suggestion Wins £425.—Highest-ever
award by Standard Telephones & Cables Ltd., under
to
its Staff Suggestion Scheme, was made recently to
PaignW. R. Netherton, an employee of the company's Paignton factory, for an idea to improve the process of sealing
tantalum capacitors.
Metox miniature oxide resistors, manufactured by
Welwyn Electric Ltd., at Bedlington, Northumberland,
availaole ex-stock, following factory extensions
will be available
to treble the present production area.

Texas Instruments are to construct a new 60,000
sq ft plant at Villeneuve-Loubet, near Nice, France, for
the manufacture of transistors and other semiconductor
products.
Simmonds Relays Ltd. have now moved to a new
(Tel. : Harlow
address at South Road, Harlow, Essex (Tel:
26346).

Order.-Marconi's have obtained
B.B.C. Relay Station Order.—Marconi's
an
from the B.B.C. for the supply of a " considerorder from
an order
able
quantity " of television and f.m. sound radio transab.le quantity"
mitter
mltter and translator equipments. These will be used
by
~y the B.B.C. as relay stations in areas of poor reception. The contract covers the supply of 10W
lOW translator
twn.
drivers and .transmitter
transmitter equipments,
lOOW and
equipment~, as well as 100W
drivers
amphfiers.
SOOW
500W amplifiers.
Westrex Company, a division of Litton Industries, are
supplying
reproduction equipment, stage
supplyin~ the film sound .reproduction
announcing system, public
pubhc address equipment for the
announcmg
lounge and an inductive loop hearing-aid system for
M.G.M.'s new Empire Cinema, Leicester Square, London, which opens in December.
McAlpine Aviation's new radio centre at their Luton
Airport headquarters has been granted full Air Registration Board approval. It offers a repair, overhaul and
installation service for aircraft radio and navigational
aid equipment.
Reliance .Manufacturing
Manufacturing Co. (Southwark) Ltd. has
changed its trading title to Reliance Controls Ltd.
Rdcon Works, Sutherland Road, WalAddress remains Relcon
thamstow, London, E.17, but telephone number is now
Larkswood 8404.
A. N. Clark (Engineers) Ltd., manufacturers of air
operated telescopic masts, have moved from Merton to
new premises at Binstead, Ryde, Isle of Wight (Tel.:
Ryde 3691).

OVERSEAS TRADE
Bharat Electronics Ltd., Bangalore, has been licensed
by Mullard Equipment Ltd. to manufacture Britishdesigned mobile wireless stations for use by the Indian ·
Armed Services. Bharat Electronics is wholly owned
by the Indian Government. Under a £1M contract,
transmitter I
manufacture of Plessey-designed radio transmitter/
receivers is also to be undertaken by Bharat Electronics.
Thermionic.-The Ministero Difesa
Italian Order for Thermionic.—The
Aeronautica, Rome, has ordered from Thermionic Products (Electronics) Ltd., a 60-channel installation of
their Series IV communications recorders for a new air
traffic control centre.
V.H.F. junction radio equipment, manufactured by
the General Electric Co. Ltd., is used in a telephone link
Y ai, in Thailand.
between Penang, in Malaya, and Haad Yai,
Thrt~e Emicon rotary control systems, valued at nearly
Three
£10,000, are being supplied by E.M.I. Electronics Ltd.
to the Societe Genevoise d'lnstruments de Physique, the
Swiss jig-boring machinery manufacturers.
Rank Cintel, a division of the Rank Organisation,
have supplied four automatic radio-sonde telemetering
equipments to Iran and Turkey under arrangements
made by the World Meteorological Organisation in conjunction with the British Meteorological Office.
Exports.-The Canadian oceanographic and
Decca Exports.—The
hydrographic survey vessel C.H.S. Hudson is to be
equipped with Decca true motion radar, relative motion
radar and river radar for pilotage and navigation in
confined waters. Decca Radar Ltd. also announce that
they are to supply harbour radar equipment for installa. tion at the port of Gdynia, Poland.
The Soviet Aeroflot airline has ordered airborne radio
navigation equipment to the value of £250,000 from
Standard Telephones & Cables Ltd.
The Belgian Air Force have ordered from G. & E.
Bradley Ltd. £10,000 worth of equipment for workshop
and pre-flight testing of Tacan navigational equipment.
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Personalities
onal ities
Pers

appointed
been appointed
has been
C. L. Hirshman, A.C.G.I.. D.I.C., has
&
Valves &
Radio Valves
engineering manager of Thorn-A.E.I. Radio
engineering
all engineering
for all
Tubes Ltd. and is responsible for
ColImperial Colthe Imperial
matters. Mr. Hirshman attended the
CurLight ' Curthe Light
comple ting the
lege (London) where, after completing
continued and
he continued
n t Electrical Engineering Course, he
re'
rent
and
engineering.
radio engineering.
in radio
obtained the College diploma in^
Metrothe
with
After a post-graduate apprenticeship with the Metrotheir
joined their
he joined
lvlanche~ter, he
politan-Vickers
politan-Vicke c- s Co. at Manchester,
Radio
the Radio
to the
Radio Department, and later transferred to
to
assis~ant to
as assistant
Comp any as
B.T.H. Company
DepartmerJ.t of the B.T.H,
Department
Co.
A.E.I. Co.
the A.E.I,
of the
on· the formation of
the chief engineer on
AppliMazda Applithe Mazda
In 1931 Mr. Hirshman started up the
en~ineering
was engineering
anrl was
Brin:.sdown, and
cation Laboratories at Brimsdown.
Valves
Radio Valves
manager (applications) of Thorn-A.E.I. Radio
K ing,
C. King,
L td. until his new appointment. J. C.
& Tubes Ltd.
pro- .
manager, proAssoc.Brit.I.R.E.,
Assoc.Brit.I.R. E., has become engineering manager,
and
valve and
radio valve
ducts development, responsible for radio
Donegan,
cathode-rav tube product engineering. J. Donegan,
cathode-ray
as
post as
his post
B.Sc.,
B.Sc,, A.C.G.I., D.I.C., has relinquished his
duties
special duties
product engineering manager to assume special
within the company.
B.Sc.,
Yates, B.Sc.,
Cassar Ltd. has appointed R.
C. Cossor
A. C.
R. J. Yates,
Mr.
instruments operations. Mr.
eng ineer for its instrument
as chief engineer
E.
& E.
G. &
of G.
director of
Yates was previously technical director
and
years, and
eleven years,
Bradley Ltd. with whom he spent eleven
Instruments
before that he was engaged by Marconi Instruments
the microwave
in the
equipment in
Ltd. in the design of test equipment
microwave
Telecommunithe Telecommuniin the
field. During the war he served in
he
Establishment , Malvern, where
cations Research Establishment,
where he
radar.
airborne radar.
for airborne
worked on test equipment for
senior
M .Eng., aa senior
At Baden Baden recently S. Hill, M.Eng.,
Ltd.,
engineer with Standard Telephones & Cables Ltd.,
Standards
was elected chairman of the International Standards
acoustics
Organization's Committee 43, dealing with acoustics
for
S.T.C. for
standards
standards.. . Mr. Hill, who has been with S.T.C.
public
on public
work on
over 40 years, is well known for his work
an
has played an
address systems and since the war has^
important part in the organization of technical facilities
at the U.K. National Radio Show.
Home
Telemeter Home
Louis S. White, who joined British Telemeter
organintion, as technical
Viewing Ltd., the pay-TV organization,
manager
b~en appointed general manager
adviser last year, has been
six
for six
Rediffusion for
and chief engineer. He was with Rediffusion
White
Mr. White
Telemeter. Mr.
Briti!>h Telemeter,
years prior to joining British
M.A.,
succeeds as general manager T. H. A. Llewellyn, M.A.,
who has left the company.
chief
become chief
has become
c:B. E., has
Air Comdre. C. C. Morton, C.B.E.,
succession
in succession
signals officer, R.A.F. Bomber Command, in
appointed
is appointed
who is
O.B.E., who
to Air Comdre. J. A. Robinson, O.B.E.,
Ministry.
Air Ministry.
the Air
director of weapons engineering at the
in
Collegt: in
R.AF. College
the R.A.F.
Mor ~ on entered the
Air Comdre. Morton
wireand wireelectrical and
the electrical
took the
He took
1930 at the age of 18. He
signals.
in signals.
speci:11ized in
less course in 1936 and has since specialized
of
Directorate of
the Directorate
Since the war he has served in the
comGroup, com90 Group,
No. 90
Signals at the Air Ministry, with No.
been
Bassett, been
CJmpton Bassett,
manded No. 33 Radio School at Compton
two-andpast two-andinspector of radio services and for the past
Joint
British Joint
chairffi'm of the British
a-half years has been chairman
Communications-Electronics
Air Comdre.
ns-Elec tronics Board.
Communicatio
Robinson, who is 51, has been chief signals officer,
Febrmry, 1960, and before
Bomber Command, since February,
that was senior technical staff officer at Signals
·
Command.
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the
of the
Donald G. Fink is to be general manager of
which,
Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineers which,
l.E.E.
emorace the American I.E.E.
from January 1st, will embrace
& I.R.E. The new society will have a membership
&
restgned from the position
of 160,000. Mr. Fink has resigned
of vice-president for research of the Philco Corporaprior
years prior
tion which he joined in 1952. For some years
York
New York
to that date he was editor-in-chief of our New
the
Electronics . He joined the staff of the
contemporary Electronics.
journal in 1933 after graduating from the Massachusetts
d.uring
Institute of Technology to which he returned during
Institute
and
Lai::oratory and
the war as a member of the Radiation Laboratory
subsequently headed the Loran division. Mr. Fink was
Na~ional Television System
at one time chairman of the National
System
Committee (N.T.S.C.) and of the co-ordination committee of the U.S. National Stereophonic Radio Committee.
state
solid state
Oliver Simpson, Ph.D., M.A., head of the solid
Research
Serv ices Electronics Research
physics group at the Services
grade
the grade
~.ince 1956, has been promoted to the
Laboratory since
Civil
Scientific Civil
the Scientific
othcer in the
sciemific ohicer
chiet scieniific
of deputy chief
Lab::Jratory
Rese lrch Laboratory
Service. He joined the Admiralty Research
College,
Trini ty College,
retutned to Trinity
in 1944 and after 2 years returned
was
he was
1949-52 he
Cambridge, as a research scholar. From 1949-52
of
University of
as~istant professor of physics at the University
assistant
S.E.R.L.
at S.E.R.L.
Michigan. Dr. Simpson joined the staff at
in 1953.
Farnell
of Farnell
board of
the board
J. Marshall has been elected to the
company
Instruments Ltd. Mr. Marshall joined the company
EngineerRacal Engineerwith Racal
p:-eviously been with
in 1960, having previously
ing Ltd., and E.M.I.
A.M.I.E.E.,
M.Brit.T.R.E.~ A.M.I.E.E.,
D io.Eng., M.Brit.I.R.H.,
· D. Simpson, Din.Eng.,
for
Ltd. for
(U.K.) Ltd.
general manager of Hughes International (U.K.)
to
company to
the company^
left the
the past two-and-a-half years, has left
managing
as managing
Ltd. as
Hewlett-Packa rd Ltd.
join the board of Hewlett-Packard
has
manage r, has
works manager,
direc tor. T. S. Chatfield, formerly works
director.
general
acting general
Simoson's duties and will be acting
Mr. Simuson's
assumed Mr,
Inter: mager at the Glenrothes (Fife) plant of Hughes Intermanager
m
national.
beacon
the beacon
issue the
this issue
in this
H. L. Gibson, who describes in
between
tests between
propagation tests
transmitter used for Band IV propagation
the
with the
been with
has been
8nd the Netherlands, has
thic;
this country and
was,
he was,
whi:h he
to which
prior to
1936, prior
Valv~ Co. since 1936,
M-0
M-O Valve
war
the war
After the
Radio. After
Murphy Radio.
for a short while, with Murphy
enapplications enof applications
field of
he spent some years in the field
used
valves used
large valves
to large
sp~cial reference to
gineering with special
assumed
1955 assumed
in 1955
and in
for broadcasting and r.f. heating, and
applicatlons engineering in
responsibility for all valve applications
responsibility
the company.

OBITUARY
trade
Barber~ a pioneer of the radio trade
\V. Barber,
Capt. James W.
Broadcasting
and at one time a member of the British Broadcasting
attendinR
Af:er attendingd :ed at the age of 78. After
Company, has died
an
thc University
Un iversity of Wales, Capt. Barber trained as an
the
as aa
electrical engineer and served in World War 11 as
in
After experience in
captain in the Royal Engineers. After^
the
with the
cinem::~tog r aphy field he was associated with
the
t~1e cinematogtaphy
crys~al set and in
manufacture of the Brownie crystal
in 1930
1930 ·
manufactur.:!
Manufacturers ' Assoch::tirman of the Radio Manufacturers'
became chairman
L ater he turned his attention to the plastics
ciation.
ctatton. Later
managi.ng director
industry and during the last war was managing
·
of Granada Theatres.
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,/,fllf/BV/JOIT
,ERROR PROOF TELEGRAPHY
with the NEW
MARCONI
9

AUMMATIO SINGLE PATH ERROR CORRtCTION
e
e
e
e
e

RUGGED
RUGGED _ UNATTENDED
OPERATION
UNATTENDED OPERATION
SOLID
STATE •
e LOW
LOW COST
COST
SOLID STATE
COMPACT •
e SIMPLE
SIMPLE
NO MODIFICATION TO
NOTO EXISTING
EXISTING
INSTALLATIONS

proof telegraph
telegraph working
working on
on
AUTOSPEC provides error proof
services where no return path
path isis required
required or
or on
on low
low
circuits
capacity point-to-point circuits
AUTOSPEC is the first single
single path
path error
error _corrector
corrector to
to
include automatic correction
correction without
without the
the need
need for
for
repetition
AUTOSPEC is a product of
of the
the same
same design
design team,
team
production of
of the
the world
world famous
famous_
responsible for the production
AUTOPLEX

£

m
TELEGRAPH CO.
CO. LIMITED
LIMITED •· CHELMSFORD
CHELMSFORD < · ESSEX
ESSEX • · ENGLAND
ENGLAND
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
1-19A
USA
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styli

ACOS ADVANC E

ACOS

ADVAN C E |

Styli

*

•Jf

i*
•3f

. 1& changer dust bug
& changer dust bug

& stylus
··'l &
stylus pressure
pressure

gauge

gauge

Acos continue to
to advance
advance and
and be
be recognised.
recognised. Recognised
Recognised as
as the
the finest
finest range
range of
ofreplacereplacement styli
styli now available.
Diamond
and
sapphire,
mono
and
stereo,
there
are
available. Diamond and sapphire, mono and stereo, there arenow
now over
over
150 types of Acos x500
x500 styli,
styli, to
to fit
fit all
all makes
makes of
ofpick-ups
pick-ups and
and cartridges.
cartridges. There
Thereisisone
onetoto
fit your equipment.
x500 styli
equipment. All
All Acos
Acos .x500
styli are
are individually
individually tested
tested at
at 500-times
500-times magnification,
magnification,
yet they cost
cost no
no more
more than
than other
other makes.
makes. Look
Look for
for Acos
Acos styli
styli in
in the
the,characteristic
charac~eristicpack.
pack.
Accesspries after
after the /act.-Don't
Accessories
fact :·D on't overlook
overlook the
the Acos
Acos Changer
Changer Dust
Dust Bug
Bug thdt
th~t sweeps
sweeps all
all
before.
it~ and the
before it,
the Acos
Acos Stylus
Stylus Pressure
Pressure Gauge
Gauge which
which stops
stopspick-ups
pick-upsfrom
fromthrowing
throwingtheir
their
weight about.
Other Acos products:
products: mono
mono and
and stereo
stereo pick-ups,
pick-ups, cartridges,
cartridges,.microphones.
microphones.

·o

~• ~

0i .

ARE DOING
DOING THINGS
THINGS IN
JN STYLI
STYLI

CROSS, HERTS.
HERTS. TEL:
COSMOCORD LTD, WALTHAM CROSS,
TEL: WALTHAM
WALTHAM CROSS
CROSS 27331
27331
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Transistor R-C Oscillators and
Selective Amplifiers
Transistor

Selective

R-C

Oscillators

Amplifiers

By F. BUTLER,

CIRCUITS
USE OF HIGH INPUT-IMPEDANCE CIRCUITS

be
can be
OF the many types of R-C network which can
sustained
linked with a power amplifier to produce sustained
three
amplification, three
oscillations or to give selective amplificationj
Wien
the Wien
have found wide acceptance. These are the
R-C
parallel-T R-C
bridge 4-terminal network, the parallcl-T
Wien
of the Wien
3-termmal equivalent of
circuit (which is a 3-terminal
When
bridge) and the R-C or C-R ladder network. When
Wien
the Wien
its elements are suitably proportioned, the
one
at one
bridge can be balanced to give zero output at
parallel- T
the parallel-T
specific frequency. This is also true of the
between
connected between
network. If such a network is connected
will
feedback will
the output and input of an amplifier, feedback
correspondtake place at all frequencies except that correspondwill
ing to the output null. A selective amplifier will
made
result if feedback through the network can be made
null.
the null.
of the
that of
negative at all frequencies except that
positive feedAn oscillator is obtained if sufficient positive
amplifier
back is applied from output to input of the amplifier
which, for
network which,
through a separate all-pass network
selective,
A selective,
example, maybe a purely resistive path. A
conof conuse of
the use
by the
regenerative amplifier is obtained by
loop
the loop
trolled positive feedback which increases the
mode
this mode
gain, but not to the point of instability. In this
calculable
of operation the frequency is accurately calculable
inalmost infrom the network components and is almost
dependent of the amplifier gain.
the
If a parallel-T network is connected between the
amplifier,
output and input of a phase-reversing amplifier,
amplificaselective amplificaoscillations can be generated and selective
separate
use of aa separate
tion made possible without the use
one
vary one
link. The technique is to vary
positive feedback link.
that aa
dements in such aa way that
or more of the network elements
of aa null
phase-reversed output is obtained instead of
Oscillation
at the desired operating frequency.
Oscillation
the
exceeds the
merely requires that the amplifier gain exceeds
The
particular frequency.
network loss at this particular
The
oscilother oscilany other
adJUSt itself, like any
system will in fact admst
netThe netunity. The
overaLl loop gain is unity.
lator, so that the overall
frequency -dependent
work loss is frequency-dependent
and this implies that the operating
|
frequency will not be accurately
calculable from the circuit conI
Stants. Changes in amplifier gain
>R
stants.
frequ~ncy since
will also affect the frequency
> 3
the network loss must change in
such a way as to compensate for
vjy
detei
them.
When R-C or C-R ladder net- ·
works are employed in phase-shift
> +
oscillators or selective amplifiers,
>
use is made of the property that,
i
at some calculable frequency, the
I
network output is exactly reversed
mput
in phase with respect to the input
(a)
(a)
voltage. It is also attenuated by
Fig. I.I. (c(o)
(a)
an amount which depends on the
Fig.
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structure
number of sections and on the ladder structure
oscilla(uniform or graded elements). Continuous oscillaconnected
tions will be generated if such a network is connected
phase-reversing
between the output and input of a phase-reversing
less
gain less
loop gain
amplifier of sufficient gain. With aa loop
but
than unity, oscillations cannot be maintained but
selecThe selecselective amplification is still possible. The
the
to the
gain to
ratio of actual gain
tivity will depend on the ratio
conof concritical gain required for the maintenance of
tinuous oscillations.
in
used in
Still another R-C arrangement may be used
do
which do
selective amplifiers. Networks are known which
attenualarge attenuanot give a true null but which produce aa large
particular
A particular
tion at the desired operating frequency. A
of
kind of
this kind
type of bridged-T circuit will give this
response.
circuit
in circuit
duality in
According to the principle of duality
rules,
standard rules,
theory it is possible, by making use of standard
such
in such
to transform the elements of a given network in
network
a way as to derive a second, reciprocal, network
A
characteristics.
having similar transmission characteristics.
A
source
corresponding transformation of the generator source
that,
and network load impedances must be made so that,
source
for example, the dual of a constant-voltage source
prinbecomes a constant-current generator. This printransistor
ciple is particularly useful in developing transistor
1
circuitst.
valve circuits
equivalents of well-known thermionic valve
.
In this way, the total number of usable arrangements
the
limit the
considerations limit
is doubled, but practical considerations
utility of some of the alternatives.
the
circuits, Fig. 11 shows the
Reluming
Returning to the standard circuits.
(b).
equivalent (b).
Wien bridge (a) and its parallel-T equivalent
are:The balance equations for (a) are:—

C2

R

R

and
- 1 and
- ir
--3 = Ir
- =
&
L>1
K.4
R2
R4 K.2
Ct

C1
w 2 Ci

R 2 = 11
R1 R
C 2 Ri
=
2

The
simultaneously. The
ho:d simultaneously.
The two balances must hold

I
c.
i)
T

C2

Cj:
3 I
1

>R3
>>

i
DETECTOR
DETECTOR

(b)

equiva:ent.
parallel-T equivalent.
its parallel-T
(b) its
Wien Bridge and (fa)
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1
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Fig. 2.

~

.
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DETECTOR

r

No.
of
No. of
Stages

parallel-T network gives
gives an
parallel-T
an output
output null
null when;—
when:-

c.,

(1 +-1)·
-

and

R-C
R-C

C-R
C-R

I

c l T C.,
c2
R1 R,.
R2 ) and
C:
( R,
CO22 c,
(R,
+
R
w
C1 c
C22 r
R33 (R 1 + R32)) =
= 11
The bridgcd-T
bridged-T circuit
circuit shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 22 does
does not
not
give a true null
null but
but itit gives
gives strong
strong attenuation
attenuation at
at aa
radian frequency corresponding
corresponding to:—
to:w2 C l1 C
C2
R1 R22 ^
= 11
2 Rj
Normally, C)
C1 =
Normally)
= C22,, and
and for
for aa sharp
sharp minimum
minimum itit isis
then necessary that R|5>'R
R 1}>Ra2.•
Fig. 3 shows two
two ladder networks
networks in
in which
which an
an
attenuated and phase-reversed
phase-reversed output
output isis produced
produced at
at
a calculable frequency. The
The analysis
analysis of
of aa multistage
multistage
network of this kind isis lengthy
lengthy and
and tedious
tedious ifif the
the
elements are all
all different.
different. Results
Results are
are usually
usually
quoted for uniform networks
networks in
in which
which all
all the
the resistresistances and all the capacitances
capacitances are
are equal.
equal. The
The source
source
impedance is either
either assumed
assumed to
to be
be zero,
zero, or,
or, ifif
resistive, it can be
be included
included as
as part
part of
of R,
R 1 in
in (a).
(a).
Its inclusion in (b) is
is more
more difficult.
difficult. The
The load
load isis
normally considered so
so large
large that
that its
its effect
eff~ct on
on
transmission through the
the network
network can
can be
be neglected.
neglected.
The writer has worked
worked out
out the
the attenuation
attenuation and
and
phase characteristics
characteristics of
of generalized
generalized 3-stage
3-stage and
and
4-stage networks of
of both
both types
types and
and also
also for
for graded
graded
networks of the type
type in
in which
which the
the value
value of
of each
each
element is a constant
constant multiple
multiple of
of the
the preceding
preceding
element of the same
same kind.
kind. The
The results
results are
are too
too
cumbersome for publication
publication and
and only
only qualitative
qualitative use
use
will be made of the conclusions.
conclusions; The
The main
main point
point isis
that the attenuation
attenuation of aa ladder
ladder with
with suitably-graded
suitably-graded
elements is less
less than
than that
that of
of aa uniform
uniform structure,
structure,
provided that the element
element resistances
resistances or
or reactances
reactances
increase as we move
move from the
the source
source to
to the
the load.
load. In
In
this case each stage
stage causes
causes less
less loading
loading on
on the
the prepreceding stage than would
would be
be imposed
imposed by
by uniform
uniform
sections throughout.
The properties of ladder
ladder networks
networks are
are conveniently
conveniently
terms of a frequency
expressed in terms
frequency coefficient
coefficient kk and
and
an attenuation ratio A,
A, the
the latter
latter being
being counted
counted
negative when there isis aa ·phase
phase reversal.
reversal. The
The
attenuation factor
factor.is
is simply
simply the
the ratio
ratio of
of the
the output
output to
to
the input voltage so
so that,
that, numerically,
numerically, A
A=
= E
Eo/E.
0/E.

AI

29
__ _!3__ 129
44

18.37
1/8.37

=_..!, 5 - ,I15.43
s 43
66

1 14.12
14.12

29 _ _
~-o0.3898
__J_a__9a__ 2_9
l, _ _

0.06497
o._o6_49_7_

__
1

0.1902
0.1902

18.37
I 18.37

0.0810
0.0810

14.12
14.
12

1

00 13315
133/5

,--;;;-,n-~-s. 4--3-l·-o-_2_1_54-0.1176
15.43
0.2154
I

l

1

't 0,3127
0.3127

Here k,
k 1 is the frequency coefficient
coefficient for
for the
the R-C
R-C ladder
ladder
and k22 that for the
C-R
circuit.
In
all
cases
it
C-R
circuit.
In
all
cases
it will
will
be found that 44 nrr22 k 1 ^k22 =
= 11 so
so that,
that, ifif the
the coefficient
coefficient
for one case is known,
known, that
that for
for the
the other
other can
can be
be
calculated directly,.
directlv. . The
The attenuation
attenuation ratios
ratios are
are
identical, for equal
equai numbers
numbers of
of stages,
stages, in
in both
both types
types
of network. One odd
odd feature
feature of
of these
these circuits
circuits isis
apparent from the table.
table. For
For the
the 3~stage
3-stage R-C
R-C ladder
ladder
the frequency is six
six times
times greater
greater than
than for
for the
the
corresponding C-R
C-R version.
version. The
The situation
situation isis
reversed in the 6-stage case,
case, where
where the
the R-C
R-C arrangearrangement gives a frequency almost
almost four
four times
times smaller
smaller
than the C-R connection.
connection. As
As regards
regards attenuation,
attenuation,
little is to be gained by
by using
using uniform
uniform ladders
ladders with
with
more than four stages. If
If the
the ladders
ladders are
are so
so graded
graded
imposes aa negligible
negligible load
that any section imposes
load on
on the
the
the limiting
preceding section, the
limiting attenuation
attenuation ratios
ratios
become 8, 4, 2.84 and
and 2.37
2. 37 respectively
respectively for
for 3,
3, 4,
4, 55
and 6-stage ladders. As
As might
might be
be expected,
expected, grading
grading
pays best if applied to
to networks
networks with
with smaller
smaller
numbers of sections.

OJo
II-

Variable-Frequency
Variable-Frequency Oscillators
Oscillators and
and AmpliAmplifiers:-Practical
fiers:—Practical R-C networks
networks may
may contain
contain between
between
4 and 12 elements and
and there
there are
are obvious
obvious problems
problems in
in
tuning them over wide frequency
frequency ranges.
ranges. ContinuousContinuouscapacitors of
ly-variable capacitors
of high
high value
value do
do .not
not exist
exist and
and
the best that can be
be done
done isis to
to use
use some
some switching
switching
system to give coarse
coarse frequency
frequency changes.
changes. ConContinuously-variable resistors
resistors will
will then
then serve
serve to
to cover
cover
of frequency.
intermediate values of
frequency. Normally
Normally itit will
will
convenient to
be found convenient
to gang
gang two
two or
or more
more controls
controls
for simultaneous operation.
operation. This
This isis not
not difficult
difficult ifif
the individual units are
are all
all alike
alike but
but itit becomes
becomes aa
nuisance if one
ene of them isis different
different from
from the
the rest,
rest, or
or
if the law connecting resistance
resistance with
with angle
angle of
of rotation
rotation
of the control shaft
shaft is anything
anything but
but linear.
linear. In
In highhighgrade laboratory equipment
equipment the
the use
use of
of decade
dec~de
switching can be justified
justified but
but this
this
is too expensive for general
general use.
use.
f-A/VW— 1—A/VVv—'
There isis another
another problem
—11—I
1
There
problem when
when
Ri
RE
Rj
^3 I
I
resistance
resistance tuning
tuning isis used.
used. It
It will
will
be
found
<
be
found
that
the
input
and
outthat
the
input
and
outRjS
output pput
f the
Ut iimpedances
mpeciances 0of
S) ci= : c2:
the network
network
9
will vary with the
the resistance
resistance setsetting and
and aa variable
variable load
|
ting
load will
will bebe
placed on the associated amplifier,
amplifier.
(b)i)
This
This results
results in
in output
output level
(a)
level
variations over each tuning
tuning range,
range,
Fig. 3. R-C and C-R ladder
ladder networks.
networks.
and calls for a complex gain
gain concon-

11

I

!·, ---,;;---'~! ---;:-_i
a2 ___k_2--l
A,
k,
k*
-----'- - - - - - - -:----1------

Bridged- T R-C circuit.
Bridged-T

---~- = K:
R3

The constant k enables
enables one
one to
to determine
determine the
the frefrequency, corresponding to
to aa phase
phase reversal
reversal through
through
the network, in
in terms
terms of
of the
the scries
series and
and shunt
shunt
elements. Tnis
This frequency isis given
given by
by /f =-=ck/CR
k!CR for
for
a umtorm
uniform ladder.
Calculated values
values of
of A
A and
and kk are
are tabulated
tabulated below
below
for 3, 4, 55 and 6-stage
6-srage networks.
networks.
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~a)

Fig. 4.

(b)

Voltage gain in aa passive
passive network.
network.

load
~oJLi resistance
r..::m r,mce wuicu
Wilicn . in
~n practice
practice will
will be
be the
the input
input
impedance
Impedance of an amplifier. As
As aa rule
rule the
the maximum
maximum
voltage
volta~e gain is only slightly
slightly larger
larger than
than unity,
unity, but
but itit isis
sufficient to permit
permit self-oscillation
self-oscillation when
when the
the mainmaintaining amplifier isis aa cathode
cathode follower
follower or
or aa commoncommoncollector transistor stage.
stage. Conditions
Conditions for
for oscillation
oscillation
are
~re most
m~st favourable
favourahle if
if the
the amplifier
amplifier has
has aa very-high
very-high
input impedance
mput
Impedance and aa voltage
voltage gain
gain close
close to
to unity.
unity.
Cathode followers easily
easily meet
meet these
these requirements
requirements
but the design of
hut
of suitable
suitable transistor
transistor amplifiers
amplifiers
presents
pres:nrs some problems.
problems. It
It isis worth
worth digressing
digressing to
to
consider some of the
the possibilities.
possibilities.

Transistor Amplifiers
~tnplifiers with
with High
High Input-ImInput-Impedance:-Fig. 5(a)
S(a) shows
shows aa conventional
conventional emitter
emitter
trol system to hold
hold these
these variations
vanatrons in
in check.
check. pedance:—Fig.
follower which
wh~ch can be
be designed
designed to
to have
have aa moderatelymoderatelyWhen the R-C network
network has
has aa large
large number
number of
of f~llov..:er
mput-lmpedance. The
The actual
actual impedance
impedance will
will
elem~nts it may
elements
m1y be
be found best
best to
to switch
switch most
most of
of high input-impedance.
combination of
of the
the bias
bias resistors
resistors R!
R
these in a ss quence of
of small
small steps
steps and
and to
to cover
cover the
the be the parallel combination
the transistor
transistor input
input impedance.
impedance~
intermediate frequency range
range by
by using
using no
no more
more than
than and R22 in shunt with the
Z the
the bias
bias components
components and
and the
the load
load
one or perhaps two continuously-variable
continuously-variable resistances.
resistances. To maximise Z,,,
resistance
R
should
all
be
very
high.
For
use
over
be
very
high.
For
use
over aa
For examnle, in the
circuit
of
Fig.
2,
it
would
be
the circuit of Fig. 2, it would be
of ambient
ambient temperature
temperature aa better
better
sufficient to
su~cient
t~ switch C,,
C 1 , Co
C 2 and
and Ro
R 2 in
in steps,
steps, R,
R 1 only
only moderate range of
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 55 (b).
(b). This
This makes
makes
being continuously
bemg
contmuously variable.
variable. There
There remains
remains one
one arrangement is that shown
of a compound-connected
compound-connected pair
pair of
of transistors
transistors in
in
more difficulty. This
mo:e
Thi.s concerns
concerns the
the scale
scale shape.
shape. use of
which
the
base
current
of
the
second
is
the
same
as
current
of
the
second
is
the
same
as
to
use
a
single
common
It is
IS not always possible
possrble to use a single common
of the
the first.
first. The
The base
base current
current
frequency scale associated
associa.tcd with
with step
step switches
switches giving
giving the emitter current of
is very
very low.
low. This
This permits
permits the
the
decimal or other multiples
multlplc:s and
and submultiples
submultiples of
of the
the of the first transistor is
~s~ of a high-value
hi~h-value bias
bias resistor
resistor R^
RD particularly
particularly ifif
frequen cy. This
indicated frequency.
This isis an
an important
important concon- use
s1hcon transistors are used.
used. The
The circuit
circuit isis economical
economical
sideration if an instrument
mstrument isis being
being developed
developed for
for silicon
in components
cor:nponents since
si.r:ce the
the amplifiers
amplifiers are
are d.c,
d.c. coupled.
coupled.
production, but
but isis of
subsequent quantity production,
of less
less conconIts disadvantage is
1s that
that transistor
transistor leakage
leakage currents
currents
se :::juence in experimental
experimental laboratory
sequence
laboratorv equipment.
equipment.
troub~esome at high temperatures.
temperatures. Input
Input imimThe
~he R-C ladder network
network of
of Fig.
Fig. 33 (a)
(a) isis concon- are troublesome
in excess of
of one
one megohm
megohm are
are nevertheless
nevertheless
vemently tunable by
by means
means of
of aa 3-gang
3-gang variable
variable pedances 1n
veniently
serious difficulty
difficulty on
on this
this account.
account.
capacitor
capac_itor but, except at
at quite
quite high
high frequencies,
frequencies, the
the realisable without serious
. An alternative
alternative approach allows
allows the
the difficulty
difficulty to
to be
be
associated resistances
resistanc.; s will
will be
be too
too large
large for
for use
use in
in
If a signal
signal source
source isis connected
connected to
to one
one
circuits. The
The Wien
transistor circuits.
Wien bridge
bridge in
in Fig.
Fig. 11 (a)
(a) circumvented. If
of a fixed-impedance load,
load, the
the effective
effective value
value
and the bridged-T network
network in
in Fig.
Fig. 22 can
can also
also be
be used
used end of
of
this
impedance
can
be
raised
by
causing
the
impedance
be
raised
by
causing
the other
other
at high audio frequencies
in
frequencies with
with fixed
fixed resistors
resistors in
to execute
execute potential
potential fluctuations
fluctuations
2-gang variable
conjunction with 2-gang
variable capacitors.
capacitors. Again,
Again, end of the load to
which are
are. in
in phase
phas_e with
with the
the driving
driving voltage.
voltage. This
This
some care will he
be required
required to
to adapt
adapt the
the circuits
circuits for
for w~ic~
pnnciple is
IS exploited
explmted in
in Figs.
Figs. 66 to
to 99 and
and isis best
best
use with conventional transistor
transistor amplifiers.
amplifiers. On
On the
the principle
understood by reference
referenc~ to
to Fig.
Fig. 7.
7. Here
Here an
an input
input
whole it will be
be found simpler
sim pler to
to use
use variable
variable resisresis- ~nders~ood
1s applied to
to the
the transistor
transistor base
base and
is
and itit develops
develops aa
high frequencies.
frequencies.
tors, even at high
slightly attenuated output
output voltage
voltage across
across the
the load
load
R - C Circuits
Cir cuits Giving
Passive R-C
G ivin g Voltage
Voltage Gain:—
Gain:- resistance
resis~ance. R. Base
Base' bias
bias isis applied
applied through
through R
R11 from
from
Any passive 3'-terminal
3'-termmal network
network which
which can
JUnction of the
can produce
produce the junction
the potential-divider
potential-divider resistances
resistances RR2
a phase-reversed output
output at
This junction
at some
some prescribed
prescribed frequency
Ra.
frequency and R
junction is
is coupled
coupled to
to the
the emitteremitter:
;,.
may be caused to give aa voltage
through the
voltage gain
the large
gain greater
large capacitor
greater than
capacitor C.
than follower output through
C. The
The
unity merely
m erely by reconnecting
reconnecting the
the source
source and
and load.
junction of
load. potential of the junction
of R
R22 and
and R
R~
thus fluctuates
fluctuates
3 thus
Fig. 4 shows the
the principle
principle involved.
involved. The
~requency of the
The voltage
voltage at the frequency
the input
input signal
signal with
with an
an amplitude
amplitude
( 1) and
and (3)
(3) in
in Fig.
Fig. 44 (a)
(a) isis clearly
between terminals (1)
clearly only slightly less than
than that
that of
of the
the input.
input. The
The voltage
voltage
the sum of the
the voltages
voltages
bbetween
etween (1) and (2) and
and
:(2)
(3). By
By making
making
(2) and (3).
i
(1) the common terminal
I
{1)
te rminal
<R
instead of (2), we arrive
arrive
and the
the
at Fig. 4 (b) and
< 1
output
]
/ n
open-circuit
ou t p ut
voltaee becomes E,
—1|—1—j—fI
voltage
E1 +
+
E ~ . The highest voltage
E..
V ^
gain will be obtained
I
obtained
netwhen the original net<
—I
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
Rz
work gives the lowest
lowest
attenuation.
o
<
rc
att-:nmition. Tnis
T his normnormR
OUTPUT
OUTPUT
use of
ally calls for the use
?
of
graded networks using
I
using
h igh-impedance
high-impedance
ee 11ee -ments at the output end,
^
(a)
(b)
and it also requires the
se
theuuse
Fig . i.(o)
S.(a) Comi
cf a very-high external
Fig.
Fig.
5.(a)
Common-col
lector amplifier
Common-collector
amplifier and
and (fa)
(b) Super-alpha
Super-alpha Pair.
Pair.
11 ,

r
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- 30V
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ik>RR

r

Ik sR 1,
i5C
sC

JPUT
<?

INPUT

OUTPU

R

50/x
SOJ..L

Fig. 6. Amplifier pair with high input-impedance.

Rz

47k

47k

R,
lOOk

IJ..L

r

INPUT

50J..L

~

U—1
o
OUTPUl
OUTPUT

50/1

R3
47k

47 k

input-impedance
S(a) giving a higher input-imfedance
Fig. 7.
7, Modification of Fig. 5(a)

12k
>l2k
lOOk
100k

1
—5-

i

>560
o
INPUT

DirectLeft: Fig. 8.
Direct
coupled version of Fig. 77.

"1
OUTPUT

INPUT

Below: Fig. 9. Two-stage
version of Fig. 8.
version

12k

lOOk

560

INPUT
3·3k

586

OUTPUT

>2-7 k

>IOk

R3
250
T

Fig. 10.

Parallel-T
Parallei-T R-C oscillator circuit due to E. T. Emms.

across R,
R 1 is the difference between the input and the
R,1 becomes
output signals and the apparent value of R
much higher than its true resistance. If, for example,
the voltage gain of the emitter follower is 0.9 and
R,1 is 100 kO,
Rj1 becomes
k n, the effective value of R
R
MO.
1i Ma
of Fig. 7 arranged for direct
Fig. 8 is a variant of
coupling. Figs. 6 and 9 are two-transistor versions
which can be designed to give very high inputimpedances, particularly if silicon transistors are
used. The suggested component values are for use
with germanium transistors where temperature
considerations dictate the use of relatively-low
resistances. They are not necessarily optimized
even for germanium transistors, but the choice is
not particularly critical.
Practical Oscillators and Selective Amplifiers:The design of a good R-C oscillator is not very
difficult if operation at only one frequency is required
or if it is intended to work into a constant load. There
is virtually no problem at all if, additionally, the
supply voltage is fixed and the ambient temperature
held constant. The state of affairs is very different
if variable-frequency operation is necessary from
unregulated supplies over wide temperature ranges.
In this case an extremely-good system of automatic
distortionless amplitude control becomes essential,
and this is a weak point in some published designs.
Good control by thermistors calls for an ample
reserve of output power if the thermistor resistancechanges due to output power variations are to swamp
the resistance variations caused by room temperature
changes.
reference to
In what follows there will be some ·reference
oscillator circuits, but the main emphasis is on
selective amplifiers where there is no problem in
controlling the output level.
Ideally, a selective amplifier design should satisfy
requirements:-(a) the general shape
the following requirements:—(a)
of the response curve should meet the design objecbe_fixed and
tives, (b) the centre frequency should be
stable, (c) if the selectivity is variable, changes in
bandwidth should not shift the centre frequency,
(d) changes in gain should not affect the selectivity,
(e) outside the desired frequency band, transmission
should fall off rapidly to reject wideband noise, and
(f) the system should be linear and distortionless.
As soon as a specification is hedged around by restrictive qualifications like these the design becomes
difficult and the end product costly and complicated.
Wireless World,
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lOOk
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m

OUTPUT
OUTPUT
o

so,ui
Fig. II. Selective amplifier
amplifier based
based on
on Fig.
Fig. 10.
10.
For some applications one
one can
can accept,
accept, say,
say, interaction
interaction
between controls which
which should
should be
be independent,
independent,
provided that circuit
circuit economies
economies can
can be
be made.
made. Many
Many
active R-C amplifier-filters
amplifier-filters give
give aa narrow
narrow band-pass
band-pass
response with rather poor
poor skirt
skirt selectivity.
selectivity. To
To
compensate for this,
this, they
they are
are easy
easy to
to design
design for
for
operation over frequency ranges
ranges where
where alternatives
alternatives
do not exist or are quite
quite uneconomic.
uneconomic. For
For example,
example,
a narrow-band system
system is
is. easily
easily set
set up
up to
to operate
operate at
at
one cycle per minute.
minute. With
With these
these considerations
considerations
in mind, some practical
practical circuits
circuits will
will now
now be
be discussed.
discussed.
The aim will be to cover aa wide
wide range
range of
of applications
applications
although this must limit
limit the
the amount
amount of
of detail
detail which
which
each individual
individual case.
case.
can be covered in each
Fig. 10 shows aa single-transistor
parallel-T
single-transistor
parallel-T
2
oscillator due to
to E.
E. T.
T. Emms
Emms 2.• It
It isis the
R-C oscillator
the circuit
circuit
conventional arrangement.
dual of a more conventional
arrangement. The
The
operating frequency is
is given
given approximately
approximately by
by
1/27TCR when
when the
the network
/f = l/27rCR
network has
has the
the given
given
variable resistance
resistance may
may be
be regarded
regarded
proportions. The variable
as a regeneration control
control and
and should
should be
be set
set so
so that
that
oscillations are just
just maintained.
maintained. Fig.
Fig. 11
11 shows
shows how
how
the arrangement may be
be converted
converted to
to aa regenerative,
regenerative,
amplifier. The
The earthed
earthed end
end of
of the
the bias
selective amplifier.
bias
decoupling capacitor
capacitor is
is disconnected
disconnected from
from ground
ground
and joined through aa selectivity
selectivity control
control R
R22 to
to aa gain
gain
control R,,
Ru supplied from
from aa low-impedance
low-impedance signal
signal
source.
R 3 affect the
Both R22 and R,
the amount
amount of
of regeneration
regeneration
and adjustment of
of R:i3 will
will also
also change
change the
the centre
centre
frequency.
The circuit
circuit isis simple
simple and
and reliable.
reliable.
Minor disadvantages are that
that the
the output
output isis at
at aa
relatively high impedance
impedance and
and must
must be
be lightly
lightly loaded,
loaded,
whereas the input signal
signal must
must come
come from
from aa lowlowsour Ct.•
impedance source.
A circuit which can
can be
be operated
operated from
from aa highhighimpedance source is given
given in
in Fig.
Fig. 12.
12. A
A large
large output
output
impedance. The
is obtainable at low impedance.
The circuit
circuit becomes
becomes
if the
the amplifier
amplifier input
input isis disconnected
disconnected
an oscillator if
and the 100100- O
n variable-resistance
variable-resistance R
R reduced
reduced to
to the
the
critical regeneration.
regeneration. This
This resistance
resistance forms
point of critical
forms
of the
the selectivity control of
the tuned
tuned amplifier.
amplifier. There
There
interaction between
between the
the gain
gain and
and selectivity
selectivity
is some interaction
controls. To produce strong
strong oscillation
oscillation itit may
may be
be
reduce the
necessary to reduce
the value
value of
of the
the resistance
resistance
shown as 4700 and this
this adjustment
adjustment will
will alter
alter the
the
frequency. The circuit
circuit works
works extremely
extremely well
well with
with
the 2-stage amplifier of
of Fig.
Fig. 9.
9.
The circuits in
in Figs.
Figs. 13
13 and
and 14
14 make
make use
use of
of
R-C and C-R ladder networks.
networks. With
O
With R
R=
= 3.3k
3.3k0
and C = 0.1/jF
0.1/LF in
in· Fig.
Fig. 13
13 the
the operating
operating frequency
frequency

OUTPUT

Fig. 12. Amplifierjoscillator
Amplifierjoscillator exploiting
exploiting the
the gain
gain of
of aa passive
passive
R-C network.
lOOk

-30V AT 5mA

J
25k

Fig. 13. Selective amplifier
amplifier using
using R-C
R-C ladder
ladder network.
network.

lOOk

30V AT 5mA

lOOk

J
25k

Fig. 14. Selective amplifier
amplifier using
using C-R
C-R ladder
ladder network.
network.
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is about 11 kc/s. With C =
= 0.005 uF
,uF this rises to
about 11 kc/s
kc /s instead of the theoretical figure
of 20 kc/s. Tne d ff;ren:e
ff :ren ~e is due to loading
loaJin-s on the
upper end of the
th~ la ~ der by the network associated
ass::>·.::iat~d
with the drivin;
driv~ n ~ aatplirier
am pliTier or signtl
sign :ll source.
s:. :mr..::e.
The circuit of Fig. 14 operates
op:rates at much lower
frequencies, not readily calculable since the O.b-uF
0.5-.uF
coupling capacitor
capa.::itor and the
th~ inout
in:Jut resistance of the
transistor act as a fourth section
s~ction of the ladder network.
network.
An interesting variant of the last circuit is
is shown
in Fig. 15. It works well as an oscillator or amplifier
at very low frequencies. The 10-kO
10-kD variable resistance is . the regeneration or selectivity control.
Th.! table (on the right) gives the output frequency in
The
terms of th;
With R =
th·.:! circuit constants.
= 47kO,
47kD,
C =
KXVF,
C,
lOOyF,
the frequency
=
lOU.uF,
C1 =
=
lOO,uF,
falls to 11 cycle in 80 seconds and the output appears

(lOOk

INPUT

>25k
25k

'

R
R

cC

Cr
c,
(?F)
(.uF)

1.2
i.2

0.1

0.5

0'F) I
(t~F)
I- - -(kO)
- - - - - - - --- !

i:

2.2
-

----

4.4

-

0./
0.1
0.5
89
- - - _____ ,___B_9__
0.1

0.5
0.5

- -- -- - - - ---- - - - - - -

/0
10

47

f
(c/s)
t3o__ I;
_____130

I

0.1

5

- - -- -

J

52
52

0.5

31

0.5

1.5

··- - - - - - - - - -

5
47
2.5
0.5
---------''------------'-------·
strictlv sinusoida!
sinm'1idal when the oscillator
os·.::illator is coupled
to be strictly
r.xorc.~ er.
to a pen recorb.er.
operaticn at extremelySuccessful operation
low frequencies calls for the use of
..---~>-- - 30 v
| ~~^ATT 5m
^
capacitors
capa~.:itors with negligible leakage.
5mA
elcctrolytics are not very
Normal clcctrolytics
122kk<
sat ;sfactory and tantalum capacitors
S
satisfactory
lOOk
—
are to be preferred.
Fig. 16 shows a selective amplifier
using a parallel-T
parallel-T network in the
negative feedback path of a twosta~e amplifier.
Positive feedback,
\
stage
560
signi iicant frequen|560
operative at all signhicant
cies, is supplied through the 50-kO
50-k n
varia:)le
variable resistance connected in series
with 11 uF
.. F between the transistor
emitters. The
The negative
negative feedback
feedback
j0/^
emitters.
dis3ppears at the null frequency of
|
disappears
I
the network but is effective at other
frequencies. In the absence of posirosioutput
jve ffeedback
ttive
ee(qpac]5 the amplifier
OUTPUT
amplifier gain
gain is
is
i;C
<?
very low but rises rapidly
rapiJly as the
feedback is increased. An extremely
'
narrow pass-band is secured if regeneration is increased to a point
Fig. 15. V.L.F. oscillator or selective amplifier.
just short of self-osciilation.
self-oscillation. The
centre frequency is accurately calculable from the parallel-T
parallel- T network
r-----------~~------3oV
constants and is almost unaffected by
atA
constants and
is almost
unaffected
by
AT
9 mA
''
changing
settings
of the
selectivity
5·6 k
control or input gain control.
Stabilized base bias for the first
transistor is derived from the emitter
of the second stage through a decounled voltage-divider network.
The circuit
cir"~uit is also suitable for use
with the bridged-T
bridged-T arrangement of
Fig. 2.
so/a
In addition to the circuits des—1—13—|
cribed above, many variants have
been tested. AH
All of them work satis°
factorily without having any outoutput
standing characteristics. The simpOUTPUT
simp15k?
10IOkk?
3-3k<
15k
3·3k
0
lest of all is obtained by linking the
S <
5
1
network of Fig. 2 with the amplifier
of Fig.
Fig. 99 so
so as
)
I
of
as to
to arrive
arrive at
at aa circuit
circuit
very much like Fig.
Fi~. 15. Tuning
can be accomplished by varying a
single resistance (R,
(R 1 in Fig. 2).
zC
usin~ h.f. or v.h.f. transistors,
By using
c
c
—
operation is possible in some circuits
up to at least 100 kc/s.
kc /s. Above
R
R
this limit it is simpler to use tunedcircuit oscillators or Q-multipliers.
Fig. 16.
I 6. Narrow-band regenerative
regenerative amplifier.
There are no acceptable substiamplifier.
substi.;,
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tutes
oscillators or
or filters
filters at
at the
the lowlowrutes for R-C oscillators
frequency end of the spectrum
spectrum unless
unless one
one isis prepared
rreparcd
to use operational amplifiers
amplifiers of
of considerable
cunsiderable comcomplexity.
The simpler circuits
circuits are
are so
so economical
economical in
in comcomassembled in
in banks
banks to
to deal
deal
ponents that they can be assembled
multiplexed signals
signals or
or
with frequency-division multiplexed
to produce comb filters. If
If high-value
high-value isolating
isolating
resistors are usedj
used, a number
number of
of paralleled
paralleled amplifiers
amplifiers
may be driven from a single
single source.
source. The
The choice
choKe of
of
transistors is not critical
critical unless
unless high-frequency
high-frequency
or unless
unless wide
wide temperature
temperature
operation is required or
changes are expected. In
In most
most of
of the
the circuits
circuits the
the
worl<::ing
the transistor
transistor characteristic
characteristic
working points on the
curves are defined by passive
passive components
components in
in such
such
a way as to take care of
of variations
variations in
in transistor
transistor paraparameters.
One final word of caution
caution should
should be
be given.
given. Where
Where

transistors are used in such
such aa way
way as
as to
to provide
provide
input-impedance, noise
noise can
can be
be troubletroublea very-high input-impedance,
some if operation is required
required at
at very-low
very-low signal
signal
circuits are
are also
also prone
prone to
to pick
pick up
up
levels. Such circuits
power-frequency hum. The
The layout
layout should
should be
be such
such
as to minimize this possibility.
possibility.
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Steadfast
screwdrivers, the
the range
range of
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which
Steadfast insulated screwdrivers,
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Brush semiconductors
semiconductors listed
listed in
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brochure
Brush Crystal
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Co. Ltd.,
Ltd., Hythe,
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of their
their
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data manual
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" Eddystone Communications
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communication
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products include
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available
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for
Electric are
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available from
from
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an
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CIOL (10W)
(lOW) and
and C15L
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(ISW) have
have
Two new models, the C10L
their fully insulated elements
elements inside
inside stainless
stainless steel
steel tubes
tubes of
of
only
9 I 64in outside diameter,
diameter, and
and are
are suitable
suitable for
for all
all
only 9/64in
normal
voltages.
normal mains voltages.
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instruments for
for industrial
industrial use,
use, including
including amamIndicating
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
correspondents
his correspondents
by his
expressed by
The Editor does not necessarily endorse opinions expressed

Service
Radio Service
U.K. Citizens Radio
I FEEL compelled to write to say that I am in full
the
wi:h Mr. Croysdale's view concerning the
accordance with
issue).
suggestions made by Mr. G. E. Storey (October issue).^
some- surprise that I read Mr. Storey's
It was with some
licensed
letter, considering the fact that he himself is aa licensed
encroachments
radio amateur! There are far too many encroachments
rad~o
unon our already overcrowded bands by authorized, uninvite
to invite
authorized, clandestine and pirate operators, but to
any
a host of novices to use any part of the spectrum for any
purpose whatever would create what I could only
describe as "harmonically related havoc."
in
F .C.C. in
It may interest your readers to know that the F.C.C.
America is literally inundated with complaints of interBand
Servic~s by the many Citizens' Band
ference to Public Services
users over there.
Fortunately, I cannot visualize Mr. Storey's suggestions
the
i:, the
ever bearing fruit because, as a consequence of it,
ever
Postmaster-General would lose a great deal of valuable
different
situat~on in America is quite different
revenue. The situation
privately
because most of the telephone companies are privately
owned.
wi:h official sanction,
However, it is just possible that, with
to
the scheme could be worked with certain differences to
those in use in the U.S.A. A primary requirement must
surely be a proficiency certificate in the handling of aa
are
even if they are
radio transmitter and its ancillaries, even
commercial manufactured.
Ctizens'
Last but by no means least, our prospective Citizens'
herself)
(or herself)
Radio Service operator should brace himself (or
bearin~ in mind the P.M.G.'s
for the licensing fee, which, bearing
1t!
to it!
proportionate to
loss of revenue, might be inversely proportionate
London, W.l.
REX J. TOBY
(G2CDN, etc.).
coryour corII WAS interested to read the comments of your
my
to my
respondents in the November issue in response to
to
like to
plea for aa Citizens Radio Service and would like
comment on the various points made by them.
27
the 27
that the
Mr. Holland is quite correct in stating that
radio
the radio
for the
Mc/ss ban has been used for many years for
Me/
the
on the
only on
control of models. However, such use is only
allocated
being allocated
basis
bas:s of a secondary service, the band being
serMedical serprimarily to the Industrial, Scientific and Medical
band
Mcfs band
27 Mc/s
t!Je 27
up the
vice. If ray
my ideas were followed up
chank,c/ s chan10 Hc/s
could be arranged to provide twenty-three 10
control,
nels. Of these five would be allocated to model control,
radiowith radioone on an exclusive basis and four shared with
be allocated
telephony. Another five channels would be
telephony.
MW
100 MW
to low-power radiotelephone stations using 100
maximum power, one channel exclusive and four shared.
be
would thus be
The high-power radiotelephone service would
channels.
shared channels.
left with thirteen exclusive and eight shared
left
model
both model
The maximum power limit would be 5W for both
stations.
rad:otelephone stations.
control and high-power radiotelephone
Under such an arrangement model control enthusiasts
as they
would, in fact, be better off than at present as
band and
tQe 27 Mc/s band
would become a primary user in the
the
with the
exclus:vely devoted to them with
chann~l exclusively
have one channel
con~rol would, of
Crys:al control
oth~rs. Crystal
option of using
us:ng four others.
such
course, be mandatory but the state of the art is such
of
that there should be little, if any, increase in the cost of
self-excited
model control transmitters over that of the self-excited

any
in any
is, in
arrangements commonly used at present. It is,
able
case, doubtful whether a self-excited transmitter isis able
for
limits for
stability limits
sat:sfy the internationally agreed stability
to satisfy
even
may even
they may
Mcjs, so that they
ope.rat.ng at 27 Mc/s,
transmitters operating
be illegal from this point of view.
fully
am fully
Turning to Mr. Croysdale's comments I am
present
at present
is at
Mc/s is
aware that the band 70.2 to 70.4 Mc/s
have
th~ Amateur Service for I have
temporally allocated to the
temporarJy
and
1950 and
s:nce 1950
transm:tting amateur since
been a very active transmitting
Mc/s
70 Mc/s
the 70
was, in fact, one of the first to operate on the
an
transferring an
in transferring
precedent in
band. There is aa good precedent
Servtce for this is
Rad:o Service
amateur band to the Citizens
Citiz:::ns Radio
the
Amer:ca, the
exactly what happened in North and South America,
the "1127 Mc/s
Mcis band used there once having been the
band
Mcfs band
70 Mc/s
metre" amateur band. In my view the 70
nature
by their very nature
is little used by amateurs who, by
precious
our precious
ineffisiently our
w.ry inefficiently
as individualists, utilize very
70
v.h.f. .range; the 70
spectrum
part~cularly in the v.h.f.
spec:rum space, particularly
effe ~ tively in the
would be used far more effectiveiy
tand wouid
Mc/s band
lv1cjs
SerRad~o Sernational
nat~onal interest if re-allocated to aa Citizens Radio
t·echmcal standards which I
vice. The lowering of the technical
were
issue) were
prev~ous letter (October issue)
mentioned in my previous
Office
Post Office
meant to be read in the ILght
ght of the present Post
meant
requirements for equipment used in the Private Mobile
requirements
spurious
for which transmitter spurious
Radicteiepadne Service, lor
Rad.ioteiepnone
the
outputs are required
requ~red to be 70 dB down relative to the
outputs
was
desired output. The lower standard I had in mind was
on
40 dB down on
spur:ous outputs should be at least 40
that spurious
transbear:ng in mind that the transthe desired output, bearing
maximum
mitters to which this applied would have a maximum
power output of only 3 to 4W. From the last two paramay
that he may
graphs of Mr. Croysdale's letter it seems that
ent:rely devoid of
be
be unaware that no transmitter is entirely
outspurious outputs. The suppression of such spurious outlikeliputs is only a matter of degree and although the likeliis
hood of interference being caused by these outputs is
naturally reduced as their amplitude is lowered even the
guarantee
poss~ble cannot guarantee
transm ~tter construction possible
best transmitter
the
the complete absence of interference, particularly in the
transcase of a receiver located physically close to the transMcfs
p0int was that by employing the 70 Mc/s
mitter. My point
band for the Citizens Radio Service the spurious transwould
(wh"ch would
mitter outputs at 140 and 210 Mc/s (wh'ch
II
outs:de Bands I, II
usually be the strongest) would fall outside
the
and III, a point of some practical importance since the
lo·cated on domestic premises
transmitters would often be located
used.
telev~ sion and broadcast receivers are mostly used.
where television
sug1estion for an amateur " telephony
Sahin's suggestion
Mr. Sabin's
requ:red
only " allocation
allocat:on would not really provide the required
only"
service. The Citizens Radio Service would be intended
either
to provide low-cost short-range radiotelephony for either
private or business purposes without the requirement of
by the
system approval by
fied operators or system
quaLfied
technically qual
the
Post Office. No encroachment on the revenue of the
Post Office need occur due to loss of telephone traffic ifif
of aa
a licence fee of, say, £1 p.a. were levied in respect of
5W.
p.a. for one of 5W,
100 mW transmitter and £3-£5 p.a.
Mr. Toby's letter (above)
Most of the points made in Mr,
preced:ng remarks
have
hwe already been covered by my preceding
Ct"zens' Radio
except~on of his references to C't'zens'
with the exception
the
h'Jst of novices" and to the
Serv'ce operators
opentors as ""aa hast
Serv·ce
t~1e F.C.C. Citizens'
interference complaints received by the
Radio Service
Serv~ce operators would be no more of novices
higher
than those who are already operating much higher
Radiotelepowered equipment in the Private Mobile Radiotele-
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the
with the
accordance with
in accordance
may, in
who may,
phone Service and who
person
any person
or any
licensee or
the licensee
be the
Post Office regulations, be
the
on the
listen on
to listen
cares to
Toby cares
Mr. Toby
If Mr.
authorized thereby. If
authorized
someth:s somewhat th.s
just what
hear just
will hear
he will
appropriate frequencies he
appropriate
received
complaints received
The complaints
pract~ce!
times means in practice!
The
more
information, more
my information,
to my
according to
by the F.C.C. are, according
themselves
stations themselves
Citizens' stations
to Citizens'
interference to
the result of interference
comamateur-typ e comin amateur-type
indulge in
who indulge
by some operators who
interfering
equipment interfering
Citizens' equipment
the Citizens'
munication, than the
operation
amateur-typ e operation
this amateur-type
WhJe this
with other services. While
the
from the
results from
probably results^
and probably
prevalent and
is illegal it is prevalent
18
of 18
limit of
age limit
low age
the low
and the
fee and
absence of any licence fee
avo:ded
be avoided
largely be
would largely
danger would
years for licensees. The danger
suggested,
fee suggested,
licence fee
the licence
by the
Kingdom by
in the United Kingdom
of
requirement of
age requirement
minimum age
with aa minimum
possibly coupled with
21 years.
letter
last letter
my last
of my
publication of
the publication
of the
Finally, as a result of
from
States from
United States
the United
from the
information from
I have received information
not
Service isis not
Radio Service
Citizens Radio
the Citizens
that the
which it appears that
Canada. ItIt isis
and Canada.
States and
United States
the United
to the
solely to
confined solely
and
Central and
in Central
countrief. in
other countries
eight other
also allocated in eight
be
may be
use may
of use
extent of
it~ extent
of its
idea of
Some idea
Amer:ca. Some
South America.
states
which states
me which
to me
sent to
item sent
news item
gathered from one news
Caracas,
of Caracas,
city of
the city
in the
operating in
units operating
700 units
that there are 700
Venezuela, alone.
STOREY
E. STOREY
G. E.
Sunbury-on-Thames.
G.
-Thames.
Sunbury-on

Radio
Chicago Police Radio
made
mention isis made
issue mention
October issue
ON page 470 in your October
communicat ions
police communications
Chicago police
of the new very elaborate Chicago
centre.
.
, ,
- u
the
of the
one of
that one
mentioned that
have mentioned
I think you should have
what
employs what
that itit employs
system isis that
this system
unique features of this
·
banding."
a[) ""cross
is· known as
is
crossbanding."
on
receive on
cars receive
the cars
and the
transmit and
The base stations transmit
base
and base
transmit and
cars transmit
the cars
while the
Mc/s) while
u.h.f. (453 Mc/s)
Mc/s).
(155 Mc/s).
v.h.f. (155
on v.h.f.
stations receive on
know,
as II know,
far as
as far
a1;1d, as
unusual, and,
rather unusual,
This method is rather
same
the same
use the
cars use
the cars
way, the
the way,
By the
not very common. By
transmitting
and transmitting
u.h.f. and
receiving u.h.f.
for receiving
18-inch antenna for
v.h.f.
V
h

Ill.
Chicago 26, 111.
Chicago

GREENBE RG
KEN GREENBERG
KEN

Phase-splitter
New Phase-splitter
(4).
point (4).
my point
of my
nonsense of
make nonsense
errors make
copying errors
SOME copying
(not
12kc/ s (not
at 12kc/s
down at
12dB down
be 12dB
will be
circuit will
Mr. Bailey's circuit
15-17dB
of 15-17dB
feed-back of
extra feed-back
claim for extra
1200c/s) and his claim
comparaIt isis comparamind. It
in mind.
this in
with this
interpreted with
must be interpreted
with
margins with
phase margins
and phase
gain and
high gain
tively easy to get high
at
off at
falls off
response falls
open-loop response
the open-loop
amplifiers in which the
analogue
in analogue
used in
amplifiers used
the amplifiers
a low audio frequency: the
freaudio freFor audio
done. _ For
be done.
can be
this can
computers show how this
full
the full
that the
essential that
however, essential
is, .however,
quency operation it is,
audible
whole audible
the whole
over the
maintained over
be maintained
feed-back should be
be.
band. whatever that may be.
band,
_
.
twin-triode
with aa twin-tnode
satisfied, with
be satisfied,
can be
This requirement can
safe
for safe
allow for
to allow
margin to
enough margin
phase-splitter,
phase-splitte r, with enough
the
but the
disconnected but
speakers disconnected
operation with most speakers
loading
The loading
installation. The
ship installation.
in aa ship
connected in
cabling connected
capacitance.
all capacitance.
here is virtually all
RODDAM
THOMAS RODDAM
London, W.8.
THOMAS

Resonance
forms,
two forms,
in two
appears in
resonance appears
of resonance
THE phenomenon of
when
resonance when
series resonance
and series
parallel and
respectively parallel
termed respectively
has
terminology has
This terminology
circuits. This
electrical circuits.
encountered in electrical
circuits,
ltimped-con stant circuits,
simple lumped-constant
satisfactory for simple
been satisfactory
compound
of compound
resonances of
the resonances
de~cribe the
but is inapt to describe
cavidevices, cavidistributed-c onstant devices,
of distributed-constant
networks and those of
connections
parallel connections
or parallel
series or
no series
ties for example, where no
distinguished.
can be distinguished.
by
solved by
half solved
been half
has been
problem has
For some time the problem
anti-resonan ce,
to anti-resonance,
resonance to
parallel resonance
changing the term parallel

counterpart
neat counterpart
no neat
but no
which
meaningful, but
and meaningful,
which is tidy and
True,
resonance. True,
series resonance.
term series
has appeared
the term
replace the
appeared to replace
has
and
anti-resonan ce and
called anti-resonance
one
types called
finds the two types
one finds
some
in some
doubt in
leaves doubt
this leaves
resonance
but this
resonance respectively, but
the
means the
resonance means
term resonance
the term
contexts
whether the
contexts as to whether
particular.
in particular.
resonance in
general effect or series resonance
general
nce "
term ""pro-resona
the term
May
pro-resonance"
therefore, the
May I suggest, therefore,
the
as the
resonance as
keeping resonance
effect, keeping
for the series resonance
resonance effect,
pro-resonan ce
word, pro-resonance
As aa word,
types. As
both types.
general term for both
comobvious comthe obvious
and isis the
neat, and
sufficiently neat,
is euphonious, sufficiently
is
plement to anti-resonance.
anti-resonan ce.
FARQUHA R
D. FARQUHAR
Joondanna,
D,
Joondanna,
Western Australia.

Multivibrator ''
"Complementary
''Complementary Multivibrator"
suggests
issue suggests
August issue
the August
in the
J. C.
article in
C. RUDGE, in his article
transistor,
alloy transistor,
silicon alloy
STC silicon
the STC
the
of the
3, of
use, in Fig. 3,
the use,
this
that this
out that
pointed out
be pointed
perhaps, be
type
should, perhaps,
It should,
TK71C. It
type TK71C.
one
when one
surprising when
not surprising
is not
This is
type is now obsolete. This
However,
developmen t. However,
transistor development.
of transistor
considers the pace of
STC
the STC
from the
offered from
be offered
can be
a suitable replacement
replacement can
these
since these
but since
transistors; but
planar transistors;
range of
diffused planar
of silicon diffused
range
current, aa
base current,
unlimited base
an unlimited
transistors
pass an
transistors cannot pass
the
with the
series with
in series
used in
be used
to be
have to
resistance
(Rs) would have
resistance (Rb)
lSO.Q,
= 1500,
R8 =
with Rb
(TK264A) with
base. Either the BFY18
BFY18 (TK264A)
base.
prove
should prove
82.Q, should
= 820,
R8 =
with Rb
or
(TK251A) with
or the BFY16 (TK251A)
ratio
mark/space ratio
better mark/space
giving aa better
satisfactory,
satisfactory, the BFY16 giving
inclusion
the inclusion
Although the
R 8 . Although
of Rb.
value of
because
because of the lower value
period
mark "" period
longer "" mark
of
slightly longer
RB will result in aa slightly
of Rb
more
becomes more
period becomes
this period
there
that this
advantage that
is the advantage
there is
closely defined.
RYDER-SM ITH
C. RYDER-SMITH
S. C.
Footscray,
S.
Kent.
Footscray, Kent.
Dept.
Applications Dept.
Transistor Applications
Ltd.
Cables Ltd.
Standard Telephones and Cables

Waveform
Sine vv Square Waveform
comR~ddam's comThomas Roddam's
Mr. Thomas
interest Mr.
II HAVE read with interest
would
and would
article and
my article
on my
issue on
ments
ments in the November issue
views
the views
of the
some of
to some
reply to
to reply
like
permitted to
like to be permitted
expressed.
wavesquare wavethat aa square
believed that
generally believed
know that it is generally
II know
This
overheat. This
to overheat.
motor to
or motor
form
transformer or
form will cause a transformer
experience
years' experience
many years'
In many
incorrect. In
is definitely quite
qu:te incorrect.
overof overcase .of
single case,
known aa single
never known
in this field I have
have never
d~fference
The difference
waveform. The
heating
square waveform.
by a square
heating caused by
so
diss:pation isis so
power dissipation
same power
the same
in temperature rise for the
have
which II have
Tests which
inconclusive. Tests
small as to be quite inconclusive.
have
transformers have
and transformers
motors and
var~ous motors
carried out with various
operating
in operating
difference in
no difference
is no
convinced me that
that there is
only
The only
wave. The
square wave.
and square
sine and
temperature between aa sine
temperature
was
observed was
was observed
temperature was
rise in temperature
instances where a rise
instances
or
in or
operated in
were operated
cores were
iron cores
the iron
in rare cases where the
in
the
cases the
thes·e cases
In these
saturation. In
magnetic saturation.
near a state of
of magnetic
wavesquare waveon aa square
higher on
sLghtly higher
temperature rise was slightly
power
the power
stress the
dissipation. II stress
power dissipation.
form for the same power
form
waveform
square waveform
cases aa square
most cases
dissipation, because in most
dissipation,
same
the same
for the
consumption for
power consumption
lower power
will result in aa lower
r.m.s. input.
square
of aa square
utilization of
the utilization
to the
confined to
My
My· article was confined
opera·
sine-wave operafor sine-wave
designed for
waveform for equipment
equipment designed
letter
Roddam's lettei
Mr. Roddam's
of Mr.
paragraph of
tion, but the third paragraph
tion,
ha~
he has
and ifif he
transverter ·design,
of transverter
enters the sphere of
design, and
enters
have
will have
he will
literature he
company's literature
ever studied my company's
mting,
load rating,
continuous load
normal continuous
the normal
noticed that besides the
quoted.
also quoted.
the peak output isis also
for aa
rated for
which isis rated
unit which
650W unit
the 650W
A typical case is the
Pro2,000W. Proof 2,000W.
peak of
and peak
65CW and
continuous output
output of 65CW
the
exceeded, the
never exceeded,
is never
output is
peak output
vided the maximum peak
nor
occur, nor
not occur,
will not
pping"
effect known as ""double-cho
double-chopping
" will
collector
saturated collector
in aa saturated
operated in
be operated
will
w]l the transistors be
of
irrespective of
case irrespective
the case
be the
will be
this will
current condition; this
load.
the nature of the load.
that
implication that
Roddam's implication
Mr. Roddam's
with Mr.
I do not agree with
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chang-e to the square
there would be any appreciable change
waveform from a transverter when connected to the type
of loads mentioned.
·
I would like to assure your readers that the article
was based on pract.cal
pract:cal experience of the problems and
with specific types of transverters in mind. The effect
of non-linear and leading power factor loads has been
fully considered in the design of these units.
The inference that a square waveform will prove
troublesome in oscilloscope application
appl:cation does not apply
to a well-designed instrument. If an oscilloscope
responds to the leading and lagging
lagg:ng edges of
a square waveform, it will also respond to waveform
distortion in a sine wave supply caused by heavy-duty
h;:avy-duty
rectifiers and gas discharge devices such as fluorescent

tubes. Surely, in a good quality instrument both magnetic and electrostatic screening should be sufficient to
prevent any form of interaction.
Regarding the reference to Fig,
Fig. 2. The point
po:nt I wanted
to make was that the rectified d.c.
q.c. from a highh:ghimpedance sine wave source was very little different to
obta:ned from a square waveform.
that obtained
Mr. Roddam's observations
observatior.s regarding the action of
c:rcu~t shown in Fig. 7 completely overlook the effect
the circuit
of the inductance L2.
Wh:Ist I disagree with most of the views expressed by
Whilst
Mr. Roddam, I do however concur with his concluding
paragraph.
Feltham, Middlesex.
V. VALCHERA
Valradio Limited.

U.H.F.
Television: Some
U.H.F. Television:
Some Questions
Questions Answered
Answered
· ARE
Are Bands IV and V contiguous? Yes and no!
What is the lower limit of Band V? To some people
582 Mc/s and to others 614 Mc/s.
What is the sound-vision carrier separation in these
bands? The answer to this question will depend on
what country you are in.
in ..
It is obvious from these answers that there may be
some confusion when references are made to " the
u.h.f. television bands."
At the European v.h.f./u.h.f.
v.h.f./u.h.f. Broadcasting Conference
in Stockholm in June 1961
1961. agreement was reached on
various parameters for the European sound and television broadcasting services in the bands between 41
and 960 Mc/s. These included the fixing and numbering of the channels in Bands IV and V and these
are listed below. It will be seen that there are 61
consecutive 8-Mc/s channels so that in fact there is no
gap between these two Bands.
In recent announcements by the B.B.C. Engineering
Department it would appear that Band IV extends from
470 to 582 Mc/s (channels 21-34) and Band V from
614 to 854 Mc/s (channels 39-68). At the 1959 I.T.U.
Geneva Conference the band 582-606 Mc/s was allocated to both broadcasting and radio navigation and we
in this country have adopted it for the later, and
are using the following 8 Mc/s
Me/ s for radio astronomy.
The band 740-960 is allocated for fixed services as well

Channel
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

41
42
-43
44
45
46
47
48
49

so

U.H.F.
U.H.~. TELEVISION
TELEVISION CHANNELS
CHANNELS
Channel
Channel
nnel Vision
Channel
Vision
Channel Chan
Channel
Channel
limits
limits
carrier
limits
limits
470—478
470-478
471.25
51
710-718
710—718
52
718—726
718-726
478—486
478-486
479.25
53
726-734
726—734
486-494
487.25
486—494
54
734-742
734—742
494—502 495.25
494-502
55
742-750
742—750
502-510
502—510 503.25
56
750—758
750-758
510-518
510—518
511.25
57
758-766
758-766
518-526
519.25
518—526
SB
766—774
766-774
526—534
526-534
527.25
59
774—782
774-782
534—542
534-542
535.25
60
782-790
782—790
542-550
543.25
542—550
61
790—798
790-798
550—558
550-558
551.25
62
798-806
798
—806
558—566
558-566
559.25
63
806—814
806-814
566—574
566-574
567.25
64
814—822
814-822
574—582
574-582
575.25
65
822—830
822-830
582
-590 583.25
582-590
66
830—838
830-838
590-598
590-598
591.25
67
838—846
838-846
598-606
598—606
599.25
846—854
68
846-854
606-614
606—614
607.25
69
854-862
854—862
614—622
614-622
615 .25
70
862-870
862—870
622-630
622—630
623.25
870—878
71
870-878
630—638
630-638
631.25
72
878-886
878—886
638—646
638-646
639.25
73
886—894
886-894
646—654
646-654
647.25
894—902
74
894-902
654-662
655.25
654—662
902—910
75
902-910
662—670
662-670
663.25
910—918
76
910-918
670—678
670-678
671.25
918—926
77
918-926
678-686
678—686
679.25
926—934
78
926-934
686-694
686—694
687.25
79
934-942
934—942
694—702 695.25
694-702
80
942-950
942—950
702-710
702—710 703.25
81
950—958
950..,-958

Vision
carrier
711.25
719.25
727.25
735.25
743.25
751.25
759.25
767.25
775.25
783.25
791.25
799.25
807.25
815.25
823 .25
831.25
839.25
847.25
855.25
863.25
871.25
879.25
887.25
895.25
903.25
911.25
919.25
927.25
935.25
943.25
951 .25

625-LINE STANDARDS
STANDARDS
625-LINE

Standard
Standard
GG
HH
1I
K
K
Ll

Video
Video
band*
bandwidth
width
(Mc/s)
(Mc/s)
55
55
5.5
5.5
66
66

Carrier
Carrier Vestigial
Vision I| Sound
VHtigiall Vi•ion
Sound
separaseparasideside- modulamodula- modulamodulation
band
tion
tion
band
tion
tion
tion
(Mc/s)
(Mc/s)
(Mc/s)
(Mc/s)
0.75
Neg.
0.75
5.5
Neg.
f.m.
5.5
f.m.
1.25
Neg.
5.5
f.m.
Neg.
f.m.
1.25
5.5
Neg.
1.25
1.25
Neg.
f.m.
66
f.m.
NQg.
0.75
0.75
Neg.
f.m.
6.5
f.m.
6.5
1.25
a.m.
6.5
1.25
Pos.
6.5
Pos.
a.m.

G :-Austria. Denmark,
Denmark, Finland,
Finland, Germany,
Germany, Netherlands,
Netherlands, Norway,
G:—Austria.
Norway,
Portugal, Spain,
Spain, Sweden,
Sweden, Switzerland.
Switzerland.
Portugal.
H :-Egypt, Greece,
Greece. Israel,
Israel, Italy,
Italy, Luxembourg,
Luxembourg, Malta,
Malta, Syria,
Syria, Turkey,
Turkey,
H:—Egypt,
Vatican City,
City, Yugoslavia.
Yugoslavia.
Vatican
·
I:- Eire,
Eire, U.K.
U.K.
I:—
K:—Bulgaria,
K: -Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Hungary, Morocco,
Morocco, Poland,
Poland, Rumania,
Rumania,
U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R.
l:-Aigeria, France.
France.
L:—Algeria,

as broadcasting and the U.K. is utilizing the upper
section of this band for the former.
former. It may well be
asked whether there will come a day when these services
will have to be moved to make way for the growth of
television as indeed happened in Band III.
In the list of channels we give the vision
v:sion frequency for each as agreed at Stockholm but the
spacing between this and the accompanying sound
carrier varies considerably throughout Europe. We in
this country have decided on a 6-Mc/s
6-Mc/ s spacing. The ·
"final
" final acts" of the Stockholm Conference list five
different combinations of channel parameters and these
are tabulated above. Countries known to have anadop ted are listed below
nounced which of these will be adopted
the table.
The Stockholm Plan allocated specific channels for
( < lOkW e.r.p.) although some changes
all main stations (-t
may have to be made—by
made-by mutual arrangement
arrangemen: between
n~ighbouring
countries-in the course of detailed planneighbouring countries—in
ning. Assuming that there are to be four U.K. programmes in these bands the channels for a given locality
are in general to be allocated according to the following
scheme n, nn+3,
+ 3, nn+6,
+ 6, n+10,
+ 4, nn+7
+ 7 and
n+ 10, or n, nn+4,
n+ 10 (n being the
th~ lowest channel). However, for some
unknown reason London channels are to be 23, 26, 30
and 33 (n, rt-t-3,
n+3, n+7 and n+10).
n+IO).
The Government's
Governmen:'s White Paper on television proposed that all u.h.f. transmitters serving a particular
particular
area should be on the same site. A major problem
is
probl;:m is
the co-siting of aerials and this is being actively studied
stqdied
by both the broadcasting authorities and the industry.
indus~ry.
In this country the u.h.f. network
ne:work will be planned on
the assumption that a minimum field strength of 1.7
mV/m
mV
/m in Band IV and 33 mV/m
mV /m in Band V will be
he
required for satisfactory reception. With
Wi:h a high-gain
receiving aerial and allowing for average feeder losses
this corresponds to an input to the receiver of 2-3 mV.
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Transient Testing of A.C. Amplifiers

Transient

Testing

of

A.C.

Amplifiers

METHOD OF COVERING THE FULL DYNAMIC RANGE

By R. C. BOWES, b.sc.,
B.Sc., a.m.i.e.e.
A.M .I.E.E.

TESTING
JL ESTING the transient response of an amplifier
is well known as being simple and informative. '1
he
The
usual weakness of the test is that only a small signal
med in order to avoid
can be used
monr1 cs
<n·oid the higher
h~ ghe r ha :mo
ave
bading the amplifier, which means that the
ove,. loading
respome can only be obtained at a low
transient response
power level. The need for testing
testii1g the transient
response of an amplifier up to maximum power
output is perhaps greater with amplifiers using
wah valve amplifiers. This is
transistors than it is with
because the parameters of transistors vary a lot
with both operating current and voltage, making it

OSCILLATOR
80 c/s

^
i
~

amplifier 1-----r-oy
UNDER TEST

•

SYNC

SQUARE-WAVEf
GENERATOR I
(•6kc/s L

w·ave. The output of the amplifier
peaks of the sine wave.
due to the combined input signals is not the easiest
of waveforms to inspect
impect in detail, but if the scope
is triggered by the square wave and the frequency
of the oscillator adjusted
ad just-ed carefully, a sufficiently
steady display for looking
lo0king at can be obtained.
obtained.
Ideally, of course,
courseJ the
th e two frequencies should be
locked together and this was done to obtain the
photograph of the output of a ten-watt audio amplifier which is shown in Fig.
F ig. 3. If the edges of the
square wave are examined carefully it can be seen
that the transient response is very good in the centre
(i.e., low power level) but deteriorates
deterior'ates at the top
and bottom of the waveform which is when the
jmt overloading.
amplifier is just
overloading. It can also be seen
that the transient response is worse at the bottom
bo_ttom of
the waveform than at the top.
·
Although this article has concentrated on using
this method of transient testing for
'for audio amplifiers,
it is equally applicable to other a.c. amplifiers, particularly amplifiers designed to deliver appreciable
power output. . It may of course be necessary to
use different input frequencies.

Fig. II Test set-up for an audio amplifier.
amp:ifier.
Fig.

possible for an amplifier to have a good transient .
response at low power levels, whereas this response
may be quite unacceptable near maximum power
amplifi·ers using
output. This is particularly true of amplifiers
negative feedback where changes in the transistor
parameters can easily reduce the
tl.e stability margins.
Method of Testing.—The
Tesfng.-The transient response
respome ·of
of a
d.c. amplifier can be taken
taken· over its full range of
Of
d.c.
output levels by having aa d.c. input signal in addition to the transient test signal, the d.c. signal being
used to swing the output to overload point in each
direction. A d.c. signal cannot be used for an a.c.
amplifier, but it can be replaced by a low-frequency
a.c. signal. Fig. 1l shows the block diagram of a typical test set-up for an audio amplifier. The lowfrequency sine
sine wave and the square-wave transient
test signal are added together by fitting a series
resistor in each signal lead. A photograph of the
combination of the two signals is shown in Fig. 2.
It is important to keep the amplitude of the square
small so that there is no danger of the
wave signal smail
higher harmonics in the waveform overloading the
amplifier. The low-frequency
low-frequen~y signal amplitude is
is·
set so that the amplifier is just overloaded on the
tl1e

(Crown Cop/right
Copyright photograph).
photograph).
(Crown
Fig. 2 Input waveform.

(Crown Copyright
Copyright photograph).
photograph) .
(Crown
Fig. 3. Output of 10-W audio amplifier.
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SILICON
OF SILICON
GROWTH OF
RIBBON
RIBBON GROWTH
POSSIBLE SIMPLIFICATION OF TRANSISTOR MANUFACTURE

By MICHAEL LORANT

E. S. GREINER, J. A. Gutowski and W. C. Ellis
of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, have recently
developed a new form of crystal growth of silicon
which may have important implications for improving the manufacture of transistors and other semiconductor devices.
In the process, silicon is reacted with iodine and
hydrogen, together with small amounts of arsenic
and nickel, at high temperatures in a closed tube.
The ribbons, together with siicon whiskers of
hexagonal cross-section, grow rapidly in the hot tube.
The ribbons vary from 0.1 to 15,u.
15," in thickness, are
em long. They
about 0.1mm wide, and from 11 to 3 cm
contain few or no crystal defects except for a single
twin plane (junction of mirror-image crystals)
Because of their
parallel to the ribbon surface.
crystalline perfection, the ribbons are very strong
mechanically; they are also quite flexible due to
their extreme thinness.

The existence of a single twin plane in all the
ribbons observed is a central feature of a theory,
G. Treuting,
R. W. Wagner and R. G,
developed by R
also of Bell. It explains some of the main mechanisms of ribbon growth. According to this theory,
the twin plane, plus what appears to be a growth
poisoning effect of certain impurities, cause the
crystal ribbon to grow very rapidly in length but
relatively slowly in width and thickness.
The ribbons are quite uniform in thickness and
width, and have a nearly perfect surface. These properties would make it possible to incorporate them
directly into semiconductor devices with little or no
mechanical preparation.
The use of the ribbons for piezo-resistive strain
gauge applications also appears to be promising,
1 y thin and flexible, they can
extreme'y
because, being extreme
accurately follow elastic strains in materials to which
they are bonded.

CONTROL
REMOTE CONTROL
ULTRASONIC REMOTE

ULTRASONIC

THE use of ultrasound for control purposes has increased considerably during the last year or so, due
to the increasing availability of new components.
Two great advantages of this method of remote control are that no radio transmitting licence is required
and that interference with other radio control systems
operating nearby is completely eliminated.
For a simple ultrasonic control system the same

.. ·

.
.<

,.

.... ~:-..:..<;.. ... '• .. .........;~.........

•

Gu/ton 1404 ultrasonic transducer for remote control of models.
Gulton
model 1404 Gulton transducer (shown in the photograph) can be used both as transmitter and receiver.
The control system comprises two units; a transmitter no bigger than a small pocket torch, and a receiver
594

of similar dimensions mounted in the model. The
transmitter has two transistors driving the transducer
and operates as a high frequency (40kc/s) sound
generator. In the receiver the transducer picks up
the control signal which is then amplified in a simple
transistor unit before being passed to the relay or
other control device within the model. Both these
units can be easily constructed by the amateur and
circuits are available from Gulton.
details of typical Circuits
This technique can be used to control most types
of models, for example, boats, trains, cars and aeroplanes. Many engineers and model makers will
think of other uses such as opening garage doors,
alarm systems, and control of household equipment.
The transducers can also be used to transmit speech
using the ultrasonic frequency as a carrier.
The Gulton 1404 transducer measures only lin in
*in in length. It has a centre frediameter and 1Iroin
quency of 40kc/s and a wide directional beamwidth
(65°)
°) to the 6dB points. The bandwidth is normally
(65
4kc/s but narrower values can be obtained by the
use of a series capacitor. It costs £3 18s. For multichannel control systems the circuitry can be arranged
so that one transducer alone can be used, but Gulton
ultrasonic transducers of different centre frequency
·
are available if required.
Wireless
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~Vortexion

—Vortexion

quality equipment

quality equipment
&

DER
RECOR
TAPE
C.B.L
TAPE
RECORDER
TYPE C.B.L.

TYPE

PRICE £160.0.0d.
£l60.0.0d.

C.B.L Recorder
Recorder isis the
the latest
latest stereo
stereo version
version of
ofthe
the twin
twin CC (recorder)
(recorder) using
using" "BB" "type
type
Vortexlon C.B.L.
The Vortexion
the
All
output.
total
watts
6
over
mixing of
of inputs,
inputs, stacked
stacked heads
heads and
and over 6 watts total output. All theusual
usualfeatures
features
monitoring with mixing
" B "" recorder
recorder are
are retained
retained including
including metering
metering of
of bias
bias and
and signal
signal plus
plus the
theability
abilitytotorecord
recordthe
the
of the "B
The
inputs.
mixed
the
from
signals
additional
track to
to the
the other
other together
together with
with additional signals from the mixed inputs. Theseparseparsignal from one track
ate 30/50 ohm microphone
microphone inputs
inputs allow
allow for
for the
the microphones
microphones to
to be
be placed
placed atat any
anydistance
distance apart
apart accordaccordwhen
entirely
off
switched
be
may
ing to the result required.
required. The
The right-hand
right-hand channel
channel may be switched off entirely when only
onlysingle
single
·
channel working is desired.
desired.
The Vortexion Super/30/50
Super/30/50 watt
watt Amplifier
Amplifier isis an
an extremely
extremely versatile
versatile unit
unit capable
capableofofdelivering
delivering5050watt:
watt:
inputs
4
and
controls
tone
has
model
at 30 cps to 20,000 cps
cps at
at .2%
.2% distortion.
distortion. One
One model has tone controls and 4 inputswhich
whichmay
maybebeany
any
microphone (low
(low impedance),
impedance), guitars
guitars or
or P.U.
P.U. inputs.
inputs. The
The outputs
outputsare
arefor
for4-7.5-15
4—7.5—15
combination of microphone
and 250 ohms or 100
100 volt
volt line.
line.

Other items of our manufacture
manufacture are:
are:
WV A Recorder
WVA
WVB Recorder
Erase Fader units for
for recorders
recorders
and
2 way 30/50 ohm in
in and out
out stud
stud type
type Mixers
Mixers
Programme
Peak
and
Mixers
way
3
3
Programme meter
meter
4 way Mixers
12 way Mixers
2x5
Mixers
2 x 5 way Stereo Mixers
0 watt
I10
with
watt output
output and
and tone
tone controls
controls
4 way Mixer
Record and Playback Mixer
Mixer

Full details and prices of
of the
the above
above on
on request
request

, London,
VORTEXION
257-263 The
The Broadway,
Broadway, Wimbledon
Wimbledon,
London, S.W.I9
S.W.I9
N LIMITED, 257-263
VORTEXIO
Telegrams:
Telegrams:··vortexion,
■Vortexion.Wimble,
Wimble,London"
London"

Telephone: LIBerty
LIBerty 2814
2814 and
and 6242-3
6242-3
Telephone:
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LC
Oscillator Design
LC Oscillator
Design
2.-SINE-WAVE GENERATION
GENERATION BY
BY TRANSISTOR
TRANSISTOR SWITCHES
SWITCHES
By R. C.
c. FOSS,
FOSS, b.so.,
B.Sc., Grad.
Grad. I.E.E.
I.E.E. and
and M.
M. F.
F. SIZMUR,
SIZMUR, b.sc.
B.Sc.

I
IN last month's section
1N
section of
of this
this article
article itit was
was shown
shown
of current
current generated
how square waves of
generated known
known sinesinewaves of voltage when
when fed
fed into
into aa suitable
suitable parallelparalleltuned circuit. It was
was also
also shown
shown that
that as
as such
such square
square
waves could be conveniently
convemently generated
generated using
using an
an
idealized switch itit was quite
quite logical
logical to
to base
base the
the dedesign of LC oscillators
oscillators on
on valve
valve or
or transistor
transistor switching
switching
circuits and that the
the long-tailed-pair
long-tailed-pair was
was aa good
good
switch for this purpose.
purpose. One
One result
result of
of this
this approach
approach
was that the circuits
circuits described
described last
last month
month could
could be
be
used to deliver a square
square wave
wave output.
output. This
This feature,
feature,
unusual in LC oscillators,
oscillators, while
while useful
useful to
to the
the wavewaveengineer is
form circuit engineer
is probably
probably regarded
regarded by
by most
most
other engineers needing
needing LC
LC oscillators
oscillators as
as of
of less
less than
than
The circuits
circuits described
obvious value. The
described this
this month
month
employ the same principles
principles to
to generate
generate only
only sinusinusoidal outputs. They
They also
also use
use transistors
transistors as
as the
the active
active
circuit elements. This
This should
should not
not be
be taken
taken as
as imimplying that transistors
transistors cannot
cannot be
be used
used in
in circuits
circuits
auxiliary square
square wave
wave output
giving an auxiliary
output or
or that
that valves
valves
cannot be used in circuits
circuits similar
similar to
to those
those to
to be
be desdescribed. The same principles
principles here
here apply
apply to
to both
both valves
valves
and transistors with
with relatively
relatively minor
minor differences.
differences.
In fact, circuits
circuits embodying
embodying the
the features
features described
described
in this section were originally
originally patented
patented with
with valves
valves
as the active circuit elements.
elements.
The first circuit described is
is based
based on
on what
what appears
appears
to be the original
original patent
patent on
on this
this class
class of
of oscillator,
oscillator,
granted to A. D. Blumlein
Blumlein in
in 1940'
1940 1 and
and notable
notable as
as
arrangement using
being the simplest arrangement
using these
these principles,
principles,
needing only a single
single valve
valve or
or transistor
transistor and
and one
one
diode as the active elements.
elements. The
The circuit
circuit isis sufficiently
sufficiently
simple to replace many
many conventional
conventional circuits
circuits with
with
economic penalty.
penalty.
little if any economic
_____ Et

+9V
+5V

?-7k >
jlt=3-3mA
VTI
0044^"^
/ ■■ \

2 £0A8I

Nbg
Co\
S \

y^TT,

c
470p
'--_

_..,._ __..,._ _ EHT

^^

L_Eht
-9V
Nc =60
Nc
= 60 TURNS
TURNS 38s.w.q,
38 s.w.g. CLOSE
CLOSE WOUND,
WOUND.
NNbb =12
= 12 TURNS
TURNS 38s.w.q,
38s.w.g. ON
ON TOP
TOP OF
OF Nj
Nc
FORMER;% MINATURE
FORMER:-%~
MINATURE ALADDIN
ALADDIN
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Fig. I.I. 2Mc/s
2Mc/s
Fig.
"half-pair"
"half-pair" ososcillator.
dilator.

The second circuit uses
uses the
the outputs
outputs from
from both
both
sides of a long-tailed-pair
long-tailed-pair in
in aa push-pull
push-pull arrangement.
arrangement.
This circuit is used
used as
as an
an amplitude
amplitude modulated
modulated
oscillator by varying its
its tail
tail current.
current.
The use of transistors
transistors in
in aa basic
basic long-tailed-pair
long-tailed-pair
was described last month
month and
and itit was
was shown
shown that
that itit isis
convenient to consider
consider this
this type
type of
of transistor
transistor circuit,
circuit,
like its valve counterpart,
counterpart, as
as aa switch
switch operated
operated by
by the
the
input voltage. As in all transistor
transistor circuits
circuits the
the academic
academic
question of whether the
the transistor
transistor isis "" really"
really "
operated by its input voltage
voltage or
or its
its input
input current
current
is little help to the engineer.
engineer. Sometimes,
Sometimes, as
as in
in this
this
case, it is convenient
convenient to
to consider
consider current
current as
as the
the conconsequence of voltage, in
in other
other configurations
configurations voltage
voltage
as the consequence of
of current.
current. Often
Often one
one approach
approach
gives an easily understood
understood and
and reliable
reliable circuit
circuit while
while
the other leads only
only to aa bog
bog of
of transistor
transistor parameters.
parameters.
Not every long-tailed-pair
long-tailed-pair circuit
circuit which
which isis satissatisfactory with valves is
is equally
equally sound
sound with
with transistors
transistors
because of base current.
current. Fortunately,
Fortunately, base
base current
current
imposes few extra restrictions
restrictions on
on the
the design
design of
of LC
LC
oscillators. Perhaps the
the main
main limitation
limitation imposed
imposed isis
on the maximum resistance
resistance which
which can
can be
be placed
placed in
in
the base circuit without
without significantly
significantly altering
alteringthe
the base
base
voltage level. This means
means that
that if
if CR
CR coupling
coupling isis used
used
for the regenerative connection,
connection, as
as isis often
often conconvenient in valve oscillators,
oscillators, aa resistor
resistor sufficiently
sufficiently
small to provide aa path
path for
for the
the base
base current
current will
will
place considerable damping
damping on
on the
the tuned
tuned circuit.
circuit.
To avoid this difficulty itit isis usually
usually preferable
preferable to
to use
use
inductive coupling in
in transistor
transistor oscillators.
oscillators. This
This
does not necessarily make
make the
the design
design any
any more
more
Especially with
difficult. Especially
with modem
modern pot
pot cores,
cores, coupling
coupling
coefficients may be made
made close
close to
to unity
unity so
so that
that the
the
base peak voltage will be
be directly
directly related
related to
to the
the colcollector peak voltage by
by the
the turns-ratio.
turns-ratio. It
It isis then
then
possible to choose a value
value of
of peak
peak base
base voltage
voltage comcomfortably in excess of
of uvs.~ (typically
(typically about
about IV
1V pk)
pk)
independently of the desired
desired peak
peak voltage
voltage at
at the
the
collector. An inductively-coupled
inductively-coupled feedback
feedback connecconnection also gives a choice
choice of
of polarities
polarities making
making itit possible
possible
to operate the switch
switch at
at either
either input
input point.
point. It
It isis this
this
feature which makes it
it possible
possible to
to simplify
simplify the
the basic
basic
switching circuit to what
what isis sometimes
sometimes called
called aa
" half-pair."
"half-pair."

Half-pair Switch
The oscillator shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 11 isis - based
based on
on aa
Its
transistor-diode half-pair
half-pair switching
switching circuit.
circuit.
Its
operation is similar
similar to
to the
the normal
normal long-tailed-pair
long-tailed-pair
except that it has only
only one
one input
input point
point and
and one
one
output point. Positive
Positive feedback
feedback from
from the
the output
output to
to
the input of the switch
switch is
is only
only possible
possible if
if aa phasephasereversing connection
connection is
is used.
used. If
If the
the base
base voltage
voltage
of the pnp transistor is made
made positive
positive with
with respect
respect to
to
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earth by more than a few hundred millivolts, the
precise value depending mainly on the type of diode
used, the tail current of approximately E ttiR
/R,t will
VTl will be cut-off. Conversely
flow in the diode and VT1
if the base ot VT1 is made negative by a similar
I t and the diode will be
VT 1 will conduct I,
amount VT1
I t!C.B+ 1) will
VT 1 on a current of I,/(/!+1)
cut-off. With VT1
appear at its base.
The operation of the oscillator should now be
v1 at the collecclear. Assuming a sinusoidal voltage f,
tor and tight inductive coupling with a phase reversal
biN c•c.
VTl will be t1 1N JN
to the base, the base voltage of VT1
--...--Et

Fig. 2. Push-pull
vers on of the
tho
vers.on
1.-t. -p.
basic l.-t.
p. sinewave oscillator.

L\

N

c

.

N6b and N
N,,c are here the number of turns on the
N
base and collector windings respectively. If this base
voltage is large compared with vs8 for the circuit
Et,
but still small compared with E
(, an approximately
square current wave-form will be switched into the
timed
tuned circuit as before.
The values shown in Fig. 11 may be calculated on
the basis of this simple theory of operation. The
inductor and capacitor used resonate at about
Q of 55. , The dynamic resistance
2 Mc/s,
Mc/s .. having a Q
at resonance of the tuned circuit alone is therefore
about 55 times the reactance of·
of L or C at resonance
9kn.
(see Appendix 1I to Part 1) and is about 9k
n. With a
n the dynamic resistance
shunt loading resistor of 3.3k O
n (set mainly by this shunt
becomes about 2.5k H
load) giving a loaded Q of about 15. A tail resistor of
2.7k H with a 9V supply gives a tail current of about
2.7k0
The fundamental frequency component
3.3mA.
contained in a square wave of current of 3.3mA p.p.
2/-rr == 2.1mA pk. (see Part I, eq. 3). The
is 3.3 xX 2/77
simple theory of operation thus predicts a peak
n, that is,
x 2.5k fl,
voltage at the collector of 2.1mA X
about 5V peak. With a turns ratio of 5 :: 11 and tight
coupling between collector and base this will give
about 1IV
V peak at the base, adequate to switch the
·
half-pair.
When the circuit was built, the peak collector
voltage was measured using a suitable waveform
monitor and found to be 5V peak. Variations in L
and C to cover the frequency range of 1-2Mc/s
l-2Mc/s
changed this voltage by a maximum of only 10%
because the shunt load resistor largely swamped
changes in the tuned circuit Q.
Although this represents excellent agreement
between theory and practice it should be noted that
the practical operation of this circuit departs from
the idealized theory to a greater extent than the valve

example considered last month. At 2Mc/s with the
r.f. alloy-junction transistor used, the current waveshape would be markedly trapezoidal because of
switching
SWitching time effects even with a square voltage
waveform at the base. Also because of the half-pair
switching arrangement the tail current reaches a peak
value some 10% greater than calculated as the
VTl.
emitter follows the negative swing turning on VT1.
Tnese two discrepancies have opposite effects on
Tacse
the amount of fundamental frequency component
fed to the tuned circuit. Another minor discrepancy
is due to the effects of base current.
First, the
collector current of VT1 is less than the tail current
by the amount of this base current. Secondly,
+ 1)
it may be shown that a base current of IIt/(,8
t/(/3 +
switched into the base winding opposes the effect
+ 1) switched into the collector
'(/l -|It1(,8
- I,
of IItt —
winding. As the base winding has fewer turns the
elfect
eifect o. this small opposing base current is usually
pract1ce it is ·normally
negllgihle. In practice
negligible.
normally sufficiently
ted to the tuned
accurate to assume that the current fed
circuit is simply lIt.
t.
Push-pull Oscillator
If an oscillator using a normal long-tailed-pair is
required to give only a sine wave output it is of
·reqUired
course possible to take the free collector or anode
directly to the supply rail. Fig. 2 shows the circuit
in such a case, drawn so as to show how the circuit
may be converted to push-pull operation, making
making
use of the output from both sides of the pair. In
Fig. 2, both collector circuits may be taken as
sources of constant current. There is therefore no
change in the principle of operation wherever the
supply lead is tapped on the inductor. For normal
push-pull operation the inductor will be centretapped, The peak voltage across the load stays the
tapped.

15k

6·8k

FOUR
INPUTS

CENTRE-TAPPED
TURNS CENTRE-TAPPED
58 TURNS
Nc
Nc == 58

Nb
Nb =

CENTRE-TAPPED.
IE12 TURNS CENTRE-TAPPED.
14/63/TII/N/B.
PLESSEY 14/63/TII/N/B.
CORE:- PLESSET
CORE:Fig. 3. Amplitude-modulated oscillator with four-channel mixing.
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Fig. 4. Output of circuit of Fig. 2. Spurious f.m. on a.m. is less
than 0'5%.
0·5%.

same so the peak voltage at each collector is halved.
To obtain the full benefit of push-pull operation
it is then possible to change the reflected load or the
tail current so as to give the maximum allowable
swing at the collector. To complete the symmetry
it is convenient but not essential to centre tap the
base winding also. A push-pull oscillator is used
in the following example.

Amplitude Modulation
The idealized theory of operation of these oscillators shows that the peak output obtained should be
directly proportional to the tail current. By varying
the tail current it is therefore possible to amplitudemodulate an oscillator or a separately-driven switching output stage. Fig. 3 shows an oscillator which
was required to operate at 500kc/s and be linearly
amplitude-modulated by four sub-carrier signals
which had to be mixed without mutual coupling.
This isolation is achieved by the well-known method
of adding at a "" virtual earth ". Feedback is taken
from the emitter of VT2 and gives a virtual earth
at the base at VTl.
VTI. VTl
VT1 and VT2 thus comprise
a feedback pair22,, fixing the voltage across the emitter
resistor of VT2. In the absence of any signal, feedback holds the standing voltage across the 270 n
resistor to about 0.8V giving a current in the resistor
of about 2.8mA. This value of current, less the
0.5mA), will
current in the feedback chain (about O.SmA),
be the emitter current for VT2. Neglecting the
base current of VT2, 2.3mA will be the tail current
for the oscillator pair, VT3 and VT4. The tail
current is in this case fixed independently of the
level of the base voltage <?f
of VT3 and VT4 provided
VT2 is not bottomed. A convenient bias level is
VT2
found at the emitter of VTl. Signal variations at
any of the four input points produce corresponding
changes across the 260 n
Q resistor and hence changes
in the oscillator tail current, giving the desired
amplitude modulation (see Fig. 4).
When built, the quiescent peak voltage with no
modulation input measured at the collectors of
VT3 and VT4 was 2.5V pk, within 20% of the
predicted value. The frequency stability of the
oscillator with changes in temperature was also
measured. A change of 50°C
50oC in ambient temperature
was found to give only 11 % change in carrier frefrequency.
.
The applications of the long-tailed-pair oscillator
considered in this article have all been low power

level examples, where efficiency was not a major
consideration. It can be shown that the maximum
theoretical efficiency of an output stage or oscillator
based on the principles described is 100%
100 % xx 2/TT
2in
neglecting power loss in the tail and making the
same assumptions as given by the well-known
figures of 50% for a Class A and 100%
x TT/4 for a
100%Xw/4
Class B stage. As the " tail "" can be a transistor
with only a volt or two across it, neglecting the tail
losses is not necessarily unrealistic. This suggests
that the techniques described might well be useful in
transmitters using transistors. Ease of setting up
might perhaps be regarded as a fair exchange for
the slight drop in efficiency as compared with normal
Class B operation. Such a transmitter might for
example use a long-tailed-pair oscillator as the
stable v.f.o. The square wave output from the
oscillator could then operate transistor switches
up to the power level required to switch the output
stage. There would be only two tuned circuits in the
entire transmitter—the
transmitter-the v.f.o.
v.f.o. and the p.a. tank
circuit. ·
In conclusion it is hoped that this article will have
shown that the same principles which are used in the
design of reliable waveform generating circuits to
give operation independent as far as possible of
precise active element parameters can apply equally
well when the waveform required is a sine wave.
The generation of a sine wave in this way is a good
example of the outstanding flexibility of the longtailed-pair defined-current switching circuit. It
seems quite likely that this approach might be
profitable not only in the design of simple and
oscillator~ but
hut in the design of more complex
reliable oscillators
systems such as transmitters.
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Films.-A series of eight films intended to
Physics Films.—A
help the physics student to visualize the moving patterns
of the phenomena otherwise difficult to demonstrate,
have been produced by the McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Inc. in co-operation with the American Association of
Physics Teachers. Subjects include stationary and progressive transverse waves, the Doppler effect, simple
harmonic motion and measurement of the speed of
light. Each 16mm film lasts from 7 to 10 minutes and
is available on hire at Ss
5s per day from the Central Film
Library, Government Building, Bromyard Avenue,
Acton, London, W.3.
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MANUF ACTUR:ERS' PRODUCTS
NEW

ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT

ACCESSORIES
AND ACCESSORfES

Ultrasonic Sensing Unit
!).J
m1ny situations, the application of
IN many
of photoelectric
photoelectric
batch-::ounting or selection is diffi
sensing to batch-counting
difficult
for
~:ult for
reasons such as dirt or high ambient light
light levels,
levels, while
while
magnetic sens1::1g
sensing is only applicable tO
to fe
ferrous
metais.
rro Ls meta:s.
In these circumstances, ultrasonics
ultrasonics avoid
most of
of the
the
avoid most
difficulties, and Comro
Contronics
have introduced a unit
unit for
for
~1ics have
this purpose. The equipment consists
consists of
of aa control
control unit
unit
and two transducers which
can be us
used
remotely.. The
The
whi :·h can
ed remotely
system operates at 45kc/s,
beam being
being aa solid
solid 20"
20°
45kc / s, the
the beam
with a still-air range of :.oft:
oOft: interruptio
interruptiona or
or reflec
reflection
tion
of the beam actuates the control
control circuitry.
circuitry. Liquids,
Liquids,

pectively. An additional
additional advantage of
of Helashrink
Helashrink isis
t :1e added strength provided at
the
at stress
stress and
and connection
connection
points. Helashrink
is produced in
in aa range
range of
of colours
colours
Helas~rink is
and sizes, and heating devices
devices are
are also
also available.
available. Full
Full
de :ails can be obtained
details
from the
the Cable
Cable Accessories
Accessories
ob :ained from
Division of Hellerman Ltd., Gatwick
Gatwick Road,
Road, Crawley,
Crawley,
Sussex.

Transistor Multimeter
1\-1ultimeter
ALTHOUGH similar in function to
to an
ordinary multimultia·n ordinary
range testmeter,
testmcter, the SSIL Transistorized
Transistorized Portable
Portable
Labora
~ory contains transistorized
Laboratory
amplifying circuitry,
circuitry,
tran sistorized amplifying

• #
i
'■ i
■ «<■
1 ' , .X - S
1—

Contronics ultrasonic sensing relay. Heads are
are /·Sin
I'Sin diameter
diameter
3i.1 long.
3in

ferrous and non-ferrous metals, opaque
opaque or
or transpa.
transparent
r ent
o:)jects
objects will work the
the beam
beam may
may be
be piped
piped
th.:: unit, and the
through a plastic
to reach difficult
difficult posir:ons.
posirons. Full
Full
plas tic tube to
th e equipment may be
details of the
be obtained
obtained from
from CenContronics Ltd., Blackdown (Surrey),
(Surrey), Nr.
Nr. Aldershot,
Aldershot, Hams.
Hants.
Cable Sleeves
HELLERMAN have introduced aa range of
of cable
cable sleeves
sleeves
and markers called Helashrink which, when
when placed
placed over
over
ob:ec t (cable or
an object
or terminal) and
and hea
heated
for aa few
few
ted for
seconds shrink to grip tightly and
and conform
conform evenly
evenly to
to the
the
shape of the object. Helashrink
Helashrink isis produced
produced either
either in
in
sp.:.cially developed polyethylene
specially
or in
in p.t.f.e., giving
giving
polyeti1ylene or
continuous operating
ranges from
from -55
—55 to
to
opera ting temperature
te mpera tur e ranges
+ 135 and —65
to +
+260°C
with short
short
-65 to
260 oC respectively, w:rh
period operation
up to
300 and
and 365
365°C
resopera tion allowable up
to 300
• C res-

Two examples of
of the
the use
use of
of Hellerman
Hellerman "He/ashrink"
"Helashrink" cable
cable
sleeves.

Transistorized meter by Solid State Instruments Laboratories.
with a consequent increase in input sensitivity.
sensitivity. For inl p.A gives full-scale deflection on
stance, l/rA
on ranges up to
to
SOV f.s.d.,
f. s.d., while on alternating voltage ranges
50V
ranges up to
to
lSOV f.s.d., 62.5/rA
62 .5p.A are tak
150V
taken.
The use of an amplifier
amplifier
en. The
a ~ tended by any loss of
is not attended
of accuracy;
accuracy; all
all d.c.
d.c. functions
functions
a t an accuracy of 0.7
are measured at
0.7%,
and a.c.
a.c. measuremeasure~~, and
ments are performed to within ±2%
from lOc/s to
to
± 2% from
350kc/ s. Reference to calibration charts
350kc/s.
charts gives inincreased accuracy, and a 1.5V reference point is
is provided
provided
for calibration.
calibra ~ion.
An additional current range
range of
of l.Sp.A
1.5/j.A
f.s .d. is provided by an external un
f.s.d.
unit
is connected
connected
it which is
to the T.P.L. by a lead. The instrument is obtainable
from the U.K. distributors, G
G.. S.
S. Westbrook
Westbrook Ltd.,
Ltd., 50
50
High Street, Harpenden, Herts.

B ea1n Il
Electron Beam
Heater
eater
VACUUM vapour deposition of a wide range of metals
and non-metals is possible by means of new Planer
Planer
equipment. In this equipment electrons
electrons do not
not bombombard the substance to be evaporated and
and deposited but
but
rather bombard a conducting refrac
refractory
crucible concontory crucible
ta:ning this substance. The electrons are
taining
are provided
provided by
by
a heated emitter and dravvn
drawn through aa funnel
funnel to
to the
the
crucible by a high potential applied
applied between
between the
the crucible
crucible
and emitter. The crucible tempera:ure
temperature is
is controlled
controlled by
by
adjusting the current through the emitter.
emitter. The
The rate
rate
of evaporation · is monitored by measuring
measuring the
the vapour
vapour
ionization current by means of an addit:onal
additional electrode
electrode
assembly. The output
from this
this assembly
assembly isis fed
fed back
back
ou:put from
th~ emitter l.t.
to the
to allow
allow the
the rate
rate of
of deposit
deposition
Lt. supply to
:on
to be controlled and
and fixed
fixed The
The emitter,
emitter, funnel,
funnel, rateratecrucible are
are vacuum
vacuum sealed
sealed
meter electrode assembly and
and crucible
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to provide control of illumination. Plug-in units provide a wide range of x and y operating modes, and
although the basic instrument—the
instrument-the 561A—is
561A-is a lOMc/s,
lOMc;s,
devtce, the use of a sampling unit raises
general-purpose device,
ra1ses
the top frequency to 875Mc/s for recurrent sinusoidal
1Ull description is
signals. A iull
1s ob.ainable
ob .ainable from the U.K.
agents, Livingston
L ivingston Laboratories Ltd., 31 Camden Road,
N.\\1.1.
London, N.Ve.l.

#■ % *
» »'» *

High -intensZ:ty Neon
High-intensity
NEW signal-lamp
s1gnal-lamp fittings by Bulgin incorporate highintensity neon tubes, and the current limiting resistor is
contained
contai ned in the same housing. Lamps are available
a vailable to
to
work from 100/125V or 200/2i0V
200/Z: OV a.c. Single-hole
fixing
fix ing by spring clip is provided, and termination is by
pin.::h screw terminals.
pinch
termi ,1als. Lenses
Lens es coloured red, amber, or

# r»

Control unit of G.V.
G. V. Planer electron beam heating equipment
for vacuum coating.

in a single unit and up to five such units
uni ts and their
associated l.t.
Lt . power supplies
sc pphes can be provided. This
Th:s
method of vacuum
vacu um coating has several advantages
advan ~ ages over
the method
m ethod of evaporating the material
ma terial to be deposited
by. placing it on an electrically heated resistance
by
res is tance wire.
Some of these advantages
advan ~ age s are that higher
hig!1er evaporating
temperatures can be obtained (and thus more refractory
eas]y
substances deposited), impurities can be more easily
avoided, and both conducting and non-conducting
materials can be deposited. This equipment is manufactured by G. V. Planer Ltd., of Windmill Road, Sunbury-on-Thames , Middlesex
bury-on-Thames,

Bulgin D.87S
D.875 neon signal lamp.
obtai ned, and front projection is 23/64in.
clear can be obtained,
lam ps are made
m1de by A. F.
F . Bulgin & Co. Ltd., ByeThe lamps
Barking: Essex.
Pass Road, Barking.

Stabilized Power Supply
TOTAL noise in the MK III versions of the Lexor
p .s.u's is less than 2.5mV peak. Made in two
stabilized p.s.u's
tile LT.12-05
L T .12-05 (5.5-14V)
models, the
(S .S-14V) and the LT.24-05
L T.24-05 (1828V), the units provide a regulation
re gulation of 0.15%
0.15 % at the
worst conditions of ±10%
± 10% mains variation and a simultaneous load change
of
0-500mA.
The
output is not
c:1ange
0-SOOmA.

Versatile Oscilloscope
S-in cathode ray tube is used in
A CERAMIC-SIDED 5-in
the latest Tektronix oscilloscope to emerge. The rectrec ~
angular, flat-face
fiat-face tube is made of kiln-fired ceramic, with

~ flEBk ■» a I
s

· Lexor power unit.
terminals.

w

Sockets
So,kets for external voltmeter are near

earthed—either polarity being usable, and full overload
earthed-either
and short-circuit protection
protec:ion is employed. The units
are conveniently
conveni ently sized and shaped for stack'ng,
s ~ack ' n'5, the steel
cases
from
ca3es being 8x5x5Jin.
8 x 5 X S;fin. The price is £25 7s from
Lexor Electronics Ltd., 25 Allesley Old Road, Coventry.
Lexor
Coventry.

ft,;^ -W". w»

Tektronix Type 561A
56/ A oscillosccpe. Plug-in units in use are the
3A/
3AI Dual trace yy amplifier and,
and, the SBC
3BC Delaying sweep time
base unit.
a resultant low weight and equal strength in the tube
sides and corners. An internal graticule
gra :icule is employed
for parallax-free measurement, edge-lighting being used

Low-noise Cable
A FULL range of low-no'se
low-no=se coaxial cable is being
marketed in the U.K. by Gulton Industries (Britain)
Ltd., 52, Regent Street, Brighton. Developed for use
with vibration
transducers, . the cable
vi0rat~on measuring
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diodes are easily applied to coaxial line circuits, as the
heat sink takes the form of a mounting prong. The
-65 to 150oC,
ambient
150°C, and
aml.Jient temperature may be within —65
100mW and 300mW,
total power dissipation is between lOOmW
type; A complete description can be
depending on type.
obtained from M.S.D. at Skimpot Trading Estate,
Luton, Beds.

v

I ron
Soldering Iron
INTENDED to perform most of the duties required of
a general-purpose soldering iron for the electronics
industry, the A.N.T.E.X. E240 is a higher-power version
llOV
sub-minia:ure type, and consumes 20W at 110V
of the sub-miniature
or 250V. Heating time is 3 or 4 minutes and the slide!in diameter, with a
on
32 in to Jin
O:l bits available are from ;&in
variety of protective finishes depending on the application. The handle of the iron is designed to be held in
"-the most suitable hold for precision
writing grip "—the
a ""writing
Gulton low-noise coaxial cable.

achieves its low noise characteristic by virtue of the fact
p.t.f.e. insulatthat a conductive coating is applied to the p.ti.e.
ing layer,
lay~r, a gradual transition from the insulation to the
metal shield being obtained. The main source of noise
characteristics-is
cables-sudden changes in characteristics—is
in coaxial cables—sudden
thereby avoided. The cables generate 60dB less noise
than the average low-noise cable, and two types are
lOSoC
iri temperatures up to 105
available, one to work
in
°C and
o
280°C.
the other up to 280
C. Capacitance is 36pf/ft, and the
0.111in.
external diameter is O.lllin.

Wire Stripper
WHILE retaining the established automatic release
mechanism which prevents damage to fine wires, the
new Creators F2 lightweight tool will accept flat twin
flex cable, separating and stripping both conductors
simultaneously with one pressure of the grips. The
manufacturers
manufac:urers are Creators Ltd., Albert Drive, SheerWaking, Surrey.
water, Woking,

A.N.T.E.X. 20W soldering iron.
work in confined spaces. The irons, which are available from A.N.T.E.X. at Grosvenor House, Croydon,
1d depending on
Surrey, cost 35s and the bits 5s or 7s Id
size and shape.
Miniature Relay
in
R05-is the smallest in
Relay-Type R05—is
A NEW B & R Relay—Type
#in
their range to date, its mam body measuring only JJin
diameter by lin long (its maximum overall length, in2-}in). This relay has one
cluding connector wires, is 2Jin).
MR 400-1
normally open contact. It is based on the MR
Gordon miniature dry reed switch. This has an initial
life
200mD and aa life
contact resistance of between 60 and 200mn
10" operations. The contact
expectancy of at least 3 x lO"
The
0.12SA or 250V. The
ra:ed at 4W at a maximum of 0.125A
is rated
coil is wound round the glass capsule enclosing the reed,
wh:>le relay enclosed in a steel tube to prevent
and the whole
magnetic interaction with any adjacent relays. In
appearance the R05 relay looks rather like a small
tubular capacitor
suitable for mounting on a
capacitof and it is suitable
opera:ing speed is 1.5 to 2.5
group board. The total operating
<200,usec. The standard
msec and the "bounce" time <200/rsec.
coil is suitable for potentials up to 30V d.c. but windh~gher voltages are available.
ings for higher
The nominal
R05 (standard coil
13:;mw. The ROS
operating power is 13CmW.
version) costs 16s and is manufactured by B & R Relays
Ltd., of Temple Fields, Harlow, Essex.

Creators flat twin flex stripper.
Typical M.S.D. varactor.
0·2/7in
Complete device is 0-217in
long overall.

Sub-miniature Varactor
A SERIES of low-voltage silicon varactors is announced
by Microwave and Semiconductor Devices Ltd., which
have
hwe cut-off frequencies in the range 40 Gc/s to
175 Gc/s. 9The series inductance of a typical example
I0-9H,
is 0.5 XX 10"
H, and the devices are ideally suited to
parametric amplifier applications. Mechanically, the

BB &
& RR type ROS miniature relay.
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good reasons
good

reasons

why you'll
prefer to
work with the llirrrnec

why

you'll

prefer

work

to

with

the

4 CHANNEL
OSCILLOSCOPE
4

CHANNEL

OSCILLOSCOPE

■ i fw., i. -yTiQ#

•

COMPAR ISON
VIEWING , COMPARISON
FOR VIEWING,
FOUR
MEASUR EMENT OF FOUR
AND MEASUREMENT
WAVE·
D WAVESEVERAL
RELATED
SEVERA L RELATE
FORMS SIMULTANEOUSLY
SIMULTA NEOUSL Y
FORMS

•

CALIBRA ·
VOLTAG E CALIBRATIME AND VOLTAGE
TION
EXPANS ION
TIME BASE EXPANSION

•

RIGID
SYNCHR ONIZAT ION
RIGID SYNCHRONIZATION

•

TRIGGERED
OPERAT ION
TRIGGERED OPERATION

TYPE 249
applied
be applied
can be
Oscilloscope can
This Airmec Oscilloscope
pulse
systems, pulse
control systems,
multiphas e control
to multiphase
computers ,
generators,
generators , time base circuits, computers,
etc.
mounted
tubes mounted
Four separate cathode ray tubes
from aa
operated from
and operated
one above the other and
common time base.
maximum
Four identical Y amplifiers with maximum
dB).
frequency range of D.C. -3 Mc/s (-3 dB).

CAMERA
CAME RA
IMMEDIATE
DIATE
IMME

AVAIL ABLE
AVAILABLE
DELIV ERY
DELIVERY

/it

ltlir1nec
BUCKS.
WYCOM BE •· BUCKS.
LIMITE D •· HIGH WYCOMBE
AIRMEC LIMITED
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2501 ..7
WYCOM BE 2501-7
HIGH WYCOMBE
TEL. HIGH
TEL.
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GENERATO R
SIGNAL GENERATOR
AUDIO
AUDIO SIGNAL

'-'1

J1

A robust sine-wave Signal
distortion
Generator of low distortion
begenerating frequencies between 15 c/s and 50 Kc/s
at aa
Kc/s at
tween
The
maximum level of 11 watt. The
up
variable up
output voltage is variable
r .m .s .
to a maximum of 25V r.m.s.
of
impedance of
with a source impedance
20
A 20
ohms. A
approximately 600 ohms.
is
Attenuato:t is
dB 600 ohms Attenuator
also
incorporated which also
accurate
provides a more accurate
r equired.
source impedance if required.
watt
0.5 watt
An output of at least 0.5
ohm
the 55 ohm
is available at the
the
drive the
terminals which can drive
V.l.
Advance Vibrator type V.l,
U.K. £39
NET PRICE IN U.K.

________
(S ti n fi r- O t*«.«•

FEATURES

at.

Kc/s
50 Ko/s
TO 50
c/s TO
15 o/s
RANGE 16
FREQUENCY RANGE
** FREQUENCY
c/s)
+ 11 c/s)
** FREQUENCY
(2% +
ACCURACY ± (2%
FREQUENCY ACCURACY
ohms)
(600 ohms)
25V (600
OF 25V
MAXIMUM
A MAXIMUM OF
** OUTPUT
TO A
VARIABLE TO
OUTPUT VARIABLE

ohms)
(5 ohms)
AND 1.6
V (6
1.6V
AND
(FLOATING)
UNBALANCED (FLOATING)
ohms UNBALANCED
600 ohms
** OUTPUT
IMPEDANCE
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE 600
UNBALANCED
AND
ohms UNBALANCED
AND 55 ohms
OUTPUT
FULL OUTPUT
AT FULL
2% AT
THAN 2%
LESS THAN
DISTORTION LESS
* TOTAL DISTORTION
*TOTAL
LEVELS
LOWER LEVELS
AT LOWER
LESS AT
ABOVE
AND LESS
c/s AND
100 c/s
ABOVE 100

Advance

COMPONENTS
O MPONENT S
C

LIMITED
LIMITED
D I V I S ION
INSTRUMENTS
S TRUM E NT S DIVISION
IN
4444
HAINAULT 4444
ESSEX ■· HAINAULT
ROEBUCK
ROAD
•
HAINAULT
•· 1LFORD
lLFORD ■· ESSEX
HAINAULT
·
ROAD
ROEBUCK
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TAPE
RECORDER CIRCUITS
CIRCUITS
TAPE RECORDER
By J. SOMERSET
SOMERSET MURRAY,
MURRAY,
B.A. (Cantab), A.M.I.E.E.
A.M.I.E.E.

2.-NOISE
2.—NOISE IN REPLAY SYSTEMS
SYSTEMS
The signal/noise
signal/no-ise ratio of
of three
three possible
possible replay
replay circuits
circuits isis examined
examined
comparison isis made
made between
between the
the usual
theoretically. A comparison
usual high-impedance
high-impedance
input amplifier
amplifier and the
the self-equalized
self-equalized low-impedance
low-impedance type.
type. ItIt isis shown
shown
dzfferent noise
nolse spectra,
spectra, which
that these give different
wh1ch may
may influence
influence the
the choice
choice

THE
A HE noise in the
the output
output of
of aa replay
may in
replay amplifier
in the
the end
end help
amplifier are predicted and these may
help to
to choose
choose
comes from two sources:—the
so-qrces:-the Johnson
signal isis the
Johnson noise
the standard
noise in
standard C.C.I.R.
in the
the the best system. The signal
C.C.I.R.
input circuit and the
input
the noise
noise associated
7!in/sec and
associated with
and 15in/sec.
15in/sec.
with the
the at the two speeds 7Jin/sec
amplifier. In a replay system,
system, these
these sources
sources together
together input circuit noise—Since
noise-Since the
the signal
signal source
source
give the noise output
output when
when the
the tape
will, on
tape isis not
on its
its own,
not running.
own, be
running. . contains resistance itit will,
be aa source
sourceof
of
The noises must be
be calculated;
calculated; after
after applying
applying the
the Johnson noise. The
The three
three different
different input
input circuits
circuits
appropriate equalization
equalization they
they can
signal/noise ratios,
can be
be ~ plotted
ratios, in
plotted as
in themselves.
as aa have different signal/noise
themselves.
the analysis
considering these
spectrum. To keep the
analysis within
these ratios,
within bounds
ratios, on
bounds itit We begin by considering
on the
the assumpassumpperfect amplifier.
will be assumed that the
amplifier.
the heads
heads are
are ideal,
ideal, meaning
meaning tion of a perfect
Comparing first Fig.
that no extra top
Fig. 9(a)
9(a) with
top lift isis required
with Fig.
Fig. 9(b),
required and
9(b ), Fig.
Fig.
and that
that the
the basic
basic
amplifier noise is white,
eliminated. It
It can
white, i.e.,
can be
be shown
i.e., that
shown that
that flicker
that
flicker begins
begins at
at 9(b) can be quickly eliminated.
nwm
where ww00 isis the
that itit can
the resonant
resonant
can be
be neglected.
neglected. Both
such a low frequency that
Both at any frequency nui
0 , where
Johnson noise
noise output
output from
from the
on the
the state
these assumptions depend on
the
state of
of design
design of
of frequency, the Johnson
low-impedance input
the future they
input circuit
circuit isis
they will
will be
be more
more easily
easily current-operated low-impedance
the component; in the
larger than from the
the voltage-operated
voltage-operated high-impedance
high-impedance
accepted.
The high-impedance amplifier.
to aa frequency
frequency of
of 0.518£u
0.518w00.•
amplifier, Fig.
Fig. 9(a)
9(a) isis given
given aa input circuit up to
If
If we put the resonance
circuit (see
resonance an
(see the
the first
first part
an octave
octave higher
part of
of this
higher than
maximally flat input circuit
this
than the
the
would include
include the
Fig. 9(b),
the whole
9(b), aa current-operated
whole of
article), as also isis Fig.
current-operated band edge this fraction would
of
low-impedance amplifier.
ratios
amplifier. Fig.
Fig. 9(c)
signal/noise
9(c) is
is aa self-inductratios are:
self-induct- the band. The signal/noise
are: 2
22
ance-equalized type, using
using aa "virtual
"virtual short"
short" circuit
circuit as
S/N =
as High impedance S/N
= EE [l
[1 +
+ £! (n—l/«)
(n-1/n) 2]/4KTR
]/4KTR
(see appendix I)
..
..
..
(1)
1) ..
proposed by Ridler in Wireless
(1)
Wireless World
World (Dec.
(Dec. 1958,
1958,
22
22 22
22
effectively short-circuited
S/N = E [1-|-2w
short-circuited the
[1 +2n /(w
/(n —1)
-1) ]/4KTR
p. 572). Since C isis effectively
the Low-impedance S/N
]/4KTR
(see appendix 2)
..
..
..
(2)
(2)
controlled only
only by
input current is controlled
by the
the impedance
impedance
of the head, consisting
consisting · only
two S/N
only of
SIN ratios
of inductance
ratios will
inductance and
will be:
be:
and The ratio of the two
unwanted resistance in
in series.
series. Noise
Noise output
output isis
11 +
+ ^! (n—l/nfl
(n-1/n) 2
usually measured
measured by
by aa wideband
wideband voltmeter;
(3)
voltmeter; this
this
22
-1
+2n
/(n22-lfi
-1)2
l+2n
/(n
proportional to
gives a reading proportional
to total
total power.
power. Replay
Replay
2
flat spectrum
spectrum and
systems do not give aa flat
and itit isis argued
argued This ratio is unity when
when nn 2 == 2—
2- \/3,
y3, i.e.,
i.e., when
when nn==
power measurement
measurement does
does not
not form
form aa 0.518.
that a total power
completely satisfactory criterion.
For
criterion.
For instance,
instance,
When we compare Fig.
of the
Fig. 9(a),
9(a), the
the better
better 'of
the two
two
ar~ processed,
processed, an
an unbalanced
when sound tracks are
unbalanced maximally-flat amplifiers,
amplifiers, with
with the
the self-equalized
self-equalized
spectrum will cause aa build
build up
up of
of noise
noise by
by repeated
repeated short-circuit type, we must
must remember
remember that
that the
the specspecgive aa pronounced
pronounced colour
additions, which will give
colour to
to trum of the signal input to
to the
the amplifier
amplifier isis different
different
Consequently, in
in this
this analysis,
analysis, the
the spectra
spectra in the two cases. One
the noise. Consequently,
One way
way to
to overcome
overcome this
this difficulty
difficulty

I
I

.I

.:!.

"f"
I

I
I

(a.)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Tape head connected
connected to
to (a)
(a) high
high input
input Impedance
impedance circuit.
circuit.
(b) low-impedance circuit and
and (c)
(c) "self
"self equalizing"
equalizing" short
short circuit.
circuit,
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is to compare the signal/noise ratios at one frequency
and then examine the trends as the frequency is
varied. For this purpose it is convenient to choose
the frequency at which the initial -6
—6 dB/octave
slope changes to a flat response (for the high-impedturnover "
ance type). This is the characteristic ''" turnover"
ft., determined by the equalization time
frequency, /,,
p.sec for C.C.l.R. equalizap.sec or 35 /isec
constant;—100 Msec
constant:-100
15in/sec tape speeds respectively,
7 !in/sec or !Sin/sec
tion at 7Jin/sec
i.e. 1,592 c/s or 4,560 c/s respectively.
The method is to postulate identical heads with
equal signal voltages V. We then determine equal
j t' the turnover frequency, by adjusting
gains at /„
the trans-conductance and the trans-resistance to
deliver equal signal powers to identical loads. When
this is done the sensitivities are identical. We can
now compare the Johnson noise output powers in
the load and obtain a relative figure of merit at this
one frequency. (Trans-conductance is well known
for voltage-operated amplifiers and is usually written
Gm and expressed in mhos. Trans-resistance is the
Gm
equivalent for the current-operated amplifier. It is
the voltage output for unit current and therefore
has the dimensions of resistance. One can write
| V,(„,| =
Slin where S is the trans-resistance.)
= SIwhere
!Vnntl
The Johnson noise sources are different. In the
R
high-impedance type it is the added resistance R
modified by the shunting effect of the head inductance
and capacitance. In the self-equalized short-circuit
type it is the unwanted loss resistance in the inductance which is the generator of noise. If we express
this loss in terms of Q at /It'(, and n tt is the ratio
between turnover and resonant frequencies, we get
ntQ
NaH _ v/2
High impedance noise _ N
-y/lriiQ
N~
- Short circuit noise N
1 +n
sc = -i+nl
4)
((4)
..
..
••
(see appendix 3)
It is worth while examining this in more detail.
~-tSec is 0.0498.
35 p.sec 4is 0.1425 and for 100
n t for 35/isec
n,
lOO^sec
0.0493.
4) becomes numerically
n t 4,, equation ((4)
Neglecting n,

NH = V2
Q tao for 15in/sec
v/2 X 0.1425 Q^s
-th = V2
Vlin/scc
Q ttoo
x 0.0498 Q,
v/2 X
100 for 7!in/sec
N
Nsc
so
This ratio depends on Q
Q,.t· The two types give
equal S/N ratios at the turnover frequencies when
= 4.97, or when
N
Na/Nl:lc
35
h/Nsc = 1, i.e. when Q ,,,5
ttoo = 14.2. To compare these values with pracQ(inn
104 was measured
tical heads the Q of the Bogen UK
UK104
tioo or 1,592 c/s, and it
I t:3156 or 4,560 c/s and at I/(100
at /(
ttoo =
t 35 = 7.5 and Q
Qnoo
= 11.0.
H-O. This means
gave Q ,35
that the noise output at a turnover frequency
frequency of
4,560 c/s (corresponding to a tape speed of 15in/sec)
is 1.8 dB worse for the high-impedance input circuit
than for the short circuit but that at turnover frequencies corresponding to lower tape speeds the
position is reversed; at 1,592 cjs
c/s (corresponding to
77!in/sec)
Jin/sec) the high-impedance input circuit is 1.1 dB
better. But this is not the whole story. We must
examine the differences at other frequencies, higher
and lower. For this we need only consider the trend
It·
at/,.
of each type relative to its noise at
Noise spectra.-The
spectra.—The noise output per cycle at the
low-frequency end of the high-impedance amplifier
is easily shown to be constant, after equalization,
independent of frequency, over the whole of the
— 6 dB/octave section (see appendix 4).
-6

For the short-circuit type, on the other hand,·
hand,
noise per cycle increases as the frequency is reduced.
This happens even over the range where Q may be
The noise ourput
considered
output power
considc:red nearly constant.
2
per cycle is 4KTS
c.jL(l/Qi Q)RL
Q)RL watts,
wans, where S
4KTS~/wL(l/Q+
RL the load (see appendix
the: trans-resistance and RL
is the
w falls and again as Q falls. The
3). This rises as 10
expression is valid for values of Q where the effect
of Q on the gain can be neglcctc:d.
neglected. It follows that
Johnson noise power in the source applied to the
short-circuit self-equalized amplifier obeys at least
an inverse frequency law. At the turnover frequency
there is substantial equality.
The high frequencies must now be considered.
The noise output of the high-impedance amplifier
frc:quencies is again compared with the
at high frequencies
noise at the turnover frequency. At higher frequencies (considering only the characteristic and not
lusses) the gain is 3 dB lower than at the
the extra losses)
ohnson noise rises, as the fn:quency
Johnson
frequency
turnover; the 1
flat pan of the
approaches resonance. Over this fiat
characteristic
the output noise power varies as
2
1/n~)) from equation 1. When this is com1/(n
l/(ti22 +
+ 1/n
It it is seen to be approximately
pared with the noise at /,
6 dB/octave worse for the first two octaves above f/,,t·
In the short-circuit self-equalized system the
equalization must provide a 6 dB/octave gain
It' which combined with the inherent 3
above /„
dB/octave reduction in noise gives an overall increase
of 3 dB/octave at constant Q. But as Q must fall
the whole of this advantage of 3 dB/octave is not
achieved.
Nevertheless the pattern is clear. The two types
of input circuit may be considered equal for practical
It but the short-circuit amplifier is better
purposes at /,
It and worse by 3
by perhaps 2 dB/octave above /,
It· (There are more octaves below
dB/octave below /,.
It·)
than above /,.)
amplifiers-When the input circuit
Effect of real amplifiers—When
is connected to a real amplifier, the output signal
will
will contain additional noise. This noise will have
a different spectrum to that in the input circuit. A
prediction of the overall signal/noise ratio at any
frequency can be made by adding the noise from the
input circuit to the amplifier noise, referring the
resultant to a standard signal. Since the noises are
added as powers the calculation can be made in terms
of the real resistance R of the input and the equivalent
noise resistance of the amplifier, Req·
Re(,.
The circuits left to be considered are Fig. 9(a)
and Fig. 9(c). The appropriate amplifiers are
different, and will not have the same numerical
Rea' even if they are equally good. In
value of R^,,

—wv-^
Req,
•Rln

R~q, = 1 /Ge~
(a.)

(b).

Fig. 10 (a) and (b). Real amplifier and input circuits corresponding to Fig. 9 (a)
la) and Fig. 9 (c) respectively.
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~
x'
R'
L|
ci r|S -\ |—ywv*—LLD=:~
of parallel
parallel into
into
Fig. II. Transformation of
series
series circuit.

addition to R„,,
Req'3 each amplifier
amplifier will
will have
have aa finite
finite
input resistance. The real
real amplifiers
amplifiers and
and their
their input
input
circuits may be represented
represented as
as in
in Fig.
Fig. 10
10 (a)
(a) and
and (b).
(b).
The amplifiers in the boxes
boxes are
are ideal.
ideal. The
The noise
noise
Fig. 10
10 (a)
(a) is
is added
added to
to noise
noise voltage
voltage
voltage in Req in Fig.
in Z by squaring and adding and
and taking
taking the
the square
square
root.
since the
the noise
noise voltages
voltages are
are uncoruncorroot of the sum, since
related. This is precisely
precisely the
the same
same thing
thing as
as adding
adding
the two noise resistances and
and treating
treating the
the resultant
resultant
as being proportional
a§
proportional to the
the noise
noise power
power output
output of
of
Fig. 10
10 (b),
(b), the
the noise
noise conconthe combination. In Fig.
ductances are treated similarly.
similarly.
Consider, first, the low-frequency
low-frequency section
section below
below
/We
It· We see at once that a striking
striking difference
difference emerges.
emerges.
The excess noise has to
to undergo
undergo equalization.
equalization. This
This
means that in the
the high-impedance
high-impedance circuit,
circuit, the
the
amplifier noise power per cycle
cycle isis given
given the
the bass
bass
and hence
hence itit increases
increases rapidly
rapidly
lift of 6 dB per octave and
as the frequency falls.
In the short-circuit type, on
on the
the other
other hand,
hand, the
the
excess noise remains constant
constant per
per cycle,
cycle, below
below /,.
It·
The roles have been exchanged.
exchanged. The
The short-circuit
short-circuit
noise, which rises as
as frequency
frequency falls,
falls, now
now has
has aa
constant addition, while in
in the
the high-impedance
high-impedance case,
case,
the input circuit noise is
is constant
constant but
but the
the excess
excess
white in
in the
the first
first instance,
instance, rises
rises as
as
noise, even if white
frequency falls. Noise rises
rises in
in both
both circuits
circuits as
as frefrequency tails, but at different
different rates.
rates.
high-impedance type,
type, the
the excess
excess
Above fIt'
t, in the high-impedance
constant addition
addition in
in power
power since
since this
this
noise will be a constant
amplifier is flat above fIt·
In the
the short-circuit
short-circuit one,
one,
t. In
it will have a 66 dB/octave
dB/octave rise
rise since
since the
the equalization
equalization
this value
value above
above /,.
j t·
must introduce a slope of this
Obviously a great deal will depend
depend on
on the
the ratio
ratio
circuit noise
noise and
and the
the excess.
excess.
between the input circuit
If the amplifier noise is
is allowed
allowed to
to swamp
swamp the
the circuit
circuit
the two
two systems
systems will
will have
have
noise at all frequencies the
fundamentally different noise
noise spectra,
spectra, the
the highhighimpedance one being predominantly
predominantly noisy
noisy in
in the
the
bass and the other in
in the
the top.
top. We
We can
can investigate
investigate
ClSe where
where the
the amplifier
a:nplifier noise
noise
de3irable case
the more desirable
does not deteriorate the
the signal
signal by
by more
more than
than aa small
small
amount at /,,
It' and then examine
examine_the
the spectrum
spectrum of
of the
the
be fairly
fairly close
close to
to reality.
reality.
system, which will now be
If we do this for both systems,
systems, and
and make
make the
the further
further
assumption that devices may be
be chosen
chosen so
so that
that the
the
excess noise will be
be equal in
in both
both circuits
circuits atat fIt'
t,
we can then plot the two spectra
spectra to
to discover
discover whether
whether
there is any feature leading
leading to
to aa pronounced
pronounced prepreference for either circuit.
circuit. This
This computation
computation must,
must,
in the absence of figures
figures for
for actual
actual amplifiers,
amplifiers, be
be
appears that
that the
the selfselfsomewhat arbitrary, but itit appears
equalized type has perhaps aa few
few dB
dB less
less total
total noise.
noise.
More striking is its relatively
relatively much
much less
less low-frelow-frethe high
high impedance
impedance type
type
quency noise which in the
equalization acting
acting on
on the
the
must be caused by the equalization
amplifier noise, even if itit is
is_white.
white. Although
Although the
the
rises towards
towards the
the bass
bass in
in both
both
noise power per cycle rises
cases, the noise power per
per octave
octave in
in the
the short-circuit
shon-circuit
case is substantially flat in
in good
good amplifiers.
amplifiers.
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APPENDIX I.
1.
The input noise voltage of
of die
che input
input circuit
circuit in
in Fig.
Fig. 9(a)
9(a;
at any frequency
~t
fr~'-Jut:n~y is due only
only to
tu the
the resistive
resistive or
or real
real term
term
in
tormation shown
tran::._tormatlOn
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 11.
11. We
We need
need an
an
m Uie
the trans
expression tor R'. This comes
express.on
comt:s immediately
immediately from
from the
the
exprel>!)lUn
parallel circuit
circuit
expression for the LCR parallel
- KoiC
j(wC - V'aL)
1/wL)
Il ,R
R —
v
2 ' ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · (S)
Z = (1
[i'R)~(wC--=-1/
wL)2.
R)2 + (wC - 1/iuL)
^
The real component is the first term.
term.
TJ/
~

1/R
((A
1~
(6)
2
= (1/R)2
+ (mC
(wC - l/cuL)
1/wL)2"
............... . w
(1/R)2 +
Let ui
w 0 be the angular velocity
velocity at
at the
the resonance
resonance and
and for
for
any other frequency write
write nn a>wa. Using
Using the
the maximallymaximallyflat relationships R
R—
= \/L/2C
v'L/2C and
and lofLC
w 2 LC =
= 11in
in equation
equation
(6) we can obtain
m
R'
1/R
Ri =
2
= (1
/R)22 +
+ FR
!R22=-(-:-n---1
f-:-n~
)2
(l/R)
(n - 1/n)
2
= R/[l
in) ]
R/[1 +
+ i~ («
(n - I1jn)2]
0

0•

0

APPENDIX 2.
The LC r mesh of Fig. 12
12 may
may be
be transformed
transformed into
into aa
equivalent:
·
series equivalent;
22
2
r +
+ jw
jw [Cr + L (oi
(w2 LC
LC - 1)]
1)]

Z = - -w2C2r2
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1(7);
to2C2r2 +
+(w2Lc-=T52--.
(cu2LC— I)2
When R is added to the real term
term we
we obtain
obtain the
the equivalent
equivalent
series circuit:
2

2 + X

R' +
LC —l)
R'
+ jX
jX =
= R+
R+ w2C2r2 +
+ (cu
;w2LC-1)2

+ 'jX

(8)

...... (8)

where jX is the second term
term of
of the
the right-hand
right-hand side
side of
of
This series
series circuit
circuit isis now
now transformed
transformed back
back
equation 7. Tnis
into a new parallel
circuit, R"
R" +
+ jX'
jX' in
in parallel.
parallel. We
We have
have
circuit,
2
R„ =
Rj)
= R
R,e +
+ X
X.S 2/R
/RS•..

(b) with
with head
head rereFig. 12. Circuit of Fig. 99 (b)
sistance r included.

The full expression for the
the noise
noise equivalent
equivalent parallel
parallel
resistance is then
Rn

+~2C2r2+-f~2LC
ai2C2r2 + (a.2LC -

= ( [R

2 ]2 +
1)2
1)
J
2v
a)[Cr
+
L(a)
LC
—l)]"!
w[Cr _i__!-(w~LC-1)]]2) _:_
2
w2C2r2
+ (a)
(w2LCaj2C2r2 +
LC - 1)22J , ·
22

[

2

2 2 + (~2LC
w2C2r2
(9)
(\ R T
+ a^C
/- + (cu2LC -- I)1)22 /) ...... w

This is a bit unwieldy. If
If we
we approximate
approximate itit to
to ideal
ideal
conditions we shall get aa practically
practically useful
useful result.
result. Putting
Putting
r=
= 0 in equation 9
9 we get
get
w2L2
11,1 =
2
2
Rn
= R
R+
+ (<u
(w2LC
- 1)
1)2R
(10)
XC R ........(10)
We now substitute n cu,
w 0 for <0
w and
and put
put u>w0022 LC
LC =
= 11and
and get
get
n2wo2L2

nWy
R = R ,
Rn
= R + (wWLC
(n2wo2LC---1-)~2R- 1)2R
_

=R+
'

n2wo2L23
"'VL
2
(n2 - 1)
1)2R
R
(n
2

,

((11)
)
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2
w 2 LC =
= 1
Using the maximally-flat relationships w,,
1 and
R = \/L/2C
vL/2C we get
2R 2
2
2n
R _ R
R +
4. ^2_1^2D
"2R2
_ ............
■
(12))
2
(n2-1)2R
Rn
((12)
(«2 —1)
R
_ 2n'- 1
+ -(n;'
_ 1)22J] •••••••••••• (13)
= R [ 11+(n2 !—1)
0

APPENDIX 3.
Let ft and m,
w t refer to the turnover frequency and /„
fo
and cu
w 00 refer to the resonance. We know fro:n
Appen.Jix
from Appendix
22
= /,//„,
-l/n,)1) ].J.
11 that if n,
n1 =
ftlfo, then R' =
= RU+K";
R[l+!(n 1 -1/n
/
Again using R =
L/2C o^LC
1, and n,
Again
= v
vL/2C
Wo 2LC =
= 1,
nt == f,:f
J t!fo,0,
we can relate the noise resistance to the head inductance,
by substituting for R in terms of L. 2 Tnis gives
[1-4
1/ni) 2]]
R' =
= «)
WoLf
v2 [1
+ ! («,
(ne - 1fnt)
0L/V2
= XJnj
Putting X,
X 1 for oj(L
w 1L we have o^L
w0 L =
X 1/n21 and can write
Q, R' = X./tt,
Xtfnt v'2
v2 [1 + 4t (ne
- l/n,)
1fnt) 2J] ••••••••(14)
(14)
The noise voltage is V'lkTR'
yl4kT.K' per cycle at j 1• This
noise voltage acts upon a voltage-operated amplifier and
causes a current to flow in the load. .,The
.Tiie current is
assumed to be independent of the load and to be equal
to the voltage multiplied by the transconductance. The
power in the load is equal to the square of the current
multiplied by the load resistance Rl.
RL. The noise power
in the load 2is therefore
4kTR'G„ 2R
4kTR'Gm
RLL watts ..........................(15)
(15)
In the self-equalized short circuit case, instead of a
2C,
finite resistance R, which has been put equal to VU
vL/2C,
the noise source is the small series resistance r in the
head inductance which determines the Q of the head.
Here the inductance, which is noiseless, is in series with
r. This must be transformed into the parallel equivalent
to obtain a value of r' whose short circuit noise current
will flow into the current-operated amplifier. If we
put tui
w1 L
= X,
X 1 we can write r =
= Xj/Q
X tiQ and, using the
L =
series/parallel transformation we write
writer'
= X
Xt/(1/Q+Q).
r' =
(/(l/Q-hQ).
The short-circuit noise current is the square root of
4kT/X
4/tT/Xj1 (1/Q + Q), and the output voltage is S times

this.2 The noise power in the load will thus be
S2 4 /iT/X,
kT /X 1 (1/Q
(1 /Q + Q)Rl
Q)RL watts
. ........ .. ...(16)
(16)
W'e
We
must now find the relation between Gm2fR1. and
22
S /R|
/Rr. (where Gm,
Gm, S are the trans-conductance and transresistance respectively) which will deliver equal powers for
a signal voltage E at frequency j 1• The signal voltage E
is applied unaltered to the input of the amplifier
in
22
Tnerefore the signal power is E 22G
Fig. 9(a).
Gm
ro RL.
In Fig. y(c),
';J(c), the current is E/Z„
E/Z 1, where
2 + ('X;/Q.) 2 =
Zt
= VXt
Xt Vl
v-::-1--:+--=-1,=·Q=
Z( =
VxJT
(XjOf- = X,
+ 1/Q22
The voltage output
is
S
so
times
this
that
the power in
2 2
2
2
the load2 Rl
RL2 is E 2SS2/X,
/X 12 (1 +
+ 1/Q 2 )) Rl,.
RL. This must
equal E
E2Gm
/RL. 2 Therefore
G,m 2/Ri,.
2
2
G
RL =
= S2/X,
/Xt 2(l
(1 + 1/Q 2)Rl
(17)
) RL . • ..... .....(17)
G„m22Rl
The ratio between the noise powers is
22
Nn
(15)
Gm
RLL22R'X(1 (1/Q
(1 /Q +
Nh
4 kT G
+ Q)
m R
Ns~
= (i6) =
- - -- - -- -S22 --4 - kT _ __ _
Nso ' (16)
S 4 kT
Using equation 17 this becomes
_SS22R'X,
R'Xt (1/Q + Q)
-szxtz
(C+--1/Q2)
S2X,2 (1
+ 1/Q2)
Substituting for R' from equation 14 we get
Q ------ -^
-· -- __ _g
2
n, \/2 [1 +
ne
+ !4 (tit
Cnt —
- 1/H()
1fn t) 2]]

v2

^2 ntt Q
v2n

i+n~4-

APPENDIX 4.
We consider the value
of R' which from appendix 11
+ !4 ("
(n —
- 1/n)
is R/[1
R/[l +
1/t)22]-] . Over this region the voltage gain
must fall at 6 dB/octave.
Gm
Therefore G
ra must be proportional to 1'/,
1/j, and Grn
rower output
G^22 to 1/f2
I '/2. 2 The noise power
2
must be
R 'Gm
proportional to
R'G
m ,, which is proportional
2
22
toR'
/P (and thus to
toR'
/n ).). Therefore the noise output must
to R'//
R'/n
4
vary with n as l/(«
1/(n1 +
+ 1) which is independent of n when
n is small.

B.B.C.
625-LINE U.H.F.
B.B.C. 625-LINE
U.H.F. TESTS
TESTS
Monochrome and
and Colour Transmissions Daily
Daily from
from Crystal Palace
Palace
Monochrome
ON November 3rd the B.B.C. concluded its series of
u.h.f. 625-line television field trials which it had been
conducting since September 3rd, and is now carrying out
until further notice a regular schedule of test transmissions daily from Monday to Friday. The tests include
both monochrome and N.T.S.C. colour transmissions.
Later there will be tests using the French SECAM
colour system. The sound transmitter radiates the Band
II television sound.
TRANSMISSION
SCHEDULE
TRANSMISSION SCHEDULE

Time
Time
0-10 min.
0-10
min.
10-20 min.
10-20
min.
20-30
20-30 min.
min.
30-40
30-40 min.
min.
40-50 min.
40-SO
min.
50-60
50-60 min.
min.

Material
Material
33 min.
min. colour
colour bars
bars
15IS sec.
sec. identification
identification caption
caption
22 min.
IS sec.
sec. colour
colour slides
slides
min. 15
22 min.
min. 15
IS sec.
sec. monochrome
monochrome slides
slides
min. 15
IS sec.
sec. colour
colour slides
slides
22 min.
625-line
test card
card
62S-Iine test
asas for
for 0-10
0- 10 min.
min.
colour
colour bars
bars
II min.
test card
card
min. 625-line
62S-Iine test
min . colour
colour slides
slides
33 min.
33 min.
min . monochrome
monochrome pictures
pictures
min. cclo
cc.lo jt
1r slides
slides
33 min.
colour
colour slides
slides or
or additional
additional test
test material
material

The transmissions are being radiated in Channel 44
(vision 655.25 Mc/s, sound 661.25
661,25 Mc/s) with horizontal polarization and an e.r.p. of 160 kW. Early in
1963 there
t'1ere will be simultaneous transmissions in Channel
34 (vision 575.25 Mc/s, sound 581.25 Mc/s). These
channels are being used for experimental purposes only
and are not those which, in accordance with the Stockholm Plan, will be used in die
lhe London area when the
B.B.C.'::;
B.B.C.'s second programme on 625 lines starts in 1964.
1S64.
The schedule
5chedule of transmissions
transmissi0ns is given opposite. It
will be repeated each hour from 10.00 to 17.00 except
between 13.00 and 14.00 during which time a grille
pattern (for receiver convergence adjustments) or other
test signals will be radiated. From 20.00 to 41.30
21.30 colour
and monochrome films interspersed with slides will be
transmitted. Each transmission period will be preceded
by a 20 minute ""line-up"
line-up " sequence. A test line signal
will be imerted
inserted in the blanking period of each field.
This signal will consist of one line carrying a 2T pulse
and bar (T being
bein-s the half-amplitude duration
durat:on of a
standard sine-squared pulse with a repetition frequency
equal to the line frequency) followed by a second line
carrying a chrominance 2T pulse and bar.
carry:ng

Wireless
1962
WIRELESS World,
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DECEMBER 1962
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v|pP£L
SUPPLIERS OF MOBILE
RADIO TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
Uf
. ,

SUPPLIERS OF MOBILE
RADIO TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT'

<ii)

1

introduce the brilliant new 'CAM BRIDGE'

J introduce the brilliant new CAMBRIDGE'

Transistor
Mobile Radiotelephone
Transistor

Mobile

Radiotelephone

The overwhelming advantages
advantages of
of the
the fully
fully transistorised
transistorised receiver
receiverhave
havenow
nowbeen
been
made available in this
this remarkable
remarkable new
new mobile
mobile radiotelephone,
radiotelephone, atat no
no additional
additional
cost and without sacrifice
sacrifice of
of the
the stringent
stringent performance
performance requirements
requirements hitherto
hithertomet
met
only by valve receivers.
receivers. This
This outstanding
outstanding Pye
Rye product
product sets
sets aa new
new high
high standard
standard
in mobile radiotelepho·ne
radiotelephone design
design which
which cannot
cannot be
be surpassed.
surpassed.
•• Fully transistorised
e• 100
transistorised receiver
receiver
100 Milliamps
Milliamps receiver
receiverdrain
drain
sub-assemblies
AMororFM
FM
• •AM
•• Printed circuit sub-assemblies
filters
Kc/s oror5050Kc/s
Kc/schannelling
channelling
•• Sealed lIF
F block filters
e• 2525 Kc/s
• Dustproof and splashproof
splashproof
Singleororsix-channel
six-channel
e
••Single
Meets American
American and
and European
European specifications
specifications
. •• BPO approved. Meets

PVE
PYE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

LIMITED
LIMITED

•
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The
yagis
IS
on our
roofF

r--=~~~

Th ~se four Vagi aerials, mounted
ted on the
■
roof of our
Hammersmit h - factory, have been
en transmitting
trans
a continuous beamed signal for a period
od of 10
lO months.
The signal is generated by a transmi
transmitter (GB3GEC),
designed and built by M-0 Valve3 Compi
Company's engineers,
for use in the C.C.I.R. research project.
roject.
This uninterrupted performance demonstrate
lemonst
s once again
:
the reliability of G.E.C.' valves. Full
ull data and application
notes on the types employed are available
availabl on request.

GB3GEC TRANSMITTER
500W 431.5 Mc/s uses
uses
these valves:
DET24
12AX7 • Z77 • D
ET24
4X1SOA ·• N709
TT15 • 4X150A
GXU2·A252
QXU2■A25211·4X250B
-4X2506

THE M-0 VALV E CO LTDBrook Green ·Hammersmi th · London W6 · Riverside 3431

www.americanradiohistory.com

DECEMBER MEETINGS
Tickets are required for some meetings ; readers are advised, therefore, to LEICESTER
11th. Television Society.-" Trancommunicate with the secretary of the society concerned.
sistorized television receivers " by P. L.

Mothersole at 7.30 at the New Vaughan
College, St. Nicholas Street.
12th.
Brit.I.R.E.-" Electronics in

LONDON

BIRMINGHAM

I.E.E.-Discussion on " Plugs,
sockets and interconnections " opened
by N. E. Hyde at 5.30 at Savoy Place,

7th. Society of Instrument Technology.-" Instruments in space research "
by E. C. Mackenzie at 7.0 at the Lecture Theatre, Bing Kendrick Suite,

3rd.

W.C.2.
5th.

Brit.I.R.E.-" Signal/noise performance of radar and sonar displays "
by Dr. J. W. R. Griffiths at 6.0 at London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, Keppel Street, W.C.1.

6th. I.E.E.-" Data processing " by
R. H. Tizard at 5.30 at Savoy Place,

W.C.2.
6th.

Radar & Electronics Assoc.-

" Investigation of space by probes and
radio " by Prof. Sir Bernard Lovell at
7.0 at The Royal Commonwealth Society

Hall, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
7th. I.E.E. & Brit.I.R.E.-Discussion
on " Masers and lasers and their possible
applications in medicine and biology "
at 6.0 at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
8th. Electronic Organ Constructors
Soc.-Demonstration of organ by Clyne

College of Advanced Technology, Gosta
Green.

Brit.I.R.E.-" Recent developments in piezo-electric transducers " by
A E. Crawford at 6.15 at the University.
13th.

BRISTOL
5th. Brit.I.R.E.-" Colour television "
by I. J. P. James at 7.0 at Bristol College
of Science and Technology.
13th. Society of Instrument Technology.-" Applications of radar to meteo-

rology " by W. G. Harper at 7.30 at

the Department of Physics, the University, Royal Fort.

on

" Teaching mathematics to engineers "
at 6.0 at the London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street,
W.C.1.

12th. Soc. of Environmental Engineers.

-" Simulation of a space environment"
by A. P. Longmore at 6.0 at Mechanical Engineering Department, Imperial
College, Exhibition Road, S.W.7.
13th.

Radar & Electronics Assoc.-

" Colour television servicing " by R. A.
Turrell and B. J. Rogers at 7.0 at Royal
Society of Arts,
W.C.2.
14th.
Society

John Adam Street,
of

Birdcage Walk, S.W.1.
14th. Television Society.-" Switch able television receivers " by L. H.
Briggs at 7.0 at 164 Shaftesbury Avenue,

I.E.E.-" A proposed

new

method of measuring microwave power
and impedance using Hall effect in a
semiconductor ";
" High - frequency
radiation pressure and Hall effect in
semiconductors " and " A microwave
electrostatic wattmeter" by Professor

H. E. M. Barlow at 5.30 at Savoy Place,
W.C.2.
18th.

LIVERPOOL

Brit.I.R.E.-" The application

19th.

photomultipliers

of

in

industry

and

research " by J. Hambleton at 7.30 at
the Walker Art Gallery.
MALVERN
6th. Brit.I.R.E.-" Lasers " by Dr.
D. W. Goodwin at 7.0 at the Winter

Gardens.

MANCHESTER
3rd.

Instrument Tech-

Society of

nology.-" Electronics v. pneumatics "
by C. H. Gregory at 6.45 at the Literary
and Philosophical Society, 36 George
Street.
6th.

5th.

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
12th.
Brit.I.R.E.-" S on i c gas
analysis " by A. M. Reid at 6.0 at the

by James Anthony at 7.0 at the Department of Natural Philosophy, The University, Drummond Street.

Institute of Mining and Mechanical
Engineers, Neville Hall, Westgate Road.

FAWLEY

PORTSMOUTH
I.E.E.-" Digital frequency
12th.
synthesisers for modern communication

Society of Instrument Technology.-" Transistors in industry " by S.
Perkins at 5.45 in Room 4a, Administration Building, Esso Petroleum Co.
7th.

GLASGOW

13th. Brit.I.R.E.-"Synthetic speech"
by James Anthony at 7.0 at the Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders, 39
Elmbank Crescent.

systems " by R. A. Hicks and J. D.
Newman at 6.30 at College of Technology, Anglesea Road.

SOUTHAMPTON
11th. I.E.E.-Discussion on " Teaching
electronic
circuit techniques "
opened by A. R. Owens at 6.30 at The
University.

Non -Destructive
uses of ultra-

Examination.-" The
sonics " by Dr. R. Jones at 3.30 at the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 1

W.C.2.
17th.

The University.

Brit.I.R.E.-" Electro-acoustics
a review " by Dr. B. K. Gazey at 7.0
Brit.I.R.E.-" A new television at Reynolds Hall, College of Science
service " by N. Hughes at 6.30 at the and Technology.

CARDIFF

Radio at 3.0 at Northern Polytechnic, Welsh College of Advanced Technology.
Holloway Road, N.7.
12th. I.E.E.-" Radio meteorology " EDINBURGH
by Dr. J. A. Saxton at 5.30 at Savoy
12th. Brit.I.R.E.-" Synthetic speech "
Place, W.C.2.
12th.
Brit.I.R.E. - Discussion

archaeology" by D. Reaney at 6.45 at

I.E.E.-Discussion on " Tele-

vision in the service of technical educa-

tion " opened by J. Scupham at

5.30

at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
19th.
Brit.I.R.E.-Symposium on
" Vibration testing " at 10 a.m. at the
London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, Keppel Street, W.C.1.
21st. B.S.R.A.-" The design of pickups," by P. J. Pyke at 7.15 at the Royal
Society of Arts, John Adam Street,

" WIRELESS WORLD "

PUBLICATIONS
Net

PRINCIPLES OF SEMICONDUCTORS
M. G. Scroggie, B.Sc., M.I.E.E.

Price
.

.

.

COLOUR TELEVISION: N.T.S.C. System, Principles and
Practice. P. S. Carnt, B.Sc. (Eng.), A.C.G.I., A.M.I.E.E.
and G. B. Townsend, B.Sc., F. Inst.P., M.I.E.E., A.K.C.
RADIO VALVE DATA

Compiled by the staff of " Wireless World." 7th Edition ..
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC LABORATORY HANDBOOK

M. G. Scroggie, B.Sc., M.I.E.E. 7th Edition
.
BASIC MATHEMATICS FOR RADIO AND ELECTRONICS
.

. .

.

F. M. Colebrook, B.Sc., D.I.C., A.C.G.I. Revised by J. W.
..
Head, M.A. (Cantab.). 3rd Edition
PRINCIPLES OF TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
S. W. Amos, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E. 2nd Edition ..
HIGH -QUALITY SOUND PRODUCTION AND REPRODUCTION. H. Burrell Hadden.
.

.

.

.

.

.

21/-

21/11

85/-

87/3

6/-

55'17, 6

18/6

21 -

22/ -

42 -

43/5

SOUND AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING. General Prin45;'ciples. K. R. Sturley, Ph.D., B.Sc., M.I.E.E.
GUIDE TO BROADCASTING STATIONS
..
3/6
Compiled by "Wireless World." 13th Edition
A complete list of books is available on application.
.

By

Post

46/4

4/-

Obtainable from all leading booksellers or from

ILIFFE BOOKS LTD., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.

W.C.2.
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Electronics Made Easy
By " CATHODE RAY "

WE are repeatedly warned by highbrows that
electrons are not little black elastic spheres charged
with negative electricity. Fair enough if they told
us clearly what electrons are. But when we pursue
that line of inquiry the answer is usually something
to the effect that they are entities whose behaviour
conforms to certain mathematical equations. And
again we are warned not to regard them as having
any imaginable physical existence, as otherwise we
are bound to get bogged down trying to reconcile
contradictory pictures of them as both waves and
particles.

I am convinced that all this is perfectly true. In
fact, I have expounded such views myself from time
to time. Yet when it comes to tracing out how a
circuit works I always regard the electrons as little
black elastic spheres charged with negative electricity.

This revelation-or confession-should put fresh
heart into readers who have been following my

recent series with a growing conviction that I have
defected to the academic cause. There is really
nothing inconsistent in having several quite different
views of what electrons are, according to the requirements of the occasion. However desirable steam hammers may be for some operations, it is stupid
to insist on one for cracking a nut. So I make no
apology for what follows.

away from other negative charges and towards positive charges. So long as vacuum valves ruled the
roost, movements of positive charges were such unimportant exceptions that they were often ignored,
and a certain school of thought urged that the direc-

tion of an electric current should be the direction

of electron movement. This is the reverse of the
original convention, according to which the positive

direction of current was the direction of positive

charge movement, so that when a current consisted
of electrons moving to the left, it was deemed to be

flowing to the right. The revisionists were for
declaring this a false start and beginning again on
the basis of identifying the direction of current as
the direction of electron movement.

Current Conventions
Now as a rule I am all in favour of throwing overboard even well -established conventions as soon as

they are seen to be unsound. We owe it to the

coming generations, I feel, to put up with a certain
amount of mental readjustment and temporary in-

convenience in order that their way may not be
hindered by illogical and confusing conventions.

it comes to offering a working knowledge of a subject such as electronics I do say that history is one
of the worst grounds on which to base an order of

There are enough inevitable difficulties for them to
face without saddling them with unnecessary ones
owing to our mental laziness and inertia.
But in this particular case I have never been convinced. If all electric currents were electron movements, perhaps yes. But thz existence of even a
minority of positive charge movements seems to
me to swing the balance towards leaving the convention as it was. And anyway, the change would
merely replace one confusion by another. It isn't
all that easy to convince the inquiring mind that the
positive direction of an electric current is the direction the negative charges move. If the proposal were
to reverse the conventional sign of electric charges,
so that electrons were positive, I'd fall in; but nobody seems prepared to be quite as revolutionary as

approach.

that.

Valves or Transistors First ?
I suppose most people still start with valves and

then go on to transistors as a rather more advanced
electronic subject. No doubt the fact that valves

were established decades before transistors were
thought of may have a lot to do with this order of
approach. But while not going so far as to endorse

Henry Ford's opinion that history is bunk, when

Nor is the order that was appropriate
in my young days necessarily right when we pass
on our knowledge to the young of today, who see
valves being rapidly driven from one after another
of their prepared positions by transistors. The expositor has a stronger Lase when he claims that transistors are inherently more complicated than valves,
so should come later in the book.

All the same, in this child's guide to electronic
devices I'm going to have a shot at transistors first.

The object of the exercise is to be able to tell

which way the currents flow. Now we all know that
electric currents consist of the movement of electric
charges, and their movements are governed by the
rule that "like repels like and attracts unlike." In
practice, most of the moving charges are electrons,

and because they are negative they tend to move
606

And now that p -n -p transistors are pouring forth

in their millions, all with mainly positive charge
movements, the current -reversing campaign is a lost
cause.

I've gone into this apparent side issue because we
are going to have to face a contradiction in conventions, and it will be a matter of deciding which is
the least objectionable.
One well -established convention for diagrams and
mental pictures is " positive up." (We must admit
the existence of authorities who make an exception
where p -n -p transistors are involved.) If we adopt
this, then the tendency for electrons is to float to the
top of the diagram. They can therefore be visualized
as bubbles in a liquid. Positive charges, which sink
to the bottom, appear as solid particles. The
WIRELESS WORLD, DECEMBER 1962

obvious diagrammatic representations are 0 and
respectively.
Unfortunately these conflict with the natural

symbols for negative and positive, which are black
and white (where red is not available), and with the
concept of a hole as a positive charge.

If electrons were to be remustered as positive

charges this difficulty would disappear, and, moreover, a hole would be negative, which seems to make
better sense. Prepared though I personally am to
face the upheaval that would result, I have little confidence that the idea would commend itself to the
electrical world in general, so we shall have to make
the best of what we've got.
Those who use a " negative up " convention with
p -n -p transistors should have no serious difficulty in
extending it to their potential diagram for all elec-

They will then be quite happy,

trical devices.

because their holes float and their solid electrons
sink.

Those of us who stick by "positive up," and

regard "high potential" as high positive potential
unless the contrary is stated, are faced with having
to use to mean a hole and 0 an electron, or else
accepting that a floats and a 0 sinks. Personally I
opt for the latter, for there is no inherent reason
why white balls shouldn't be heavier than black. If

anybody doesn't like it he can join the "negative up " crowd and look at my diagrams upside down.
And now at last to get at them.

Mobile Charges
Semiconductors are classified as p -type and n -type,
according to whether they contain positive or negative mobile charges. The negative charges are
electrons and the positive charges are holes, and it is
none of our business just now to consider how thzy

came to be there or what precisely they areespecially the holes.

Our present interest in them is
confined to the fact that their movements one way
or another are the electric currents in the materials.
At the start we shall assume that these intentionally
provided current carriers are the only ones present.
Later on we can take account of the fact that whether
we like it or not there are in addition pairs of
opposite kinds of mobile charge in both types of

semiconductor. In most well -regulated devices these
are in a small minority and play only a second -order
part.
Isolated pieces of semiconductor are shown
diagrammatically as in Fig. 1; (a) for n -type and (b)
for p -type. In accordance with the chosen conven-

+

n
0

(a)

P
0

EMITTER

/

B

0

(b)
Fig.

0

0

tion electrons are represented by black dots tending
to float upwards like bubbles, and the holes are the

white dots, tending to sink towards the negative
region.

The levels at which the lines are drawn in these
two diagrams are unimportant. Vertical distance
being an imaginary scale of potential, the horizontal
lines convey the information that the whole of either
of these pieces of material is at one potential. In
other words there is no difference of potential within
either of them so no current flows. Absolute
potential is meaningless; all that matters is relative

potential, and even that doesn't matter so long as
there is no conductive path between the two pieces.
Likewise

the number of dots drawn

is

quite

arbitrary, though later the relative number may usefully give some idea of their relative concentration in
the materials.
Semiconductor devices comprise at least two
pieces of opposite type, connected together. In
practice the connection has to be so close that physically there is only one piece, with n and p zones. If
a difference of potential is maintained between these
by a battery or other means, then our diagram shows
us what to expect. In Fig. 2(a) the n part is made
positive relative to the p part, as shown by the level
of its line being higher. And clearly the charges stay
where they are and no current is set up. But at (b)

the connections are reversed, making the p part
positive. The electrons can now float higher and
the holes sink lower, and a two-way current is set
up-negative to the right and positive to the left.
By convention both of these are an electric current
from right to left, or positive to negative, just as if
an ordinary conductor were there. And so we have

the rectifying action of a junction diode. If we
forget which is the conductive direction, this sort of
diagram reminds us that it is positive to p. So long
as this difference of potential is maintained the
current will go on flowing, for the carriers are conreplenished from

tinually

the

source

at

both

terminals, electrons being supplied at the negative
end, and withdrawn to create holes at the positive
end. The vertical dimension of the diagram, I
would repeat, is potential only; but the horizontal
dimension can be regarded as thickness of material,
as we shall see.

The Transistor
So much for diodes. Now consider a sandwich
with an n zone between two p zones-a p -n -p transistor. The " meat " is the base, and we shall put

\

0

n

P.

0

0

0±

5

(a)

( b)
Fig.2

I

IASEs

0 0 o
COLLECTOR

Fig.i
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Fig.4

Fig.5
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Fig.6
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the emitter on its left and the collector on its right.
In normal use the collector is maintained negative,
so-as we have just seen-base and collector together

current loss. As usually expressed, the current gain
(commonly called cc) is a little less than 1.

form a reverse -connected diode and no current flows.
The carriers in these two zones are of the wrong kind
for conduction.

The same applies to the base/emitter junction if

the emitter is biased negative, as shown in Fig 3. No
current flows anywhere.
But now make the emitter slightly positive (Fig. 4)
and, as in Fig. 2(b) we have current flowing between
emitter and base. What matters more is that there

is nothing to stop the holes cascading down to the
collector. So it appears in the diagram, and so it is
in reality. The obvious question is how much current going into the emitter comes out at the base and
how much goes on to the collector.

If you want the diagram to show which is the

common electrode you can attach an earth symbol
to it.
In n -p -n transistors, of course, everything is

reversed, as in Fig. 6.
If you like you can take account of such phenomena as depletion layers (represented by the widths
of the slopes) and recombination, but on the whole
I think it is better not to make these diagrams too

Their real value is to help simple
minds to grasp the basic simplicities of electronic
devices. However, among these might reasonably
be counted intrinsic conduction, due to breaking up
(ionizing) of atoms by heat, light or other stimulant,
creating hole -and -electron pairs, corresponding in
number to the intensity of stimulation. So besides
the carriers shown in the foregoing diagrams there
are a few of the opposite kind in each zone. These
sophisticated.

Reducing Base Current
Anyone looking at the diagram would say it depended on the width of the base; if the base was very

narrow most of the holes would go all the way.
Again, this correctly suggests what happens in tran-

sistors, and is the primary reason why their bases
are made microscopically thin. Another thing is

that the density of holes in the emitter is made
greater than the density of electrons in the base.
Roth these features are suggested in Fig. 5. As a
result the collector current is many times greater
than the corresponding base current, and the transistor gives that many times current amplification.

And because the second potential drop can be made
much bigger than the first, voltage amplification is
obtainable too. So the power gain can be really
large.

Before we all reckon this is easier than falling off

a log, and go on to the next thing, we ought to

make sure we are quite clear about the difference

between common -emitter and common -base operation. In talking about biasing the emitter negative

or positive I implied that this was relative to the

base, and if that was the standard of reference then
it would be the common element in both input and
output circuits; in other words, common -base operation was implied. That being so, I ought to have

compared the output (collector) current with the
input (emitter) current-not with the base current.
Because the latter is a small deduction from the

emitter current, the collector current is that little bit
less than the emitter current, and there is that much

+

obviously form a reverse current in diodes and

transistors, which ruins the normal working if their
number is so increased by (for example) temperature
as to become comparable with the intentional
("majority ") carriers. So the temperature of semiconductor devices must be kept from rising high
enough for this to happen.

The Vacuum Valve
We can now consider the vacuum valve

as

a

special case. The cathode, when heated, becomes a
source of mobile electrons. If the anode is relatively

negative, as in Fig. 7(a), no current is possible.

Reversing the polarity allows current to flow, but in
contrast to the n -p diode it is a purely electronic one.
There is another difference. In a semiconductor
the zones are electrically neutral, because for each
mobile charge there is an equal and opposite fixed
charge, due to its detachment. But in the vacuum
between cathode and anode of a valve there are no
charges except those in transit. Directly the electrons in Fig. 7(b) move in the direction of the arrow
they form a space charge, pulling down the potential

CATHODE

ANODE
1-

ANODE

CATHODE

(a)

4)
(b)

Fig.7

ANODE

CATHODE

However, because the collector voltage is normally greater than any working bias voltage, there is
no reason why we shouldn't regard the emitter/collector voltage as fixed, and bias the base, using it as
the control electrode. That being so, we have
common -emitter operation and extensive current
gain as previously described.

ANODE

t

CATHODE

CATHODE

I

GRID
Fig.g

6u8

Fig.I0
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of the vacuum. This can be represented as in Fig. 8,
and obviously the tendency is to reduce the flow by
forming a sort of barrier. To offset this tendency
we have to use a higher voltage for the anode than is
needed for the collector of a transistor.
By interposing a third electrode-the grid-we can
control this barrier, either reducing or increasing it,
and so controlling the anode current without expending appreciable current in the control circuit. Fig. 9
represents a biased -off triode, with its negative grid.

In a gas -filled valve there are gas atoms in the
space, and if the anode voltage is high enough to

accelerate the emitted electrons to sufficient speed
they ionize these, releasing additional electrons and
thereby creating positive ions, which in a gas are

mobile (though much less so than the electrons,
because they are far heavier). These slow -moving

positive charges neutralize the space charge and

enable heavier currents to flow with relatively low
anode voltages-Fig. 10.
Whether the diagrams make it easier to follow
the behaviour of valves, you must judge. But I do
suggest they ease the initial encounter with transistor
theory.

FUNDAMENTALS OF FEEDBACK DESIGN
By G. EDWIN

12.-CONCLUSION

THE main general principles involved in the
design of simple closed loop systems have been

covered at a level which is sufficient for the design
of ordinary audio frequency amplifiers. The reader
must realize, however, that this is, quite deliberately,
a survey of the barest minimum he needs to know.
It is as though he had learned just enough French
to say " Ou est l'homme de Thomas Cook ?". In
fact these same principles can
advanced design problems but alternative methods

may be desirable and obviously the greater the
choice of tools the easier the job Will be. It now
remains to tidy up a few loose ends.

It has already been noted that it is much more

difficult to ensure stability when feedback is applied

round many stages than when it is applied round
only a few. With a single stage there are no prob-

lems at all; with two stages the problems are usually
trivial; three stages are common enough to take the
designer to the limit of what can be achieved
with simple networks. We must therefore consider

why we do not, for example, split the three -stage
amplifier into a two -stage and a single stage and
apply feedback independently to these two units.
Life would then be much easier.
Consider such a system, made up of two amplifiers

of gains pi and p2, with feedbacks of Si and P2
The overall gain without feedback is
applied.
µ1µ2 and the overall gain with feedback, G, is

G-

Pi

X

P2

1p- P2P2
1 - P1P1
(1 - µ1Y1) (1 - P202)
=
The effect of feedback is thus to reduce the gain
by the factor (1 - Pif30 (1 - 11.2 132). When the
system is considered as a single amplifier and feedback of 13 is applied round the whole loop we presumably want the same gain, and writing p = Pi P2
we have G = 141 - µ13). The gain reduction factor

is (1 - µ13).

Rp

Since G is to be the same in both

cases we must have

(1 - p/3) = (1 - pifii) (1 -

IL2

130

By inserting some numbers we can get a clear
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picture of what this means. Let us for convenience

take (1 - ps) = 20, a fairly typical value for a

practical amplifier. We can then take, for example,
(1 - PA) = 5 and (1 - P202) = 4. These, however, are the factors by which the performance of
the amplifier is improved and we see that the loss
of gain in one part of the system is of no value in
improving the performance of the other part.
From the point of view of gain stability and distortion we might just as well have made (1 - µS) = 5
and provided ourselves with an extra 12dB of overall gain. Indeed, the more closely a system of this
kind is studied the worse it often appears. The
output stage has least gain and, because of the output
transformer, usually presents the greatest feedback problems. With these in mind it becomes
tempting to make (1 - 112132) small and keep (1
high. Most of the distortion comes from
the output stage, however, just where our search
for a quiet life has cut down the feedback. When
for other reasons local feedback is used it should
not be counted as part of the total loop feedback.
A multiple loop case of more interest uses local
feedback round the first amplifier and then feedback round the whole loop. For this arrangement
the gain of the first portion is pi/(1 -µ1S1), the

forward gain before the overall feedback is applied
is p1p2/(1 - !LA) and the final result

G-

tii P2/(1 - Fµ1S1)

1 - µl 112 t3/(1 -

I.L

fl)

P2

1 - IIINl This approaches -1/0 if PaL20 X (1 One important way in which this can be achieved
= 0. In fact, because
is by making (1 13

is not constant, exact equality cannot be relied on,
but if A, is small it need not vary too much, and if
pi can be held within 10 % we can certainly keep
(1 - µ1131) within 20% even if we need to offset
it from zero. This is, of course, the device of using
positive feedback in a low-level part of the circuit.
Although the distortion is increased, it begins at a
609

low value and while the g path will look after this
extra distortion the reduction in the 43 -effect will
also help with distortion produced in the µII part
of the circuit. Techniques of this kind are valuable
when high overall gain with good performance is

Then
a2/4b = [4(1 +µ0R)2/(1 - go13)4]/[4(1 - µo13)2]

back which would otherwise be necessary cannot

amount of rise in the response. For example, if we
can tolerate a 1dB rise we should take
(1 + µ0P)2/(1 - 14)2 -= 012
or (1 + PAM - ILO) = 0'346.
This is easily solved giving - it0f3 = 0'485. In
fact when T1 = 72 almost any feedback (this is only
about 3idB) gives us a hump in the overall response.

needed and the extra 6-10dB of negative feedbe afforded.

Another topic which is of great interest is the

useof teedback amplifiers as filters. Naturally the
more sophisticated aspects of this subject are well
beyond our scope, but some simple examples will
show the method of approach and are in themselves
useful. We begin with the basic form of the gain,
G = µ/(1 and as on logarithmic scales the
only difference between using G or 1/G is a minus

sign we turn our attention to 1/G = (1 - pig)/p =
1/µ

We shall consider the case where the ampli-

fier has two circuits of the [1

j LI] type, conveniently

j cor,) and (1 + jar,) and that in

written as (1
fact

go/(1 + jwr1) (1 + coT2)
.'. 1/G= (1 jwr1) (1 + jo.)72)/p.0 If we go back and write this as
1/p4(1

j

Ti)(1

13

j cosi-2)- iLA

we need only consider, as far as the shape of the
response is concerned, the term inside the square
We have:
iLo/G = (1 - Pol3) - ct,21'172 + ai( ri + Ts)
w2 x
and thus 111,0/G12 = (1 - f)2
[(71 + T2)2 - 271 r2(1 - FLOM
W4712.r22
brackets.

This is an expression which defines the shape of

the overall response. A case of great interest is what
is sometimes called maximal flatness and at other times

a Butterworth type of response. We obtain this by
equating the coefficient of (.02 to zero, getting as a
result
(=I + =2)2
1.12

+ 722

=
=

T1/T2 + 72/71 =

27172(1

/IA

2P -0g 71

1.2

2/10/3

It will be remembered that µ0fl is in fact negative

so that this equation can be satisfied so long as
The expression 71/T2 + 72/71 has a
I POI >1.

minimum value of 2, when 71 = 72, and approaches
x1/72 or 72/1.1, whichever is the greater, as either

of these factors become large. For example if
1.1/72 = 10, 71/72 + 1.2I7I:= 101 and for a Butter-

worth response we should need to have - pop

= 5.05.
This type of response represents the limit beyond
which any more feedback will cause the response to
rise at first, before it finally falls away. If we now
turn to the basic algebraic form
1 + ax2
bx4
we can find that the maximum occurs when
4bx3

2ax = 0
or x3 = - a/2b

Showing that there is only a real value of x when
a (or b, which is not physically possible) is negative.

The amount of this maximum is 1 - a2/4b. Comparing the basic algebraic form with the expression
for hao/G12, we see that
ab = (712
+ 722 +posy
2147170/(1 - tio13)2
7121.221(1

= (1 +µo13)2/(1 - PA2
It is very easy from an expression of this form to
decide what sort of pag we should use for a given

The response shape obtained in this way

is

exactly the same as that which we should get if we
used a half -section low-pass filter, with one capacitor

and one inductor. We have here needed to use only
two capacitors and some feedback. Especially when
frequencies are very low this possibility of eliminating
inductors is frequently very valuable. The low

values of g0l3 make it quite practicable to use local
feedback on each stage to stabilize the value of tio:
the fact that we are dealing with CR circuits makes
it possible to allow for some of the capacitor losses
in the resistor values. The overall circuit behaves
as though the elements were almost pure reactances.
This particular example is a very simple one: with
more stages of CR network we have more room for
manoeuvre and we can obtain flatter pass -bands and
sharper cut-off characteristics.
Frequencies of

infinite attenuation can be obtained by including
parallel -T RC networks in the po path and the
width of the peak controlled by the overall feedback.

Although the general use of this class of network
involves a good deal of algebra, there is one simple
case which we may mention here. A suitable
parallel -T network inserted in the tin path will
produce a deep attenuation cusp at its frequency of
balance. As it stands this is far too wide to be of
great value, since even at twice the cusp frequency
there is a loss of, from memory, some 6dB. If,

however, over-all negative feedback is applied it will
flatten out these skirts of the response until the cusp
has produced a fall which is something of the order

of (1 - lig). This enables us to get quite a narrow
notch using only capacitance and resistance and is
widely used in distortion measuring equipment for
suppressing the fundamental while leaving the
unwanted terms to pass freely through.

Networks of this kind can also be included in the
negative feedback path in amplifiers which also have
some positive feedback. If the positive feedback is

sufficient the amplifier will be unstable and will
oscillate at the notch frequency, but harmonics of
the notch frequency will pass through the negative

feedback path and will be reduced in the usual way.
This is a method often used for producing oscillators
of low distortion. In both these systems the
frequency is easily varied by variation of C or R and
the frequency is inversely proportional to C, not Cl
as in an LC system.
To conclude this survey a table has been prepared
which summarises the performance of some of the
elementary structures which may be used in shaping
the response of the forward and feedback paths of

To appreciate the meaning of any results we must
deal with simple expressions. Let us make 71 = 72

amplifiers. Only the simpler forms of the more

last operation makes no difference to the end result as
the T's will cancel out.

to the expressions given when the appropriate
simplifications are made.

and normalize so that r = 1: it can be seen that this

610

elaborate structures are given but these can be used
to check that calculations of the general forms reduce
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TECHNICAL
New logic elements using tungsten
lamps and cadmium sulphide cells
are being investigated by Mullard.
Such cells normally have a high resist-

ance; this falls to a low value when
the cell is illuminated. This resistance change can be used to switch
on or off lamps in series or parallel
with the cells, and thus to activate
further cells in a logically connected
manner. The diagrams show two
examples of such logic elements. In

TIC

(I

1960). In this method the input signal
frequency modulates an oscillator
whose output is then also amplitude modulated by a control voltage derived
from the time averaged rectified value
of the signal. (The signal input or
output is taken according to whether
expansion or compression is required.) The composite f.m./a.m.

mixture masers the r.f. discharge is

tector-such as the Foster-Seeley-

In both the oxygen/neon and oxygen/argon masers the output power
is about 2mW. The gas mixture

signal is next demodulated by a de-

which responds to both a.m. and f.m.

used to excite the inert gas as before.

The excited inert gas atoms then

transfer their energy to the oxygen
molecules and cause them to dissociate-the process being known as
" dissociative

excitation

transfer ".

This leaves one of the two oxygen

atoms in an excited state from which
it produces 8446A maser oscillations.

the AND gate both cells must be The detector output is then the reilluminated to extinguish the lamp quired original signal modulated by ratios used are respectively (by presand produce a high resistance output
signal, in the OR gate a light signal
OUTPUT

the controlling (expanding or compressing) voltage. Since the output is
proportional to the original signal
multiplied by the control voltage, this

method can also be used to multiply
two signals together for computer

The new method has
a number of advantages: it can control the signal level very rapidly over
a wide frequency range without introducing noise, distortion, or the
applications.

ttf

'AND' GATE

d.c. control signal into the output;
no delicately balanced or matched
push-pull circuitry is required and,

finally, it can readily be used at video
frequencies.

New thin insulating

film manufacturing technique developed by

Drs. I. Haller and P. White of the
OUTPUT

f ft

'OR' GATE

Thinner films may also be realizable

with this technique than have previously been possible.

Two new c.w. gas masers developed
by Bell Telephone Laboratories use
generate a high resistance output.
Hold -on, phase inverter, and bi-stable
elements may also be produced. Such
cadmium sulphide/lamp elements
may successfully replace relays in

many industrial control applications.
Somewhat similar elements made up

either an inert gas or an inert gas/

612

Masers have been produced using
neon, argon, krypton, xenon or
helium. It is believed that yet another mechanism occurs in the
helium. As before discharge electrons excite some of the helium
atoms. However, instead of then

directly producing maser radiation,
these excited atoms transfer some of
their energy to atoms in the ground

issue of the journal of the Copper

Develotment Association. Normal
methods of wire drawing become increasingly difficult as the wire diameter decreases. This is due to the
low breaking strength of wire, so that
any imperfection in the wire or stick-

ing on the run-off coil can easily

is used to excite the helium atoms to

drawn into a filament when heated to
a fully plastic state.
A suitably -

This has an

of neon so that the excited helium

Compression and expansion by a new

state from which they produce maser
oscillations at frequencies characteristic of the particular inert gas used.

helium/neon mixture used in their thus has a diameter of about 0.001in.
original gas maser (see the " Tech- The new technique allows wire to
nical Notebook " section of our April be drawn with a diameter as fine as
1961 issue). In this original maser 0.00004in. This technique utilizes
an ordinary low -power r.f. discharge the natural tendency of glass to be

in a rubber compound (and called
photactors) are being developed by

f.m.-a.m. method is described by
W R. Aiken and C. Susskind in the
October 1961 issue of Proc. I.R.E.
(p. 1550) and has also been patented
(U.S. Patent No. 2,923,887, Feb. 2,

the inert gas atoms in an excited

result in breakages. The finest wire
which can be drawn commercially

a metastable state.

Ericsson.

charge impart their energy directly to
atoms of the inert gas. This leaves

oxygen mixture as distinct from the

of

electroluminescent lamps and
photoconductive cells all encapsulated

single inert gas maser (the second
new type) electrons in the r.f. dis-

I.B.M. Thomas J. Watson Research state. This excites these latter atoms
Centre consists in polymerizing an in turn, but to a different level from
organic gas (butadiene) into a solid which the maser radiation is finally
insulating layer on a surface by bom- produced.
barding the surface with an electron
beam (in a low-pressure butadiene
atmosphere). This technique could New fine wire drawing technique
be very useful in making micro- developed by Glass Developments
miniature circuits, since very fine Ltd. is described in the spring 1962
lines of insulating film could be
" drawn " by the electron beam.

on either cell shorts the lamp to

sure) Re 70 to 1 neon to oxygen and
40 to 1 argon to oxygen. In the

energy close to that of an upper state

atoms can impart their energy to

neon atoms by collision. The neon

atoms then fall to a lower energy
level producing the maser oscillaThe two new types of maser
use two different operating mechanisms, though they are still driven by
tions.

an r.f. discharge. In the oxygen/
inert gas (actually neon or argon)

heated glass tube has molten metal

maintained inside it so that the metal
too becomes drawn into a filament.
Both gas burner and r.f. heating have
been used. Since in the latter case
heat flows outwards from the metal,
this becomes more fluid and enables
a thinner wire to be drawn. The

thickness of the wire is determined
by the surface tension of the molten

metal, the drawing speed and the
WIRELESS WORLD, DECEMBER 1962

viscosity of the glass. In practice
only boro-silicate glass is used (this
has a suitable viscosity at the melt-

TECHNICAL

ing point of copper) and the wire

gauge is controlled by the tempera-

LITERATURE

ture and drawing speed, the latter
being in the region of 300ft/min.
The diameter of the wire can be

SIGNAL LAMP LEAFLET.
A Ten -page fully illustrated pull-out leaflet

varied from 1 to 18µ (i.e. 0.00004 to
0.0007in) with an overall diameter of
10 to 4011 for the glass sheath (this

tends to be somewhat thinner with QUOTE
manganin wire). The length which No.REF.
1502/C
can be drawn varies from 5 metres
for the finest wire to 500 metres for
the thickest. So far only copper

providing essential dimensions and List Nos.
to the comprehensive range of Bulgin Signal
Lamps including Legended types and Signal
Bush fittings. Invaluable for quick and easy

fineness of the wire is its primary

PLUG AND SOCKET LEAFLET.
A very comprehensive pull-out leaflet, having
fifteen illustrated pages giving full technical
information and sizes on our complete range
of Mains Connectors. Invaluable to draughts-

reference to the entire range.

and manganin wires have been drawn
by this new technique. The extreme

advantage, but other advantages also

are conferred by the drawing technique. One of these advantages is
a reduced temperature coefficient of
resistivity: with manganin annealed
for 4 hours at 450°C this coefficient

QUOTE
REF.

No. 1506/C

men, designers and purchasing staff, in all

is only 6 x 10' per °C in the range

industries.

0 to 240°C; in the range 20 to 240C°

the figure for copper is 0.0023 per
°C.

CONTROL KNOB LEAFLET.
We have just received from our printers a

This unexpected feature is par-

ticularly pronounced for wire diameters less than about 14µ. One
possible explanation is that below this

size the wire appears to be mono crystalline with respect to its crosssection (as indicated by X-ray diffraction) as distinct from the polycrystalline nature of larger diameter
wire. Another advantage of such

four -page leaflet illustrating and describing
the entire range of over 100 Bulgin Instrument Control Knobs. Essential for the buyer,
technician and engineer who requires quick

QUOTE
REF.
No. 15001C

pocket reference.

wire is that it has a greatly increased
current -carrying capacity. A figure
of 60,000 A/sq in was measured for
15,L
diameter copper wire-sixty

QUOTE

times the conventionally accepted
value. The conductivity of the cop-

No. 1501/C

MICRO -SWITCH LEAFLET.

Fifteen pages of illustrations with full technical and physical details concerning the

REF.

world famous range of Bulgin Precision Micro switches. Also included are four pages of

per used is about 0.9 that of high -

illustrations depicting their typical uses and
applications in many industries.

conductivity electrolytic copper. The
conductivity of the manganin is normal, the fineness of the wire giving
resistances ranging from 1,500 to

24,000n/m. The mechanical properties of the wire are mainly deter-

mined by the glass-this occupying
more than half the total diameter.
This results in the wire having a very

high tensile strength-values quoted
range from 75kg/mm' for 30µ out-

/tut GtN
SWITCHES

QUOTE
REF.

No. 1509/C

0

side diameter wire to 300kg/mm'
for 5µ wire.

MINIATURE SWITCH LEAFLET.
Twelve pages fully illustrated and tabulated
describe the extensive range of Bulgin Miniature Switches. Many new types, including
Rocker Contact Switches and Sub -Miniature
Meter Pushes, are incorporated in this leaflet
which makes it essential for the designer.

Despite the normally

fragile nature of glass these wires are
surprisingly flexible and bending
radii of in are possible even for the
thickest wire. If a permanent set is

COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
REFERENCE No. 203/C.
The NEW, 1963 Edition of our General

required this can be obtained by

Catalogue is now available, price 2/6 post

heating. The glass sheath also greatly

free or free to Trade letterhead or order.

increases the resistance to chemical
attack and reduces deterioration at
high temperatures due to oxydation.
As a result the copper wire can be
usefully operated at temperatures as
high as 550° and the manganin wire
up to 400°C. The glass sheath also
provides a very good natural insulating coating. A potential of 5kV has
been successfully withstood: the insulation resistance at normal temperatures is 10'MS1 (at 500V) though
this falls to 103MSI at 200°C and

1W at 500°C.
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Entirely re -designed in a new, modern, easy to -use format, its 180 pages give full technical

details, dimensions and illustrations of
OVER 10,000 ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

including over 70 New Lines which have been

developed during the past year.
IL

Please quote the above reference
numbers on application.

A. F. DULCIN & CO. LTD.

BYE -PASS ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX.
Telephone : RlPpleway 5588 (12 lines).
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UN IASE
714

By " FREE GRID"

ing by the tenor of his recently published book*.

In this book he has marshalled

a couple of pho ogaphs, or cylinder some very convincing arguments
against the idea of a decimal coinmachines, of still earlier date.
He puts forward a very cogent
Certain objects shown are quite age.
outside the scope of W.W., such, for case stating why our own currency,

Augean Stables

WHEN we were very young, most
of us will have been regaled with
the fairy stories of Hans Andersen, instance, as the primitive sewing
the Grimm brothers and many machine at the extreme left, which
others. Cinderella seems to be the is rather suggestive of the days of
best-known and the best -loved story, Florence Nightingale. The same
although personally I always pre- remark applies also to the mid-Vicferred the grim and Grimmlike tale torian medical coils, used in those
of the cleansing of the Augean days to give a primitive version of
stables by Hercules, which was one the modern E.C.T. treatment.
of the 12 mighty labours with
In conclusion, I would like to ask
which he was entrusted.
you to make excavations in your own
When I first heard this story I homes and, if you find anything of
little thought that one day I should interest, send a brief description to
be confronted by a task of an equally the authorities of the Science
arduous -nature. It happened a few Museum in South Kensington, as I
months ago, when ordered by Mrs. have done in the case of the antiques
Free Grid to clear out my wireless in my photograph. But do not send
den " or else."
anything to them uninvited, because
I can only say how thankful I am the Museum is a Government -sponnow that I was set this Herculean sored organization, and therefore it
labour, for as I dug down through means endless red tape for the Curalayer after layer of what the ignorant
would call rubbish, I came upon

archaeological treasures of bygone
years, as you will notice in the

illustration at the foot of this page.
was the
Philips all -mains receiver shown in
the middle of the photograph. It
dates from the late twenties, and
was made in Holland for the British
market. It is, I believe, the earliest

tors if anything is dumped for which

with a few necessary amendments, is

far better than any based on decimals, as is the dollar, the franc and
the rest of the " tens " and
" hundreds " monetary systems.
all

He goes a lot further and points
out how much easier life would

become for school children and all
us grown-up school children if we
adopted the duodecimal system in
place of our existing one so that, for
instance, a gross was written 100
(meaning one gross, no dozens, no
units) instead of 144.
This is no place to discuss politics

but I cannot help thinking that

if

we are indeed going into the Com-

mon Market, it would be a good idea
if one of our conditions of entry were
that existing members should throw
their metres and litres overboard,

they may find they have no use.

and all of us adopt a duodecimal

Damning Decimals

earth all this has got to do with radio

system of weights and measures.

Naturally you will ask what on

IN bygone years my late friend and electronics and why should I
" Diallist " and I have both spoken raise the matter in the columns of
favourably of the duodecimal system
in comparison with the decimal one
which we all use. " Dialhst " in

Wireless World? The answer to this
is that anything said about duodeci-

tuning sold in this country. To the
right of this receiver is the " Crysta- all our arithmetic books so that a
vox " loudspeaker intended for coup- better system of numeration might
ling direct to a crystal set. It dates arise, phoenix -like, out of the ashes.
from early broadcasting days and is
However, Dr. A. C. Aitken, who
marked " B.B.C.," a legal require- occupies the chair of mathematics at
ment for all wireless apparatus sold Edinburgh University, is seemingly
to the public until 1924.
alarmed by the suggestion made in

have allowed it in. It follows logically that anything previously discussed can be dealt with again.
But apart from that, arithmetic is

all -mains

receiver

with

one -knob

particular, pointed out its many advantages, but even he did not make
so bold as to suggest that we burn

mals in previous issues must have
had something to do with radio and
electronics or the Editor would not

one of the basic tools of the radio
industry, as of all other industries.
Thus we use sr in all sorts of radio
formula and of course the value of

Older readers will recognize, on certain quarters that our currency ir will no longer be 3.142. I will leave
the left of my picture, the famous should go over to the decimal system, you to work out what its new value
H.M.V. " dog -model " gramophone. and although he does not advocate will be.
This dates from the time of the Boer

War, and I found it in an archaeo-

logical layer consisting largely of
genuine early Edwardian pottery

which is not shown in the photograph. Also plainly to be seen are

514

the burning of our arithmetic books,
he is obviously in favour of it, judg-

* " The Case Against Decimalization,"

by A. C. Aitken. Oliver & Boyd, 2a 6d.

Antiques discovered during my
excavations
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